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KING EDWARD HISTORY READER.

THE EVOLUTIONARY HISTORY OF
ENGLAND.

PART I.—THE PEOPLE.
England has been lived in at successive times by

different races of men, British, Saxons, and Normans,
each of whom had their own manner of hfe.

The British.

The British were

of the Celtic race,

which was once
predominant in

Europe, and our

earliest accounts of

them are derived

from Julius Caesar,

who is generally

reckoned as the

conqueror of our

country, although

his first invasion

lasted only three

weeks, and his

second but two

months. He des-

jULius CJESAR. cribes them as very
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populous, very similar to the Gauls whom he had subdued

in France, using coracles or wicker boats covered with

skins to cross the rivers, such as are seen in Wales at

the present day, and as fighting in terrible war chariots

with scythes at the end of their axles. Many bronze

arms are found in their graves, shields, swords, daggers

and lances, arrows tipped with flint, or bronze and

heavy clubs loaded with stone. They used tracks

instead of roads, and had no bridges, but crossed their

rivers by fords.

The country was inhabited by clans divided into tribes,

in which women were sometimes chiefs as well as men.

There were no cities in the interior, but every valley had

its king, dwelling in a wattled palace, with rich stores

of cattle. These tribes only united for purposes of war,

when they chose a war-king, after sacrificing to the gods.

The kings wore ornaments of gold, but the common
people were dressed in skins and hides, until the Romans

taught them to wear cloth. Their sacred places were moun-

tains, wells and streams. Their altars were pillars of stone

carved with emblems of the sun and moon. They bound

themselves by vows to the heavens and the earth, to the

rain, dew and wind. When the girls passed a sacred

well they tied little bits of linen and worsted to a rag-

bush, as a tribute to the deity of the waters, as they now

do in Cornwall.

Marriages were celebrated with great pomp. The wife

administered the house, the men being employed in war

and hunting. They brought up their children with great

hardihood, so as to fit them for war. They were trained

from early youth to run, wrestle, jump, swim, climb and

to throw heavy stones. The tribes were summoned to war

by a burnt stick steeped in the blood of a goat.
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They burned their dead together with the most precious

objects which they had possessed in Hfe, and often the

relatives and friends threw themselves upon the pyre,

hoping to live together in a future state. They were very

hospitable to strangers, but they lived by raids and
hunting, and had no taste for a settled life. When not

thus engaged they were lazy, and were given to drinking,

whenever they could obtain strong liquors.

They were fond of ornaments and decorated their clothes

with patches of skin and different colours. They were

especially proud of their long hair. Until they became
Christians, they were much under the influence of their

priests or Druids, who were also their judges, their

medicine-men or magicians, and the instructors of their

youth. On special occasions they offered human
sacrifices. Their sacred plant was the mistletoe, which

they reverently preserved and solemnly cut with a golden

sickle.

The Anglo-Saxons.

The early English or Anglo-Saxons, as they are

generally called, were essentially seamen. In fleets of

long galleys, with prows resembling dragons or the

necks of swans, they sailed, or rowed, towards the

shining cliffs and headlands of Britain. They wore blue

paint on their cheeks, and their hair was pushed back to

the crown to make their foreheads appear larger.

We are told how a king steered till the action began,

and then sat on deck in his scarlet cloak, and when the

swords became notched and blunted, he went down to

the fore-hold and opened the chests under the throne

and took out many sharp swords and handed them to

his men. Remains of such boats have been found, and
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they carried about one hundred and twenty warriors.

When they came to England they took to grazing and

agriculture, living in the country, building villages and

dividing the land.

The forest, or the fen, separated village from village,

and clan from clan, and they fenced the clearings they

had made. For a long time they had no stone

houses. The king's palace was a long wooden hall, which

ANGLO-SAXON SHIP.

Draiunfrom the Bayeaux tapestry;

was protected by a stockade like the villages. The
temples were of wood, and their meetings, their courts

of justice, and the election of their kings were held in the

open air.

For purposes of commerce they used little money, but

bartered by means of cattle and slaves. They had many
cows and sheep and preserved also vast herds of swine,

fed on acorns and beech-masts. Wheat and barley were

grown near the dwellings, but their agriculture was but
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little productive. Marriage feasts were something like our

own. The bride made a great loaf to show that she

understood house-keeping. This was eaten with ceremony,

and is the origin of our wedding cake. Some special beer

was brewed called the " bride ale," from which our word
" bridal " is derived. The beer was drunk to the health of

the bride and bridegroom.

A sum of money was paid to the father before the

wedding. When the consent of

the lady was obtained, the bride-

groom promised to become her

husband. He had to produce

friends as sureties for the carrying

out of his promise, and this was

the origin of the presence of the

" best man " at a wedding. The
ring was given to the wife not as

a sign of marriage, but as an

emblem of authority over the

household.

When the Saxons were con-

verted to Christianity, monasteries

were built, which were of great

service. Here the wandering

stranger was received and fed,

here the rich were tended, and

those who had lost everything

in war were given employment. Stately minsters and

abbeys were raised on the sites of earlier wooden

churches, and many of them have remained, re-built,

and re-modelled to our own day. Canterbury and York,

Peterborough and Ely, Beverley and Winchester, date

from Saxon times.

MONK.
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The dress of the women consisted of a coloured

kirtle to the knee, worn over a longer tunic of linen.

The gown was worn long for hunting, like the modern
riding-habit. The men wore a plain tunic reaching to

the knee, fastened by a belt. Everyone wore shoes.

Ornaments were freely used, and the Saxons delighted

in long hair and forked beards. Their houses were

decorated with hangings to keep out the wind.

They slept in comfortable beds. Gold and silver were

freely used for all purposes, and the crown of their

king was made of these metals and set with precious

gems. But buildings of stone were rare, and houses

commonly consisted of one room with a hole in the

thatched roof, through which the smoke escaped.

They were fond of hunting and hawking. At home
they played games and were entertained by glee-men, who
were both musicians and jugglers. Every house baked its

own bread, mainly from barley and oats. They ate fish,

eggs, butter, cheese, beans, and herbs with meat, but

spices were very scarce. Food was salted for the winter,

and salters were important people. Wine was but little

drunk, mead and ale were consumed in abundance, as well

as morel made from honey and the juice of the mulberry.

They made good use of baths, which they seem to have

borrowed from the Romans. Their arms were long,

handsome and short daggers, and they carried round

shields of hide rimmed with metal. Ring mail was not

unknown, and they shot with the bow, but not with the

long-bow which made the English so formidable in later

years. They buried their dead instead of burning. The

coffins of the poor were of wood, those of the wealthier of

stone.
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The Normans.

The Normans certainly raised the standard of man-
ners, morals, and civilization generally throughout the

country. We possess an attractive account of the

London of these days. We are told of its walls and
gates, of the Tower, of the great church of St. Paul's,

WATER TILTING.

and of the Palace at Westminster. On the north are

corn-fields, pastures, and delightful meadows, with

pleasant streams on which stands many a mill.

Beyond an immense forest extends, with woods and

groves, full of beasts and game, stags, bucks, boars, and

wild bulls. There are also excellent springs, whose waters
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are sweet, salubrious and clear, of which Holywell,

Clerkenwell and St. Clement's well are 'the chief. These

are frequented by scholars from the schools, and the

youth of the city when they are disposed to take an airing.

We are told of Smoothfield market, where hackneys are

sold fit for knight or squire, also plough-horses, swine,

oxen and cows. There are also many pastures.

Every year on Shrove Tuesday the schoolboys

bring to their masters each one his fighting-cock, and

they stay all the morning seeing their cocks fight in the

school-room. After dinner they go into the fields and

address themselves to the famous game of football. The

scholars of each school have their peculiar ball, and the

particular trades have most of them theirs. The elders of

the city, the fathers of the players, and the rich and

wealthy come to the field on horseback in order to behold

the exercise of the youths, and in appearance are

themselves as youthful as the youngest ; their natural

heat seeming to be revived at the sight of so much agility,

and in a participation of the diversions of their festive

sons. In a similar manner are described the sports of

racing, water-tilting, boar-baiting and skating.

Education.

Education under the Normans was much improved,

and we find schools attached to St. Paul's, to

St. Mary-le-Bow, to St. Martins-le-Grand and to the

Abbey of Westminster. Art also took a great

development, and Norman architecture still attests

its avidity and dignity in many existing cathedrals.

The citizens also began to live in houses of stone,

although the villain had to be content with a mud or

wattle hut thatched with reeds. This also was the age
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of castle building. There were indeed so many that the

unlawful castles built in the reign of King Stephen, which

were afterwards thrown down, were found to be eleven

hundred and fifteen.

Castles.

A castle was built on this v/ise. It was generally

surrounded by a moat, unless otherwise naturally

defended. Over the moat was a bridge, which could be

drawn up, while a warder examined any visitor

through a wicket, and gave him admittance if desirable.

On entering the gateway there was a court-yard, whose

sides were formed by the hall, the chapel, the stables

and offices.

The hall was the most important room of the

house. Here the host received all visitors. Meals

were taken in common, the difference of rank being

marked by a large salt-cellar in the centre of the table,

the space above the table being given to the host, his

family and guests, that below to those of meaner sort.

The servants slept in the hall on beds of straw together

with numerous dogs who were also fed at the table.

The Church.

The church also became very powerful, and

William the Conqueror believed that he was doing

a pious act by endowing the Church. He gave many
possessions in England to Norman monasteries, and many
new monasteries were built. Later, as the Saxon bishops

and abbots died out they were replaced by Normans.

Many of the Saxon priesthood were married, but

after the Conquest they were compelled to put away

their wives. At this time the monasteries did much good

K. E. Hist. ^~i
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work, although later they ceased to be useful. They were

centres of learning, and the monks were friends of the

poor, relieving the distressed and healing the sick. The
monasteries also served as inns to travellers, none,

however humble, being refused food or lodging.

Commerce.

Commerce also was greatly extended, ships coming

to London from Flanders, Germany, Gascony, Italy

and Norway. The banks of the Thames were

lined with wharves. Also in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries arose the Gilds, being associations of

merchants and traders for mutual protection and benefit.

Some of these survive in the livery companies of the City

of London. Commerce was indeed the only way for a

capitalist to increase his wealth, as farming was very

backward, and manufactures did not exist. Usury

was left to the Jews, who were shamefully persecuted.

The Normans introduced greater luxury in the way of

food, and this increased as years went on. We are told

that in the reign of Henry IL the monks of Canterbury

and Winchester feasted regularly at a table of sixteen

courses, full of the most expensive dainties, dressed with

consummate art, to provoke the appetite and to please

the taste. They had abundance of wine, especially claret

and of mulberry wine, as well as of mead and other strong

liquors, and they despised ale.

An eye-witness describes a public eating-house on

the banks of the Thames. Here, he tells us, according

to the season you may find victuals of all kinds,

roasted, baked, fried or broiled, fish large or small,

with coarser viands for the poorer sort, and more

delicate fare for the rich, such as venison, fowls and small
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birds. Those who had a mind to indulge need not hanker

after sturgeon or a guinea-fowl, or a guillemot, for there

are delicacies enough to gratify their palates. It is a

public eating-house, and is both highly convenient and

useful to the city, and is a clear proof of its civilization.

The Norman knight fought in armour, the nature of

which changed as years went on. At the

time of the Conquest a coat of mail was

worn, consisting of a long-sleeved tunic

open at the neck and slit in the skirt, so

as to be worn on horseback, with a hood

attached to the garment. It was of leather

covered over with interlaced metal rings,

or with plates of metal sewn on.

Over the head was worn the helmet,

with a long head-piece over the nose.

The shield was oblong, about three feet

long, the arms were a sword, a spear, and

sometimes a mace. A hundred years

later the shield became triangular and

smaller. The bow, borrowed from the

Normans became the national weapon ;

and the cross-bow was introduced into

warfare. Some time later plate armour was gradually

introduced.

This was also the age when tournaments began, but it

will be better to speak of them in their later development.

Music, too, owes much to the Conquest, and we still

possess the first part-song written in the reign of King

Henry IV. Many instruments were used, such as organs,

chimes of bells, fiddles and dulcimers, which resemble a

grand piano without a lid, played upon with a stick.

They also had the horn, the bagpipes and the flageolet,

KNIGHT IN

ARMOUR.
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while the common rustic minstrel sang his songs to the

accompaniment of the pipe and tabour or small drum, as

is seen in France at the present day. Furniture also

became more luxurious and complicated.

Travelling was very difficult, as the roads were bad,

except those left by the Romans. Gentlefolk rode slowly,

stopping at inns or monasteries on the way. This state

of things continued for several hundred years, and the

roads came to be more unsafe. Solitary travellers were

rare, none but the very poorest would go alone on foot.

A horseman would wait for another going his way.

Horse-riding and walking were the only meanS of

locomotion. Carts were used for agricultural purposes

and to carry food, but the carriage, as we know it, did not

exist till the time of Elizabeth. Ladies, if in good health,

rode on horseback, if unwell, in a litter.

Fourteenth Century.

Passing on to the fourteenth century we find knight-

hood in its prime, and heraldry, or the knowledge

of coats of arms, became a science. The ideal

of knighthood was excellent. The knight was to be

courteous and kind to everyone, of whatever estate he

might be, he must never tell an untruth or act one. He
must shun all mean dealings, see no wrong done v/ithout

striving to set it right, to be virtuous, temperate, and

sober, to be a devout Christian, and to attend masses and

confession whenever he was able. He was also to be

devoted to the service of ladies, to do them no wrong, nor

to suffer others to do them wrong.

A knight was made with great ceremony. A stage was

erected in a cathedral, and the candidate for knighthood

was placed upon it. He was asked whether he was
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strong, and able to undergo the fatigues of a soldier, also

whether he was a man of good morals, and what vouchers

he could bring for his conduct. The bishop then made
him take an oath in which he swore to maintain and

defend all ladies, gentlewomen, and orphans, and to shun

no adventure of his person in any war wherever he

happened to be.

Then two lords led him to the King, who drew his

sword and laid it upon his head saying, "St. George

make thee a good knight." Then seven ladies, dressed

in white, girded on his sword, and four knights fastened

on his spurs. The Queen then took him by the right

hand and a duke by the left and set him in a high

place, between the King and Queen. The lords and

ladies sat down below, and they all had a feast, and

the ceremony was ended.

The Round Tower of Windsor Castle represents the

Round Table of King Arthur, and we are told that for the

building of this noble work he allowed at first a hundred

pounds a week, although he afterwards reduced the

allowance to twenty pounds a week by reason of his wars.

There was indeed a legend that the Round Table of King

Arthur, from which came the fame of so many knights

throughout the world, was first instituted at Windsor.

Thus, we are told, King Edward determined to make

an order and a brotherhood of a certain number of

knights, to be called Knights of the Blue Garter, with

a feast to be kept yearly at Windsor on St. George's

day. To begin this order the King assembled together

earls, lords, and knights of his realm, and showed

them his intentions, and they loyally agreed to his

pleasure. He then made a Chapel of Saint George,

and established there canons to serve God, and endowed
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them with a fair rent. Then he sent to pubHsh the

feast by his heralds into France, Scotland, Burgundy,

Hainault, Flanders, Brabant, and into the Empire of

Almain.

It is strange that the foundation of this famous order

of chivalry coincided in point of time with the invention

of the gun, which was the destruction of chivalry, and

which was supposed to have been used first by the English

at the battle of Crecy. The Order of the Garter was

instituted in 1343, and the first mention of gunpowder

for use in war is in 1338.

The black death invaded England in 1348, and is the

same disease as that afterwards known as the plague. It

was very fatal and very speedy. All classes died, the

Archbishop of Canterbury, many wardens of City Com-

panies in London, abbots and priors of monasteries, with

a great part of the monks and lay brethren, the parish

clergy, the freemen and yeomen of the manors, as well as

the labourers. There was no escaping by flight, more

men than women died, and more in the prime of life and

of middle age than aged persons or children.

The mortality was terrible. The whole of England,

town and country alike, lost from one-third to one-half

of its inhabitants, and England did not recover its

population till the reign of Elizabeth. The result was

that cultivation became impossible, the sheep and cattle

strayed through the fields and corn, and there were

none left who could drive them. Harvests rotted in the

ground, and the fields were left unploughed. The

labourers naturally demanded higher prices for their

work, which the landowners refused to give, and laws

were passed to compel them to receive the lower scale.
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Fifteenth Century.

In the fifteenth century education received a powerful

impulse which became stronger in the following gener-

ations. Boys were brought up in the houses of noblemen,

or they were instructed by tutors in their own houses.

The monastic and cathedral schools still continued

their careers of usefulness, and they were supplemented

by the grammar schools, of which, even before the

Tudor feudal, a large number were dotted about all

over the country.

This century saw the foundation of the colleges

of Winchester and Eton, and of many others. We
have a contemporary account of the behaviour ex-

pected from a squire to his lord, which throws light

on the relations between young and old. The squire

is to say " God-speed " when he enters his lord's

room, to salute all present, and then to kneel to his

lord. He is to stand until he is told to sit, and to

keep quiet, not to scratch himself, or lean agaihst

anything. He is to give place to a superior, to hold

his tongue, and to do whatever he is bid.

At dinner-time, which was then generally at noon,

he is to fetch clean water for his lord to wash his

hands with, to give him a brush, and not to leave till

his lord has finished washing and Grace is said. He
is to cut his bread on a trencher and not to break

it, and he is to take his broth with a spoon and not

to drink it. He must not eat with his mouth full,

and he is to wash his mouth before he drinks.

By no means must he dip his meat into the salt-

cellar, nor put his knife into his mouth. He is to

taste every dish brought before him, and to have a
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clean knife and trencher for his cheese. When the

meal is finished he is to clean his knife and put it

away, wash his hands, and then go to his lord's table

and stand there till Grace is said.

In this century also tournaments were in their

prime, and defensive armour, on the point of dis-

appearing before the use of gunpowder, reached its

A TOURNAMENT.

highest point of development. An English chronicler

o-ives a graphic account of a tournament fought in the

year 1466, between the Count de Charolois of Burgundy,

who had come to England on a mission, and Lord Scale,

the brother of the queen.

The king had lists prepared in West Smithfield,

and was present himself together with many ladies
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who were seated in fair and costly galleries. The
first day the combatants ran together several times

with sharp spears and departed with equal honours.

The next day they journeyed on horseback. Lord
Scale's horse had, on the armour which protected

his head, a long sharp pike of steel, and as the two

champions came together, he either by chance or

design, thrust his pike into the nostrils of the Count's

horse, so that he reared and fell on one side with his

master.

Then Lord Scale rode about him with his sword

in his hand until the king ordered the marshals

to help up the Count, who said, " I cannot hold

me by the clouds, for though my horse forlett me I

surely will not fail my counter companion." The
king would not suffer them to do any more that day.

The following morning the two noblemen came into

the field on foot with two poleaxes and fought valiantly,

but, at last, the point of Lord Scale's poleaxe happened

to enter into the Count's helmet, at the space left

for the eyes, and Lord Scale might have brought him

down upon his knees. But the king threw down his

warder, or staff, and the marshals separated them.

The Count asked the king in the name of justice to

allow him to complete his enterprise.

The matter was referred to a Council of Arms, and

it was determined, according to the law of arms, that

if the Count would go forward with his attempted

challenge, he must be delivered to his adversary in

the same state and in like condition as he stood when

he was taken from him. The Count doubted what the

result of this would be, and so gave up the contest.
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The Tudors.

The Tudors brought in a new kind of monarchy
when England was governed by kings who were

practically absolute. The relations of Crown, Parlia-

ment and Church were altered. A new era in foreign

policy sets in, and a great expansion of commerce
takes place. There is also a remarkable outburst of

life and freedom in enterprise, art, literature and

religion. The feudal baronage had been weakened and

nearly destroyed by the War of the Roses, and a new
nobility makes its appearance, which was based upon

wealth, got together by the practice of agriculture,

the selling of wool, and the breeding of sheep and

cattle.

The Commons also assumed a more important

position in the State. New colleges were founded at

the Universities, and Greek began to be taught. A
common English tongue grew up. The monasteries

also declined, and the monks ceased to be energetic

landlords and lost their lead in agriculture. Roads

were badly kept, stewards and bailiffs abused their

powers. Also, the discovery of the New World, and

the invention of printing, produced changes far beyond

what could have been anticipated from their modest

beginnings.

Great mansion houses were built and were furnished

with much magnificence. A man of wealth lived with

ostentation, and proclaimed his rank to the world by

his dress, his house and the number of his retainers.

He even carried the splendour with him to the tomb.

He was buried with great pomp in a square coffin,

and the place where he lay was marked by a

sculptured cross on an altar-tomb.
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The dissolution of the monasteries, which followed

in the fifteenth century, produced social changes of

great importance. It gave much wealth to the crown,

which might have been greater if it had not been

squandered upon favourites. Still it is reckoned that

Henry VIII. received from this act no less a sum than

fourteen or fifteen

millions of our pre-

sent money. This

was also coincident

with the movement
in Europe, which

is known by the

name of the Ren-

aissance, a name
which implies the

birth of a new
interest in the

study of Greek and

Latin literature.

This was called in

England the " New
Learning," and it

met with violent

opposition from

the supporters of

the old. The
movement was also connected with the Reformation

in religion, which is described in another part of

the book. All this had great influence upon education,

and a number of new Grammar Schools came into

existence.

The Universities witnessed a complete revolution

AN OLD PRINTING OFFICE.
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in their system of instruction. The old text-

books were violably expelled by reforming zeal.

An eye-witness tells us how he saw the great

court of New College at Oxford entirely full of

the leaves of one of the most famous of these

books, the wind blowing them into every corner. The
study of Greek, which had been before entirely neglected,

wrought the most important changes, and masterpieces

of the world's literature, previously known only in

translations or in abstracts, were eagerly studied in the

original by the youthful undergraduates.

The new owners of the land taken from the monasteries

practised the enclosure of fields for the purpose of

sheep-farming, being convinced, as was said, that the

foot of the sheep would turn sand into gold. Indeed,

statesmen became afraid lest agriculture should disappear

and the kingdom become depopulated. Latimer, the

great preacher, cried in vain, " You landlords, you

rent-raisers, I may say you step-lords, you unnatural

lords, you have for your possessions yearly too much."

The conditions of the labouring class became very bad.

The monasteries had done much to relieve the poor,

the vagrant, and the unemployed, and they might now
have helped the poorer classes to struggle through the

hardships of changes in agriculture and industry' which

could not have been avoided. A similar result was

produced by the confiscation of the property of the

gilds, because they had spent a large part of their

income in relieving their poorer members, and in

supporting their widows and children. Just when this

kind of relief was most needed the gilds were deprived

of their possessions. Government did very little to

relieve the poverty which it had created.
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Parliament ordered that alms should be collected on

Sundays and holidays, and that the clergy should stir

up their congregations to give freely. But it did nothing

to compel the owners of property to contribute to the

support of the needy. Henry VIII. suppressed altogether

six hundred and forty-four monasteries, ninety colleges,

two thousand three hundred and seventy-four charities,

and one hundred and ten hospitals, and it is calculated

that, by the suppression of the four, eighty-two thousand

people were cast adrift. The population also nearly

doubled, but this was due to the recklessness of the

poorer classes, who married without means to support

their children.

In the midst of all this misery the court indulged in

extravagant splendour. To this age belong the

mummeries, the masques and the pageants, which are

only now seen upon the stage. A mummery was
apparently carried out with elaborate change of clothing.

We are told by a chronicler, how, for the entertainment

of the queen and the visitors from the Court of the

Emperor and the King of Spain, Henry VIII. came in

with fifteen others in jackets of crimson and purple satin,

caps of white velvet ornamented with gold, with visards

and white plumes ; then six minstrels richly dressed, and

/ourteen gentlemen apparelled in yellow satin bearing

torches.

After these came six disguised in white satin and

green, embroidered and set with letters and castles

of fine gold in bullion, their bonnets of cloth of silver

wired round with gold. Then appeared six ladies in

garments of crimson satin, trimmed with cloth of gold,

and the six men danced with the six ladies. The same

chronicler relates that, on the Epiphany night of 1512,
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the king with eleven others were disguised after the

manner of Italy called a mask, a thing not seen before

in England. Again we hear, how, into the palace was

conveyed a pageant, made like a forest, with rocks,

hills and dales, with divers sundry trees, flowers, haw-

thorns, ferns and grass, with six foresters standing

within the same forest, garnished in coats and hose of

green velvet, by whom lay a great number of spears.

All the trees, herbs and flowers of the same forest

were m.ade of green velvet, green damask and silk of

divers colours, satin and sarsenet. This field was

drawn, as it were, by the strength of two great beasts,

a lion and an antelope, the lion flourished all over

with damask gold, the antelope wrought all over with

silver of damask, his beams and horns and tusks of gold.

Age of Elizabeth.

Let us pass to the age of Elizabeth. The queen was

constantly travelling about the country, and she thus

came into close contact with the people, while she

inherited from her father a disposition to be on cordial

terms with her subjects. But she had, also, an uncertain

temper and strong ideas as to her own dignity. The

masque, the pageant and the practice in the Tilt-yard,

which was derived from the tournament, played a great

part in the life of the Court and the nobles.

The nobles still kept up a large number of retainers,

although the queen was jealous of them, as her pre-

decessors had been, and did her best to cut them

down. Most people of any mark had received an

education at the University, access to which was made

easy by the numerous Grammar Schools, that both
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Oxford and Cambridge had a closer connection with

London even than they have now. The different classes

of society were much together, and there were few

dividing barriers. Life was spent then more in common
and more in the open air.

The merchant instead of being shut up in his office

passed his business hours on Change, the lawyer

met his clients in St. Paul's Cathedral, in the

Temple Gardens, or in Westminster Hall. Business

was done in the open street. Taverns were more
sociable than clubs. You might see, in places of resort,

soldiers just returned from service in Flanders or

Ireland, adventurers fresh from Virginia or Guinea,

citizens and lawyers, divines and physicians, nobles

with their attendants in the shape of gentlemen and

serving men, apprentices with flat caps, city dames

and damsels, bravoes and cooks are easily distinguished

by their dress, presenting a motley and picturesque

spectacle.

At the same time society, was coarse according to our

ideas of open speech and action. Many young men went

to Italy to complete their education, and much blame laid

upon the shoulders of that country. Ascham, a celebrated

schoolmaster, says, " I know divers that went out of

England, men of innocent life, men of excellent learning,

who returned out of Italy not only with worse manners,

but also with less learning."

And again he says of the same country :
" H^r

enchantment mars men's manners in England, much by

the example of ill-life, but more by precepts of foul

books, of biis translated out of Italian into English,

sold in every shop in London, commended by honest

titles the sooner to corrupt honest manners, dedicated
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over-boldly to virtuous and honourable personages, the

easier to beguile simple and innocent wit."

Dress in the days of Elizabeth was elaborate and

distinctive. Women wore their hair frizzled and

COSTUMES ; i6th century.

crimped, laid out in wreaths and binders from ear to

ear, propped with pins and wire. They wore ruffs,

which at last became so enormously wide that the

wearer was greatly hampered by their flapping in a

storm of wind and rain, so that they had to be

propped up by wire. The long waist was then as

JC. B. HiH. *-x
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fashionable as the short waist was at the beginning

of the nineteenth century. A huge hoop was worn to

counterbalance the ruff. The dresses were ornamented

with jewels.

The men wore breeches, called trunk-hose, often of

vast dimensions and stuffed, so that stooping was

difficult. Gallants also wore bracelets and earrings,

and covered themselves with perfume, especially civet

and musk. Hats were of very various shapes, and

were decorated with massive gold hat bands or with

great bunches of feathers of divers colours.

As for sports, the military exercises of the Middle

Ages were few, and their place was taken by football,

tennis, wrestling, fencing and tilting. Hunting and

hawking were popular, and, for shooting, the gun

began to drive out the bow. The queen hunted three

days a week till the age of sixty-seven. A favourite

amusement was the baiting of bulls and bears,

generally on Sunday. Also the wealthy people were

very fond of dancing, mumming, and pantomimes.

There were special feasts the whole year round.

Christmas had its circle of festivities, which are still

known to ourselves. Collop Monday and Shrove

Tuesday, the days preceding Ash Wednesday, were

celebrated with games, plays, cock-fights and feasts.

Easter-Sunday witnessed morris dancing, the games

beginning at sunrise.

The Tuesday after the second Sunday after Easter,

was called Hock Day, it was a great festival, so was

May Day with its May-pole, and Whitsuntide with its

Lord of Misrule. Then followed the sheep-shearing,

the harvest home, Seed-cake Day at the close of

wheat-sowing in October, Martinmas, when the store
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of salted provisions was laid in for the winter, till

Christmas came round again.

Nobility, gentry and students, dined at eleven and
supped at five; merchants dined at noon and supped at

six, peasants dined also at noon and supped at eight.

Most people took only two meals. French, German
and Spanish wines were freely used. The English

beer, which was drunk like water, was very light in

colour and delicious in taste. No doubt comfort in

living had greatly increased within men's memory.
Wealth had come suddenly to the country, and

there was a great expansion of luxury ; but there

was no soap and there were no forks. The roads

were still in a disgraceful state, and travel was mostly

performed on horseback. Highwaymen were common,
especially in the neighbourhood of London. The inns

were fairly good, but it was well to sleep with your

weapons at hand. It was customary to lay the purse

by the pillow.

A Dutch traveller speaks of the neat cleanliness of

the English, their exquisite firesides, their pleasant and

delightful furniture. He praises the chambers and

parlours strewed over with sweet herbs, the nosegays

of fragrant flowers in their bed-chambers, the parlours

trimmed with green boughs, fresh herbs and vine-leaves

in summer, evergreens and bay in winter.

The most frequented street in London was Cheap-

side, fine, broad and well paved ; Holborn boasted

gardens and fresh air. A crowded spot was the nave

of St. Paul's Cathedral, known as Paul's walk, a

sanctuary for debtors. Here the fashionable tailor took

his orders, and here men came to display their clothes.

Each trade occupied its own part of the town, and
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every shop had its own signboard. The mercers Hved

on London Bridge, the grocers in Bucklersbury, the

butchers and cooks in Eastcheap, the booksellers in

St. Paul's Churchyard. Besides riding, rowing was an

ordinary means of transit. The gentleman never

walked lest he should spoil his shoes. Watermen
answered to our cabmen. The riverside was crowded

with landing places, and we are told that two thousand

wherries were kept upon it, while three thousand men
maintained themselves by boating. At the same time

the Thames was very dirty, and the smell acquired by

clothes washed in it was notorious.

Puritans.

The social life of England was largely influenced

by Puritanism, the effects of which have remained

with us to the present day. It placed or attempted

to place society under a moral discipline, which

taught that all amusement was sinful, especially those

forms of it which had hitherto been regarded as

innocent. In Cromwell's army the officers took upon

themselves to preach and to pray publicly with their

troops, and the common soldiers, as well as the officers,

did not only pray and preach among themselves but went

up into the pulpits in all the churches and preached

to the people. The precepts of these discourses were

enforced by practice. Fines for drinking on the Sabbath

were levied, not only on the offenders but also on the

tavern keepers, who on a second offence lost their

hcense. Any one found idly standing or walking in

the street in summer-time, or playing at any games upon

the Sabbath or on a fast-day, had to pay half-a-crown

or go to prison.
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In 1643 plays and bear-baiting were forbidden. In

1644 all May-poles were ordered to be pulled down,

and all games and sports, and all selling of wines on

Sunday were forbidden. At a later period horse-races

were suppressed, players were whipped as rogues, and

books were forbidden which contained undesirable jests.

Also in 1657 any person betting at cards, dice, tables,

tennis, bowls, shovel-board, or any other games was

ordered to forfeit twice his winnings.

The strong difference between the Cavaliers or the

followers of the King, and the Roundheads, or supporters

of Cromwell and the Parliament, was marked by their

dress. A Cavalier in 1646 is represented as wearing

a hat like an inverted flower - pot, with a feather

attached hanging down like a pig-tail. His long hair

has ribbons tied in it. His chin is thrust out and

he sings as he walks. He wears a large collar tied

with strings slipped through a ring. His coat is

unbuttoned half way as well as his sleeves, to show

his lace cuffs. His shirt hangs out between his coat

and his breeches, which are fastened by tags at the

knees, and decorated with ribbons. The tops of his

boots are very large, turned down as low as his spurs,

and filled with lace frilling, and he wears a great

pair of spurs jangling like a Morice dancer. The
soles of his boots are two inches too long, and

square at the ends. The width of his boots makes

him straddle in his gait ; he has a stick in his hand

and a sword at his side, and a cloak over his

arm.

On the other hand, the Puritan wore a wide-brimmed,

steeple-crowned beaver hat with no trimmings. His

cloak was short and his coat longer than the
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Cavalier's, concealing his shirt. He had no ribbons,

tags, or frills on his breeches. He wore no sword.

They were of opinion that gold and silver and
worldly bravery did not become the saints. They
spent their time in the discussion of religious and
political questions.

Restoration.

This severity produced a natural reaction after the

Restoration. The age of Charles H. was one in which

the pleasures of life were sought after to the full.

The king and his court went to the theatre every day.

He spent much of his time at Newmarket for the

sake of the races, and when there, he walked every

morning, attended horse races after an early dinner,

and went then to a cock-fight and then to a play, the

plays being acted in a barn by actors from Bartholomew
fair. Indeed, the theatres were more gorgeous than they

had ever been, the stage lit with wax-candles, many of

them in chandeliers, so we are told, where formerly there

were not above three pounds of tallow. It is true that

the roof of the theatre was open to the sky, and that

the fine gentlemen and ladies sat on benches without

backs, and had to run away when a storm came on.

The ballets or dances apparently excited as much
interest as the best actors. Night after night, even on

Sundays, cards were played at the Court for money, and

ihere was much dancing, new French dances being

introduced. The favourite games were tennis for those

who could afford it, and football for the common people.

Cock-fights were again brought into fashion, but bull

and bear-baiting were left to the populace.
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Education.

Puritanism left its effects in the training of the young,

parents having the habit of being very severe to their

children. The use of the rod was frequent, and it was
the custom in some families to draw up long codes, of

rules which the children were expected to learn by heart.

Children were afraid of their parents and addressed them
with great respect. When they wrote to their fathers

they began " Honoured father. Sir," and ended with

the words " your dutiful and obedient son." Children

were put to severe studies at an early age ; they learnt

Latin at five or six, and some smatterings of science,

which was afterwards neglected. Social accomplishments

were held in great value, and masters of deportment

and dancing were highly paid. In rich families the

younger sons were generally taught the elements of

education by the chaplain, and were then sent to a public

school or grammar school, and then to the University,

whereas the eldest sons were educated at home and

went abroad with a tutor at the age of sixteen.

Travelling to gain knowledge of the world was held

in high esteem as a means of education. When
tutor and pupil travelled abroad, and the tutors

chosen were frequently men of great distinction, it

was usual at first to settle in a French provincial town

to learn the language and some of the refinements of

society, which were supposed to be better understood

in that country. The young man learnt how to enter

a room, how to carry the head and the hands, and

to turn the toes out ; also dancing, fencing, and riding,

as well as the use of some stringed instruments, such

as the lute, guitar, or the violin. The pupil was also

encouraged to acquire some knowledge and skill in
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ancient and modern curiosities, such as pictures, statues

and medals, so that he might learn how to spend his

money properly. When France was left, Italy was

visited, and then Germany and the Low Countries,

and the tour was completed by a few months in Paris,

which was regarded as the capital of social civilization.

William and Mary and Anne.

Under William and Mary and Anne morals improved.

Pains were taken to secure the better observance of Sun-

day, and to put a stop to drunkenness, profane swearing

and other objectionable practices. The age was not

favourable to the theatre, indeed Queen Anne never went

to the public theatres, but had a few plays represented

at Court. She issued repeated orders against immodest

plays, against admitting the audience behind the

scenes, and against the masking of women. Operas

began to be performed in Italian, and in 1710 Handel

came to England and produced his first opera called

Rinaldo. London fairs, which had been scenes of

disorder, were either purified or abolished. A duty

was placed on cards and dice, which had some effect

in checking gaming, but unfortunately lotteries were

introduced, which did much harm.

Newspapers assumed a higher tone,

and the essay papers appeared. The

Spectator, The Tatler, The Guardian,

and others, some of which are among
the masterpieces of English literature.

Also the improvement of the post

office made correspondence easier, and

a system of packet-boats improved

communication with the Continent.

ADDISON,
the brilliant writer in

" The Spectator," etc.
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Inland travel became more common, and Bath, which

came into notice by the aid of Queen Anne in 1703,

set the example of a well-ordered society. Beau Nash,

the master of the ceremonies, opened the ball at six

o'clock with a minuet, and the band was stopped

punctually at eleven. In fact, we are now, except for

the predominance of the wig, approaching modern

times, which are so like our own as to need less

explanation.

^

HANDEL.

Music.

No account of the social history of England would

be complete without some mention of tht development

of music under Handel. He came to England in 1710,

and his first venture was, as has been stated, in opera.

He wrote as many as forty-two operas, but they were
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almost all of them failures, and in 1737, at the age of

fifty-two, he found himself bankrupt, and had to leave

the country. Two years later, he struck a new vein,

and turned his attention to sacred music. The oratorio,

as it was called, of Saul was produced in the Hay-

market Theatre in 1739, and the Dead March contained

in it has become for all of us the expression of the

deepest pathos, and the most fitting representation of

sorrow for a public loss. The greatest of the series,

the Messiah, was produced in 1741, and the last,

Jephtha, ten years later. These are not only great

works of art in themselves, but they are exactly suited

to the English taste and character. They are

characterized by depth and simplicity, and the choruses,

of which they are full, can be increased to almost any

size with enhanced effect. They are one of the most

important gifts which the eighteenth century has left

to its successors.

Art.

It also gave us a remarkable series of painters whose

works have scarcely been surpassed in the present age.

The first of these was Hogarth, who although coarse

and devoid of feeling for poetry and beauty, became

disgusted with the insincere and affected character of

British art, and inspired it with his own manliness and

earnestness of purpose. He brought truth into the

studio and drove imposture out. He taught us to care

more for the joys and sorrows of the men and women
of the Georgian Era than for the fancied woes of gods

and shepherdesses. As Hogarth founded the painting

of real life in England, so Thomas Wilson established

a school of English Landscape painting.
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From Hogarth came the great EngHsh school of

portrait-painting which culminates in three names,

Gainsborough, Romney and Reynolds. Of these,

Gainsborough was the most adroit, Romney the most

graceful, but Sir Joshua Reynolds the greatest in all

respects. He laboured in London for thirty-nine years,

and each picture he has left us is a masterpiece. He
had great insight into character, and painted men and

women with equal success, but he had especial skill in

penetrating the nature of

children with unfailing

sympathy. The most
famous picture of Gains-

borough is called " The
Blue Boy," a pretty, dark-

haired, dark - eyed boy,

dressed in a satin jacket,

all in blue. It is a wonder-

ful work, and was painted

to show that Reynolds had

been mistaken in saying

that blue should be kept

out of a picture as much

as possible. If we are

disposed to find fault with the sloth and self-indulgence

of the eighteenth century, we must not forget what

we owe to it in music and in art.

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

Nineteenth Century.

But we must pass on to the nineteenth century, and

especially to that period which was marked by the

peace which followed the great war, which raged

between ourselves and France for more than twenty
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years, and by the accession of Queen Victoria. Less

than three years after her coming to the throne, the

penny post was introduced. Before this, the price of

carrying letters outside London varied from fourpence

for the shortest distance to twenty-pence for the

longest. A letter of a single sheet, weighing under an

ounce, sent from Birmingham to London cost nine-

pence. To evade this charge, friends were induced to

carry parcels, proof-sheets and letters, and carriers

made posting a regular business. Peers and Members
of Parliament could frank letters by affixing their names
to the cover, and this gave rise to many abuses.

We can hardly conceive this state of things at a time

when a four-ounce letter can be sent all over the kingdom

for a penny.-*^ The penny postage was made more com-

plete by the invention of the penny stamp, which was

only arrived at by slow degrees. More than a hundred

tons of stamps are now made in the year, and we
can hardly imagine the time when they did not exist.

The name of the originator of the penny postage was
Rowland Hill. <

Railways.

Railways are similarly connected with the name of

George Stephenson, who invented the first locomotive

engine. It was made in 1814, called Blucher, after

the famous Prussian marshal, and used for drawing

coal. The Stockton and Darlington railway was

sanctioned by Parliament in 1823, and Stephenson was

appointed engineer. From that day to this the

principle of the locomotive steam engine remains

unaltered, and the speed of thirty-six miles an hour

1 In 1918 the cost pf sending a letter was raised to ijd.
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which it attained has scarcely yet been doubled, nor

have the fares been very largely diminished, yet some

persons wrote at the time that it would be as foolish

for people to allow themselves to be fired off from one

of Congreve's rockets as to trust themselves to the

mercy of a machine going at such a rate.

Electricity.

The first person who made electricity of practical

use for sending messages in England was Professor

Wheatstone, who took out a patent in 1837, ^^^ ^^^

first public telegraph in England was established in

1844 between Paddington and Slough, a distance of

twenty miles. The wires were suspended from poles

placed along the Great Western Railway. The office

was on the top of a mound outside the station, and

the messages were sent by turning a handle round a

dial, which pointed to the different letters of the

alphabet, which were shown by the movement of a

needle at the other end. About the same time was

invented the Morse code, by which letters, numerals

and signs are represented by combinations of dots

and dashes. Morse was an American, and the first

Morse line was laid between Washington and Balti-

more in 1844.

Steam.

The two names connected with the origin of steam

navigation are Symington and Bell, both Scotsmen.

Symington built the Charlotte Dundas, of two-horse

power, for use on the Forth and Clyde Canal, and

Henry Bell built the Cornet, of three-horse power,

which, in 1813, began to ply regularly on the Clyde,
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but she was regarded with more alarm than admira-

tion. It is a curious fact that Graham Bell in

Edinburgh, and Elisha Gray in America, applied for

patents for instru-

ments resembling the

telephone on the

very same day in

two continents. But

we can only indicate

the possible effect of

these discoveries

upon the social

history of the future.

What will be the

developments of

steam and electricity,

especially when the

genius of Marconi

has added wireless

telegraphy to the

resources of the world, what will be the nature of

other forces which may take their place, no one can

say.

The old order changeth giving place to new,

And God fulfils Himself in many ways

MARCONI, THE INVENTOR OF
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.







PART II.

THE CHURCH.

The British Church.

The Christian Church

was planted in Britain

by the Romans. ' Both

Britain and Palestine were

subject to the world-
embracing power of Rome.

It is quite possible that some

of the Roman soldiers who were

present at the crucifixion of Christ

were sent to these islands, and

told the wonderful things they had witnessed in far-off

Jerusalem. Be that as it may, it is certain that some
K. E. Hht. 4—1
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time before 200 A.D. there were Christians in Britain

who had learnt the Faith from Rome.
But whatever was the origin of the Church in Britain,

it was not very flourishing. At first it was confined

chiefly to some of the Roman residents in the island, and
did not make much way among the Celtic inhabitants

till the Romans left in 401 A.D. Still it sent Bishops

to the Council of Aries in 314 and of Rimini in 359

;

and you may see on the south wall of St. Paul's Cathedral

that the list of the Bishops of London is headed by the

name of Restitutus, who with two other Bishops repre-

sented the British Church at the former council. It had

one martyr too, St. Alban, who, in the year 305, was

charged with sheltering a Christian priest at Verulam,

and was dragged in that priest's robe to the tribunal,

and because he refused to sacrifice was beheaded. His

bearing so much impressed his intended executioner, that

he, too, professed himself a Christian and suffered with

him.

The British Church did not do much ; it sent no

missionaries, it left scarcely any buildings or books, and

was driven westwards, like the stubble before the wind,

when the invasions of the terrible heathen began in 449.

What we have to remember is that there was a Church

in Britain at an unaccountably early date, and that,

though it exercised little influence over the English, yet

the Church in Wales and Cornwall owes to it its origin,

and that it largely influenced the North.

The Coming of the English.

The coming of our English forefathers was terrible for

the British inhabitants of the land. Coming first in 449

they harried the land for a century and a quarter, driving
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the Britons before them into the hills and forests, into

the Western fastnesses, even into dens and caves of the

earth. It was not the coming of an army, but of a

people, coming to remain for ever ; there was no peace

between the two peoples, no thought of it : the Saxons
seized the best pasture lands, built their homesteads
with close-packed huts protecting them, extending their

conquests ever farther and farther. Wheresoever their

flat-bottomed boats appeared, for the feeble British there

were only three alternatives, flight, slavery or death.

By the end of the sixth century half the land was
thoroughly English : a line roughly drawn from

Edinburgh to Weymouth represents the division of the

people, east of that line practically nothing British

remained. The new comers were terrible heathens, they

had no respect for priest or monk, church or monastery,

all fled or fell before them. Not that they were savages,

they were grand men indeed, but they worshipped the

powers of nature, they knew nothing of Christ, nor of a

religion that said, " Blessed are the meek," "Blessed are

the poor." They were kind at heart, and proved to be

kind masters, they feared nothing, they cared not for death,

and did not understand why others should dread it.

They meant to get the fair fields and teeming seas of

Britain, and how they got it they left to its former

possessors to decide. If they wished to defend their

lands, well, they must take the consequences. About

the final result, there was never any doubt whatever,

and with the British, Christianity disappeared altogether.

And the Britons did nothing to convert their conquerors,

did not want them converted, in fact, they hated them

too much.
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The Conversion of England.

When the land was theirs, the English began to look

with wondering and admiring eyes on the better

manners and strange learning of Gaul (as France was

then called) and Italy. And so it came to pass that

the most enlightened Englishman of his time, Ethelbert,

king of Kent, married Bertha, the only daughter of

Charibert, the Prankish king of Paris, about the year

572. She was a Christian, and brought her chaplain

with her, one Liudhard. They have often been blamed

because they seem to have done little to convert the

EngHsh, but probably they did much more in a quiet

way than can be discovered now—they certainly did not

prejudice the English against the Faith as many so-called

Christians have often done in heathen lands.

But to find the cradle of the English Church we

must go far away from our shores, to the hot, sultry

market-place of Rome, about the year 577. There the

merchants had brought their wares, and the people, as

usual on market day, crowded around. Among the

crowds was one Gregory, noble, learned, rich, whose

name was destined to live for ever in the annals of

history. He was abbot of St. Andrew's monastery,

which he had founded with his own money. He noticed

certain handsome youths for sale as slaves. He asked

whence they came, and was told from Deira (as

Yorkshire was then called). Now de ird means from

wrath. " They shall be saved from the wrath of God,"

he said. " What are they called ? " "Angles." "Well

said, for they have angeh' faces." " Who is their

king?"* "iElle is their king." "Alleluia shall be sung

in their land." He hurried off to the Bishop of Rome

to induce him to send missionaries into the land of
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these fair Angles, and asked especially to be allowed to

go himself, but Gregory could not be spared from Rome.

Soon afterwards he was made Pope. He did not

forget those fair boys and their heathen country. . In

595 he sent the best man he could find in Rome,

Augustine, from his own monastery, a tall, dark,

handsome man, to convert the English. After some

delay, he and his forty companions landed in Thanet

in the spring of 597.

In those days Thanet was really an island separated

from the mainland by the Wantsum ; on the west side

was Richborough, the mighty Roman walls of which

still remain. This would be the natural place for

Augustine to land, but Bede the historian—and he is

one of the best of historians—tells us that the landing

was in the island of Thanet, in which case it would

have been at Ebbsfleet, where Hengist, who led our

forefathers to this land, and his Jutes had landed

before. There, the missionaries waited, in some fear,

doubtless, as to what might happen to them in the

strange heathen land, where they found themselves. In

a few days King Ethelbert crossed over to the island.

We may well believe that he was favourably impressed

towards the new comers by his Christian wife Bertha,

nevertheless, he would only meet them in the open air,

as according to the superstition of his people he feared

that under a roof he might be liable to magic.

It was a remarkable meeting. The King was seated

under an oak, surrounded by his thanes ; then appeared

a procession, Augustine and his forty companions

approached in orderly array singing litanies ; at the

head of the procession was carried a silver cross and

a picture of Christ painted on wood; the procession
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filed right and left, leaving Augustine in the middle.

The King was evidently impressed by the tall, handsome,

earnest man, who told him through an interpreter how
" the tender-hearted Jesus redeemed by His own death

a sinful world and opened the Kingdom of Heaven to

all believers." Ethel-

bert answered kindly

that he would con-

sider their words,

meanwhile their

wants should be
attended to, and they

were not forbidden

to teach the Faith.

Rejoicing at this

welcoming, they soon

after entered Canter-

bury, where they were

allowed to worship in

the ancient Roman
church used by Queen

Bertha, dedicated to

Saint Martin, the

chancel of which still

shows Roman build-

ing. A dwelling was

allotted to them near

the Stable-gate. Here

they lived and here

they taught, and their lives agreed with what they

taught, and, as Bede says, " several believed and were

baptized, admiring the simplicity of their innocent life

and the sweetness of their heavenly doctrine." On

42iia'^fVJl!ilJfllMUJItttWJ'^'Wtfl M **

ST. MARTIN S, CANTERBURY,
built on the site of the oldest Christian Church

in England.
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Whitsun-eve of the same year, Ethelbert himself was

baptized, and many followed his example. In November
Augustine went to Aries, in the south of France, and

was consecrated the first "Archbishop of the English

nation."

In the seven short years of life that remained to him,

Augustine founded bishoprics, began building cathedrals,

baptized thousands, and. had various schemes in view

when he was taken away from the earth. The result of

his work was that the Church was safely planted in

what had already become England, and the Faith had

taken deep root in many English hearts, where it was

destined to remain for ever. Among other good deeds

he appointed Mellitus to be the first Bishop of London,

and Justus to be the first Bishop of Rochester, in 601,

and dedicated their cathedrals to St. Paul and St. Andrew.

When both Augustine and Ethelbert were dead, things

went badly, as they always do when great men are taken

away, and the Faith nearly faded out in the South. ' It

was saved by the North. In 563, a great missionary,

St. Columba, from Ireland, had founded a church in

lona, off the west coast of Scotland. From this island

in 635 came a remarkable man, St. Aidan, the apostle

of the North, who brought new life into the Church

when all but one of its defenders had been martyred

or had fled. We must know something of this St. Aidan.

The Conversion of the North.

In 588, a boy of three years old, named Edwin, was
driven out of his rightful kingdom of Northumbria; he

was rescued by faithful servants of his house, and

wandered to and fro throughout the land. At length,

he took refuge at the court of the King of East Anglia
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(Suffolk), who pitied his homeless condition. The
King of East Anglia gathered his army, and went

against the false King of Northumbria and slew him,

and set Edwin on the throne of his fathers, and he

became the mightiest king in the land, and Edinburgh

(Edwin's burgh) is called after him.

He took to wife Ethelburga, daughter of Ethelbert

of Kent, but she would not go unless allowed to

take her own priest, Paulinus, as Bertha had taken

Liudhard with her. Paulinus tried to convert Edwin,

and, at last, the King promised if he won the victory

over an enemy with whom he was at war he would

become a Christian, and some time after he had won
the victory, while he still hesitated, Paulinus brought

to his remembrance his promise of becoming a Christian

if he was victorious, and the King remembered his

promise of ten years ago.

Edwin then called a very important meeting of

his " Witan," or wise men, at Goodmanham, in

Yorkshire, A.D. 627, and consulted them one by one

what they thought of the new doctrine. Coifi, the

chief priest of Woden, arose, and said that he found

the gods were nothing worth, for none had served

them better than he had, yet they had done nothing

for him. Then arose a layman and said, "The life

of man is like the flight of a sparrow through the

supper-room, whither it takes refuge out of the hail

and the rain and snow, out of the storm it comes,

back into the storm it goes, so is the life of man ; if

this religion can tell us anything of what goes before

and of what comes after, let us follow it."

Coifi then rode to the temple and hurled his spear

at it, and bade them cast it down and burn it ; so
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heathenism fell, and, for six years, Paulinus travelled

about from Lincoln to Edinburgh preaching and
baptizing. Penda, the Strong, a terrible heathen,

slew Edwin at the battle of Heathfield, and it looked

as if Christianity had failed, for crowds forsook the

Church as readily as they joined it, and Paulinus and
the Queen had to fly for safety to the south.

Then there came St. Aidan, the apostle of the North,

from the monastery of lona on the west of Scotland,

which had been founded by Columba, the great missionary

from Ireland, and he settled at Lindisfarne, or Holy
Island, and his Christian King Oswald, at the rocky

fortress of Bamborough close by, and between them
they brought the people back by their holy lives and

words to the true Faith.

As in the south, so in the north it had seemed that

the Church must be destroyed ; but the storms passed

and the Faith was stronger than before. Happil}- this

division of south and north, i.e. of British and English,

differing in the time of keeping Easter and other matters,

was not long maintained, for at the important Council of

Whitby, in 664, it was agreed to adopt the customs of the

English Church, which meant that the Church was to

be united and to be in union with the Christian Church

throughout the world. The progress of conversions was
rapid, the last heathens to forsake their old gods were

those of the Isle of Wight, about 686. So that within a

century of the landing of Augustine all England was
Christian.
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Three Great Men.

There are three heroes of this period, whom no

account of the Church, however short, can omit. The

first is Theodore, the seventh Archbishop of Canter-

bury, a Greek, born at Tarsus, St. Paul's city, about

602. He brought to England the order and learning

of the Greeks. When sixty-five years old, he happened

to be at Rome, where a certain English priest was

waiting to be consecrated Archbishop of Canterbury

:

but the latter died, and Theodore was sent instead.

For a man of his age to undertake such an office, in

what was to him a barbarous land, showed courage.

He proved to be the most active man in England

for several years. He set about directly making the

Church one instead of a number of disconnected societies.

There were scarcely any bishops when he arrived ; he

consecrated bishops wherever needful, and by his tact

made everybody respect him. He had one notable

quarrel, from which much followed. Wilfrid was Bishop

of Northumbria, but the diocese w^as too huge, so

Theodore divided it against Wilfrid's protest, and the

latter went off to Rome and appealed to the Pope, who

decided in his favour; now such an appeal was quite

wrong and un-English.

When Wilfrid returned, the Witan of Northumbria

would have nothing to do with the Pope's decree;

they w^ould not acknowledge that the English Church

w^as subject to the Pope of Rome. Wilfrid went into

exile and converted the last heathen in the Isle of

Wight. Wilfrid and the Archbishop were reconciled

before Theodore's death, when he was eighty-eight years

of age. Theodore not only made the Church one, but

had much to do with making the English nation, then
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very disunited, but which followed the lead of the

Church. Theodore also founded many schools, and

taught in them himself.

There is scarcely any name more honoured in the

north than that of St. Cuthbert. On the night after

the great St. Aidan died he gave up his shepherd life

and entered the monastery of Old Melrose. He spent

his days in incessant missionary journeys among the

magic-loving and ignorant people around ; his sweet

disposition and wonderful self-sacrifice made him beloved

by all. So he was chosen to be prior of Lindisfarne,

or Holy Island, and had difficulties that few would have

overcome to bring the monks to order, and get them to

adopt the Catholic date of Easter.

When he had succeeded in that he took to a hermit's

life, on the desolate island of Fame, and built a small

dwelling of turf and stones. There was only one window,

which was never opened except when he appeared to

bless the people who came from the mainland for that

blessing. So he lived for nine years. Then a strange

thing happened ; there was a meeting of the " Witan

"

(wise men) at Twyford on the Alne, and the King,

Ecgfrith, and Archbishop Theodore were there, and

Cuthbert was unanimously chosen Bishop. He took no

notice when the message was sent to him, and not till the

King himself and his chief men came, and on their knees

implored him, would he consent to be made Bishop.

He ruled well for two years, then returned to his

hermitage, probably knowing that the hand of death was

upon him, for in less than two months he was seized

with his death sickness. His successor at Holy Island

found him dying and promised to come the next day,

but such a storm arose that no boat could reach the
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DURHAM CATHEDRAL.

Where Saint Cuthbert and the Venerable Bede were buried.

island for five days, when they found him sitting where

he had been left, with hunger and death in his eyes.

Soon after this he died at midnight, and they waved

torches in the darkness to inform the monks at

Lindisfarne.
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The history of Cuthbert after his death was more

eventful than in hfe, for according to his wish the monks

buried him first at Lindisfarne, but he made them

promise that if ever they should have to leave their

home they would carry him with them ; they often left

their home ; and when the terrible Danes came, he was

carried about for seven years, till at last they laid him

to rest at Durham, and the present glorious Cathedral

was built over him.

The third great man is Bede, a north-countryman

also; we owe nearly all the history up to this period

to him; without his book the story of the Conversion

of England would be unknown. Born near Jarrow in

673 he spent his life in the monastery, never traveUing,

so far as we know, further than York. He was a quiet,

hard-working student. The extent of his studies was

. enormous, including astronomy, meteorology and medicine.

He was not only a student, but his amiable and saintly

character won the love and honour of all.

He was still at work when death came upon him

;

he was translating St. John into English; being too ill

to write, his scholars wrote for him. " There is still a

chapter," said one of them. "Take your pen and

write fast." While life was ebbing he still dictated.

" It is finished," said the scribe. " Yes, it is finished,"

and he turned him towards his prayer-desk, and said,

" Glory be to the Father and to the Son and to the

Holy Ghost," and died.

Troubled Times,

The final conquest of heathenism was succeeded by

a very unhappy period in the history of the Church.

There were no heresies, no divisions, but as there
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THE DEATH OF BEDE.

were no enemies to overcome, we find that learning

and piety both decayed and few great men arose, such

as were so eminent in the former period.
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In 827 began the invasions of the terrible Northmen,

who repeated the ravages and ferocity of the Enghsh

invasion; villages, churches and monasteries were burned,

and the inhabitants put to the sword. Edmund, King

of the East Anglians, died nobly for his faith in 870

at Bury St. Edmunds. Out of this darkness there came

a man than whom no country has produced a greater

in secular history. King Alfred was the saviour not only

of his country but of his Church ; he possessed that not

uncommon combination among Englishmen of a brilliant

soldier and a deeply religious man.

He brought foreigners to England to revive the

decaying learning. He chose the best men for

bishops ; he opened schools wherever he could, and

raised the standard of morals and education ; he not

only beat the Danes, but his noble life had much to

do in making their King Guthrum become a Christian.

There is none of whom we English should be more

proud than of Alfred.

The next great man who carried on the work begun by

Alfred was Dunstan, who became Archbishop of Canter-

bury in 959. He brought back discipline into the

Church. All over the country were bodies of men living

active and holy lives, giving their chief attention to the

training of the noblest boys, to serve their country and

their church. Moreover, he taught the parish clergy to

look after their people. He was the first of the great

statesmen bishops who did much to make England great.

Then began again the Danish invasions, this time

with the intention of making the whole land theirs.

It is said that the English fought badly, but it was not

their fault. They were ruled by an evil King, who could

not govern his own court, and was too selfish and slothful
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to rouse the land as Alfred had done : he foolishly paid

the Danes to keep away, which only made them return

in greater force.

The most heroic iigure was JEUeah, Archbishop of

Canterbury (St. Alphege he is commonly called). Canter-

bury was besieged, and the Archbishop was the most
active defender. On the twentieth day a traitor let in

the Danes, and horrible atrocities followed. For seven

months they dragged the Archbishop about, though

severely wounded, in the hope of ransom, and for which

they demanded three thousand pounds.

At length, at a drunken revel at Greenwich, they

dragged their prisoner in chains to their orgy, demand-
ing the money ; he again refused to allow the Church
and poor to be plundered for his sake, though the money
could have been raised. A drunken soldier threw an

ox bone at ^^ilfeah. This was the signal for a score

of infuriated fiends to rush upon him, till one, whom
he had the day before confirmed, in mercy clove his

skull in twain with a battle-axe.

The Church under the Danes.

In Canute the Dane England was ruled by one

of the strongest monarchs in Europe. A heathen by

birth, and also in his treatment of his enemies, he

was baptized and by degrees learnt to act up to what

he believed. Had it not been for this, his reign would

have been terrible, such power he had that unless he

had become a good man he would have done great

harm. He learnt to love justice for Englishman or

Dane, for high or low. The story is well known of his

rebuking his flatterers by having his royal seat placed on

the sea-shore and commanding the rising tide not to touch

K. E.'Hist. 5—1 •'
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his royal garments ; after which it is said he never wore

his crown, but hung it reverently on a crucifix.

He took great interest in reHgious matters, rebuilding

many churches that had been destroyed, bestowing rich

gifts on every monastery, and commanding great honour

to be paid to the memory of Edmund the King and

^Ifeah, the archbishop, whom his people had murdered.

He went to Rome, and his character is best shown in

his letter from thence to his people :
—

" I have vowed to

God to lead a right life in all things, to rule justly and

piously. If I have done aught hitherto contrary to what

is just, I intend with the aid of God to amend all."

Canute brought obedience both into Church and State,

and thus prepared for the Norman conquest.

So, at first. Englishmen did not take it as anything

strange or new that foreigners should

be put above them, and submitted

when Edward, for his piety called the

Confessor, gave all the chief bishoprics

to Normans, and was guided in Church

matters entirely by them. In heart

Edward was more Norman than English, shield of

more a monk than a king ; he founded edward

Westminster Abbey, and gave himself up THE confessor.

to a life of religious devotion. However, in 1052, the

whole of the English united under the great Earl

Godwin and drove out these foreigners. Robert, Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and Ulf, Bishop of Dorchester,

"who did nought bishop-like," had to cut their way
through the London streets sword in hand, and with

difficulty escaped with their Frenchmen over sea.

The archbishopric was given to Stigand, who was to

hold it together with Winchester ; now as Robert was
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still archbishop this was illegal, but Harold, who was
now king, was the very opposite in Church matters to

Edward ; he did not like monks ; though by no means
irreligious, he did not like the discipline and strictness

of Edward. For this reason the whole Western Church
was against Harold, and on the side of William, when
Edward died, and

the Church was at

that time the greatest

power in the world.

Moreover, Harold had

been entrapped into

taking an oath to

help William to the

throne of England,

and he broke that

oath. All patriotic

Englishmen were on

the side of Harold,

but when he fell at

the battle of Senlac shrine of edward the confessor

there was nobody to at Westminster.

take his place.

The Church reformed by William and Lanfranc.

It was under a banner blessed by the Pope that the

Norman Conqueror won England. That Conquest

meant a great deal to the English Church : it was no

longer to keep to itself, but was to take its place among

the national churches of Europe. It was behind the

times in buildings, in discipline, and in zeal. The

Conquest made greater changes in the Church than it

did in the State, because it was more completely in the
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hands of the Normans ; soon every bishop but one was

Norman, and William chose for his Archbishop one

of the ablest, most learned and devoted men in Europe.

Lanfranc, an Italian, had won great renown as Abbot

of Bee, in Normandy, and became William's most trusted

friend and only adviser on ecclesiastical matters.

Lanfranc was determined to lead the clergy to live

a more religious life and to get obedience and order

into Church matters. Further, the Christian world at

that time had made up its mind that the clergy ought

not to be married : in England there were many

married priests. As the Normans held all the chief

posts they could do much as they liked, but not always.

The Anglo-Saxon chronicle, which is almost as wonderful

a history as that of Bede, tells us of a fight in the

Abbey at Glastonbury in 1083, caused by the Norman

abbot trying to bring in the foreign music. The monks

took refuge in the choir, but the French broke in

and shot at them with arrows. " The wretched monks

lay around the altar, and some crept under it—the

blood ran down from the altar on the steps, and from

the steps to the floor."

The Church of England started at the Conquest on

different lines from those upon which it had travelled

hitherto. She became the Church of the towns rather

than of country villages, building several of her grandest

cathedrals, and taking care that those who had charge

of them should be the fittest for such high service.

She became, for good or for evil, more connected with

the Popes of Rome, and entered into the quarrels in

which foreign churches were engaged, the chief of

which was that offices in the Church should be

received from ecclesiastical persons, not from kings or
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other laymen. This is called the Contest about Investi-

ture, and v/as fought chiefly by the holy Anselm, who
was forced to be Archbishop of Canterbury by the

wretched William Rufus when he fancied himself dying

The King had kept the see vacant for four years

after Lanfranc's death in order to steal the money.

Just before Anselm's death, the successor of Rufus,

Henry I., gave up his right to invest bishops by giving

them the ring and staff, which were the signs of their

office, while the bishops were still to acknowledge, by

doing homage, that they held their lands from the

crown. It must not be thought that Anselm was fighting

only for himself or for the Church : he was fighting for

England against the unjust extortion of Rufus.

The Church alone was strong enough to prevent the

Norman kings from being tyrants, and it was the

Church which led the way in getting the Magna Charta,

and in obtaining representative government. Henry I.

was a wise king, and he was rapidly building up a firm

and just government, and used churchmen as his instru-

ments in doing so, w^ho were necessarily mixed up far

too much with worldly matters.

For fifty years after the death of Anselm things went

well with the Church, though badly with the nobles

;

the clergy were learning to live more spiritual lives,

while the nobles, especially under the weak Stephen,

were oppressive and evil. Then came the keenest fight

between Archbishop and King that England has

witnessed.
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Becket and Henry II.

Henry II. was a strong, wilful man. His purpose was
that all England, whether churchmen or laymen, should

be tied fast to the throne by chains ; not unjust fetters,

but the chains of law. Now this would work well

with a righteous king, but all kings are not righteous

;

he worked towards this end with success aided by a

young man of remarkable ability named Thomas, son

of a London merchant, from the Archbishop's school

at Canterbury. All went well with his plans till he

thought to subjugate the Church, by making this

Thomas, " Becket," as he is called, Archbishop of

Canterbury.

None ever more sincerely tried to escape from his

burden than Becket. He felt that as Archbishop he

would have another and a higher Master than the King

to serve. So Becket made up his mind to serve his

God first and his King afterwards. This was unaccount-

able to Henry, and caused trouble. The quarrel began

about matters that seemed of small importance,

taxation, and the right of clerics to be tried in clerical

courts ; but one must ever remember that the common
people of England looked upon Becket as their champion.

Becket had to fly. He was more dangerous abroad than

in England.

His return was a triumphal procession. Henry saw

that he was beaten, and uttered those hasty words which

produced Becket's murder in Canterbury Cathedral,

when four of the King's knights stole in at vespers,

and in spite of Becket s fearlessness hacked his head

in twain before the altar. Becket won by the bravery

of his death, and after Henry's public and degrading

penance at his tomb, he had to give up everything for
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which he had fought the Archbishop. Becket ahve was

one with whom he could deal, dead he was invincible.

He became the most popular saint in England.

The murder of Becket, who had died opposing the

unjust assumptions of the King, linked the people to

the Church ; but it also linked the Church more with

the Pope, and the Popes became very exacting. They
were in need of money for other purposes, and looked

to England for it. So that when John, the worst of

English kings, came to the throne, the Pope, who was
one of the strongest of Popes, seized the opportunity of

bringing England into bondage to himself.

The previous King, Richard I., had taken no interest

in Church matters, nor indeed in England

except to extort money to allow him to

fight in the Crusades, or the wars waged
to rescue Jerusalem and the Holy Land
from the dominion of the Turks.

It now happened that there arose a

dispute as to who should be Archbishop of

Canterbury. Pope Innocent III. rejected

both the candidates, and appointed his

own friend, who was living in Rome,
Stephen Langton. He made the same
mistake that Henry II. had made before.

Langton proved to be the champion of

the English people and of the English

Church. John fell into one of his mad
fits, and threatened to drive all the friends

of Langton out of the land. Innocent

never got into a passion, but calmly and
with subtilty pursued his plan to enslave ^ crusader.
England.
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In 1208 he put England under an interdict, which

meant that the churches were closed, no Eucharists

could be celebrated except for the dying ; the burial

service was not to be performed. It was a terrible

time, and enabled John to persecute the Church woefully,

which he considered, instead of his own senseless

tyranny, was the cause of these troubles. Then Innocent

excommunicated John, and was about to depose him

and give England to the King of France, when suddenly

John turned round and submitted abjectly to the Pope,

and gave the kingdom entirely into his hands.

What would have happened had it not been for

Stephen Langton, Archbishop of Canterbury, it is

impossible to think. Directly he set foot in England

he felt himself an Englishman, and opposed both Pope

and King. He called the clergy and barons to a

meeting at St. Paul's Cathedral in 12 13, and made
them take an oath to spare no pains until the liberties

of Englishmen were secured ; he worked so well that

two years after the Great Charter (Magna Carta) was

signed by the miserable King, the first words of which

were " The Church of England shall be free." This

made Innocent furious ; he was as angry with Langton

as Henry II. had been with Becket, but mercifully both

he and John died the next year.

The great Charter is the foundation of English liberty

;

its importance cannot be exaggerated ; it was really a

treaty of peace between king and people, all laws on

this subject passed afterwards are really an explanation

of it. It promised that no tax should be exacted from

the people without their consent, and it is easy to see

how important that was.

But this set the kings against the Church, so that
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they allowed the Popes to extort all the tnoriey they

liked from it ; hence, in the middle of the thirteenth

century they got three times as much out of the Church

as the King did from the whole kingdom. When that

matter was put right, it was found that the Church

became too rich, and on this subject tock place

the first quarrel between the Church and the people.

Laws directed against the Church were common in

the fourteenth century, when there arose a very

remarkable man, a clergyman, John Wycliffe. He
attacked exact-

ing Popes and

rich Bishops,

and especially

the friars, very

violently, but

he ^went too

far, and lost

the love of the

people by not

practising what

he preached.

Wycliffe was

condemned for

heresy, but was

allowed to end

his days in

peace at the

country rectory

of Lutterworth, where he translated the Bible into English,

and his book is the forefather of our own English Bible.

Wycliffe's work, however, did not die with him ; the

thoughts that he was able to put into the English

JOHN WYCLIFFE.
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nation, together with the EngHsh Bible, prepared the

way for the Reformation. There were other causes of

that great change also; the friars who had begun as

earnest Christian workers, living the life that Christ

lived, became lazy and even worse, the monks became
luxurious, and the Popes, who were very different men
from Gregory, were always extortionate and cared little

for this country except as a means of getting money.

All these things roused that

English love of freedom and

independence which brought

about the Reformation.

We must remember that it

was during this period (1401)

that a shameful law was made
which sentenced heretics to

death by burning ; but it must

also be remembered that in

those days this was thought

nothing dreadful, and that both

sides burnt those who did not

agree with them. During the

wars of the Roses men had

other things to think about,

and Church disputes were

A FRANCISCAN FRIAR, laid aside.

What Led to the Reformation.

Very few people suspected that so great a change

was commg as that which did come at the Reformation ;

yet there were many signs of it.

I. The first cause was the Papacy. The Popes had

aimed at conquering the world, but the world conquered
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them. The Pope had become a worldly sovereign, using

worldly methods, sometimes in armour leading soldiers

like any other king, scheming, and plotting. For a

long time before the Reformation it has been said that

there was not one godly man among them, and the

nearer they got to danger the more blind they were

to the real way of escape. Their chief officers seemed

to think only how they could get power and extort money.

2. Meanwhile in England the monasteries, where

people tried to live a godly life by separating themselves

as much as possible from the world, had also become

worldly ; men lived there in comfort and mixed them-

selves in the affairs of the world, so that they had to a

great extent lost the respect of the people. Though they

had done great things in the

past, and produced many

saints, and though the stories

of their wickedness are for the

most part only stories, and

though many of them were

still doing abundant good

works, yet Englishmen wit-

nessed their destruction with

very little attempt to stop it.

It was worse still with the

friars ; their object had been

the very opposite from that

of the monks. They went

everywhere, living as much as

possible in the world; many
of them degenerated into

cunning beggars, and were

living wicked lives.
DOMINICAN FRIAR.
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3. Moreover, there was a great revival of learning.

People had begun to study Greek again, and were aware

that there was much learning outside the Church. There

were many, too, who were anxious for any change, and

wanted to throw off all authority that they could safely

disobey.

Things being in this state, the Church was divided

and needed reforming. Then a very strong man,

Henry VIII. came to the throne. There was no

finer man in Europe than he was then or with

brighter prospects. Handsome, clever, rich and beloved,

he seemed to have everything before him.

The Reformation.

The Reformation was bound to come because it was

needed, but the way
-^-'^=-°

jj-^ which it came
was unexpected.

Henry's first ad-

viser was Wolsey,

who, although a

Cardinal and Arch-

bishop of York, was

more of a statesman

than a churchman.

He had great
ideas about educa-

tion, and, out of

some of the money
he got from the de-

spoiled monasteries,

founded a school at

Ipswich, his nativeCARDINAL WOLSEY,
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town, and Christ

Church, the largest

college at Oxford.

The Reformation

did not begin in

this country about

doctrine, but about

the unfortunate

subject of divorce.

Henry had married

the widow of his

elder brother
Arthur, Catherine

of Arragon. She

had only been
married to Prince

Arthur for the last

four months of his

life, when he was

in fact dying. The
Pope, who in those

days was supposed

to have power to

make what laws

about marriage he

liked, had pro-

nounced in the

clearest manner
Henry's marriage

to be lawful ; but

some ten years
after Henry grew

tired of Catherine,
CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD*

(PlwlQ by Frith, Ltd., Rcigatc.)/
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and wanted the Pope's successor to pronounce the

marriage after all to have been illegal.

Perhaps the King would have persuaded the Pope to do

this, but Catherine was the aunt of the greatest sovereign

of Europe, Charles V., Emperor of Germany, and the Pope

had been taken captive by Charles V., and did not dare

to offend his captor, in order to please one, who wanted

to insult the greatest family in Europe. So Henry

determined to have his own way in spite of the Pope,

and the English people were glad to back their King

against the Popes, who had often treated this country

with injustice and extortion. Henry's first step to this

was heartlessly to disgrace Wolsey. Then laws were

passed against the Pope's authority. And when Cranmer

was made Archbishop of Canterbury in 1532, he per-

suaded Convocation (or the Church parliament) to

pronounce divorce between Henry and Catherine, though

the King had not waited for that, but had already

privately married Anne Boleyn.

In 1534 the Pope pronounced the divorce illegal, but

he was treated as a foreigner, and all papal authority

over England was abolished. For centuries this breach

had been preparing ; the divorce was not the cause of

it except so far as the match which sets fire to a trail

of gunpowder is the cause of the explosion. The same

year Henry was acknowledged as " the only supreme

head, on earth, of the Church of England, so far as the

law of Christ allows." There was, however, in no sense

any break of the Church with her past ; she was the

same Church, but freed from the troublesome authority

of the Popes, under which she had nearly always been

impatient.

Henn- degenerated into a tyrant. He chose for his
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chief minister, Thomas Cromwell, a violent and unprin-

cipled man ; by him two of the holiest Englishmen

—

Bishop Fisher and Sir Thomas More—were executed on

pretence of denying the Act of Supremacy. In 1539

all the remaining monasteries were dissolved, in spite

of much good work they had done in relieving the poor

and supporting schools and hospitals, and in many
other ways. On the other hand, several Protestants,

followers of Luther, were burned. The Act of the Six

Articles was passed against them in 1539.

The Reformation of Doctrine.

Henry had little idea of altering the belief of the

Church. He had been made " Defender of the Faith,"

for writing a book against Luther. But there were

two reforms which his English spirit led him to favour,

and they were of great value. First : He wanted the

Bible and Prayer Book to be in English. He authorized

the " Great Bible " in 1538, and appointed a committee

to work at the translation of the Prayer Book. The
Litany was brought out in English in 1544, and was

one of the best works of the Reformation. Second : He
discouraged the undue exaltation of the saints ; it was

natural that Thomas Becket should be the name par-

ticularly odious to him. Henry died in 1547.

Edward VL, the boy who succeeded him, was a

thorough Protestant, and he was during his short reign

ruled by his uncle, Somerset, who wanted to knock down
Westminster Abbey to get materials for his palace,

Somerset House, on the Thames. In 1548 the "Order

of Communion " was brought out, in which certain

parts of the service which are still used were added, in

English.

K. E. His/. 6—1
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In 1549, on Whitsunday, was brought out the first

English Prayer Book, a truly great book. It was pre-

pared with careful study of the old service books,

particularly those of the English Church, and 'also of

the Eastern Church, and it restored doctrine to what

it had been in the times of the Apostles. This was

subsequently altered to meet the wishes of the foreign

reformers, but was not publicly used in its altered

state. The young king died in 1553, and Mary came

to the throne.

The Relapse.

There is nothing more sad in the history of England

than the reign of Mary : of the history of the Church

there is none, for she tried to restore the Papacy, from

a sense that it was

her duty to do so.

Cruelly treated,

she treated others

cruelly, and sacri-

ficed at the stake

such men as Cran-

^^)t mer, Ridley and
Latimer, and others.

Mary longed for

love, but none gave

it to her. She was

deserted by her

husband. She

yearned for the

voices of children

around her, but

none came. SheARCHBISHOP CRANMER.
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longed for her people's love, but they could not love

her, till she died in her desolate home of a broken heart,

the most pathetic character in English history, and still

the worst hated of all our sovereigns.

The Church Restored.

Elizabeth, the only living child of Henry VIII., was
welcomed by Church

and people (1558).

Among her first acts

were the repudiation

of the Pope's au-

thority by the Supre-

macy Act, and the

restoration and re-

construction of the

English Prayer
Book. The Queen

had great difficulty in finding bishops and clergy who

were, like herself, loyal churchfolk ; neither favouring the

papal claims nor the extreme opinions of the foreign

reformers, who wanted by giving up episcopacy and by

mutilation of the services to cut the Church adrift from

all that had gone before. She made, however, a wise

choice in Matthew Parker, in place of Cardinal Pole,

Mary's Archbishop, who had died soon after his

sovereign.

Parker was properly consecrated Archbishop of

Canterbury in Lambeth Palace with the form that had

always been used in England. Most of the clergy and

people fell into line with the restored Church of England.

The issue of the Thirty Nine Articles and the second

book of Homilies attempted to bring back the doctrine

QUEEN Elizabeth's signature.
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of the Church to what it was before the errors of

Rome had spoiled it : there was no break either in

doctrine or constitution. The Pope therefore saw there

was no means of getting England back again, except

by fire and sword. All kinds of secret plots were

promoted against the Queen, and Philip of Spain was

urged to conquer England, depose Elizabeth, and force

our country back into subjection to Rome. The

destruction of the Spanish Armada proved that

England would not give up her National Church.

The Puritans.

The Puritans were very grim and stern people. They

were against all amusements, and made religion a ver),

dismal matter. It is necessary to show how they arose

and what was their quarrel with the Church of England.

There were two causes especially which led to their

formation. First was the great hold that the writings

of Calvin, of Geneva, the ablest of the foreign reformers,

obtained in England. The second was hatred of Rome.
Calvin had no respect for things or truths that were

old because they were old ; and the violent acts of the

Popes, made pious English people wish to get rid of

many things, because the Roman Church had them.

These people gradually took the name Puritans

because they wanted simpler services. They objected

to the clergy wearing a distinctive dress, to the marriage

ring, to confirmation, to kneeling at the Holy Com-
munion, to the use of the sign of the Cross in baptism,

to the word " priest," and to bishops. They were

strongly supported in some of their opinions by many of

the clergy, even by some of the bishops, and by important

statesmen, especially by Leicester and Essex, the Queen's
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favourites. The Puritans, however, had no wish to

leave the Church, though their opinions were so opposite

to all that the Church had always taught. They were

turned out, a very unwise step; but men thought

seriously of religious matters in Elizabeth's reign, and
it was thought nothing strange that Roman priests

should be put to death, or non-conformists sent to

prison, because of their faith. We think differently

now, but perhaps we do not value as they did the import-

ance of religion in the cruel days. The hatred of Rome
would have led England into Puritanism if it had not

been for the Queen, who never lost her head, however

excited the times might be. Even in the Lower House
of Convocation the Puritans were only beaten by one

vote in 1563.

The Puritans, however, lost their opportunity by their

extreme language. In 1588, the year of the Armada,

came out some very violent papers in which the clergy

were called " dogs," and much else that was still

worse. Strong language, however, did not mend
matters. Now the Queen was in favour of the ancient

organization of the Church of bishops, priests, and

deacons, so she took strong measures against the

Puritans, and in 1593 she got Parliament to pass a

decree of banishment against them. Many went to

Holland, where they could do and believe what they

pleased, and called themselves " Brownists," after a

leader named Brown, and afterwards " Independents,"

as they are still called.
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The Church under the Stewarts.

When James I. came to the throne in 1603, the

Puritans thought they had a chance of getting their

way. They met him on his way from Scotland to

London with what was called the Millenary Petition,

because it was signed by about 1,000 (Latin fuillc)

Puritan clergy, which set forth what they wanted altered.

James called a conference at Hampton Court, at

which both sides were represented, to consider the

matter ; but the King showed his strong feeling against

the Puritans. When a Presbyterian system was pro-

posed, he said that such a system agreed " as well with

monarchy as God and the devil. Then Jack and Tom
and Will and Dick will meet and censure me and my
council."

It was evident that the Puritans would not get their

own way, and though it would have been better if James

had been silent, yet the Church of England could not

have accepted the advice given to her, and honestly

given, by the Puritans, without cutting herself adrift

from what she had always been. Two good results,

however, came from this Hampton Court Conference

—

the new translation of the Bible, our Authorized Version,

and a version of the Prayer Book, which made small

alterations, but not in any way such as to satisfy the

Independents, who have remained Non-conformists ever

since.

Puritanism Loses Ground and Regains it.

The Church had suffered from the want of able men

to guide her, so that men's minds were never more

unsettled as to what they should believe than in

Elizabeth's reign. Without teaching, people cannot
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help going wrong. This began to be set right in 1594,

when Richard Hooker pubhshed his " Ecclesiastical

Polity," the greatest book ever written in defence of

the Church of England; and many wise and saintly

men followed him, the greatest of whom was Lancelot

Andrewes, one of the holiest of bishops who ever lived.

Puritanism began to lose ground. This was the state

of affairs when Charles I. became King in 1625, and

Laud, Bishop of London, the year after, soon to become

Archbishop.

Then came ruin. England has had no more pious

King than Charles, nor more devoted Archbishop than

Laud ;
yet in their time the Church of England tottered

and fell. Charles suffered for his father's faults, for

James L had been at heart a tyrant, and Laud fell with

him. It is impossible to force people to believe and

do what is right, and that is what they aimed at.

Consequently the Church was looked upon as the King's

Church and his affair, and when he fell the Church fell

with him.

The House of Commons took command of the Church

;

it abolished the bishops, disestablished the Church, and

set up Presbyterianism instead, and killed both King

and Archbishop. Cromwell, a strong and able man,

set up the Independent body, and though tolerant to

others, could never forgive the fact that churchmen

were against him, so the Church was terribly persecuted.

People were imprisoned for having Prayer Books, even

for private use ; congregations met to celebrate the Holy

Communion were disturbed by soldiers, and taken off

to prison ; the clergy were in terrible poverty ; in order

to live they set up schools and acted as private chaplains,

but even this was not allowed them.
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Meanwhile the " httle finger " of the Independents was
" thicker than the loins " of the Church. And the failure

of the Independents to force men to be Calvinists

was more signal than the failure of Laud and

Charles I. to compel them to be churchmen, and

England submitted to a Charles II. with all his sins,

rather than continue the hatred and tyranny that had

gone before. With the return of Charles II. the Church

was naturally restored, and England woke from the

nightmare that she had suffered.

The Church after the Restoration.

As soon as Charles II. was restored, the clergy, who
had been turned out since 1645, returned, the vacant

sees were filled up, and the Church resumed the position

she had before the Commonwealth. Again there was

no break with her past. The Puritan party had to be

settled with. A conference was held at the Savoy in

the Strand with the intention of finding how far

agreement was possible.

The conference showed that it was impossible.

Baxter, the leading Nonconformist, produced a Prayer

Book of his own, which he wished to be substituted

for the ancient services of the Church. Several altera-

tions were made in the Prayer Book, which was

brought to its present state, and has not since been

materially altered, and an Act of Uniformity was brought

in with it which made its use compulsory ; rather than

submit, some two thousand ministers gave up their

benefices, and from that time modern Nonconformity

really begins.

It would have been far wiser, and more Christian, to

have left them alone to carry out the dictates of theii
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own conscience, in obedience to which they had made

so great sacrifice; but the State, not the Church, felt

very bitterly towards them and treated them harshly.

This was, perhaps, natural ; the State was in great fear of

them that they would, as they had already done, seek to

destroy both King and Church. The Puritans had in their

day of power treated Churchmen with cruelty, but that

was no reason why in their fall they should be treated

cruelly also, but people did not think so in those days.

So Parliament passed the Conventicle Act, which

forbade all religious services except those of the

Church, and the Five Mile Act, which forbade

ministers, who would not take an oath not to attempt

to alter the constitution of Church or State, to come

within five miles of a town ; but, worst of all, was

the Test Act, aimed against the Roman Catholics,

shutting out from any civil or military office those who

did not receive the Holy Communion according to the

rites of the National Church.

This was a dreadful act, easily evaded by the base

and worthless, but terribly hard upon those who pos-

sessed a conscience ; it did more harm to the Church

than anything since the Reformation. Meanwhile

Charles was drawing nearer to Rome, and died a

Roman Catholic.

An Attempt to Re-establish Roman Catholicism.

James II. was a Roman Catholic, and during the

three years of his reign tried without disguise to

bring England to his faith. He lost his crown in

consequence. He interfered most tyrannically in

Church matters, and tried to win the help of Non-

conformists to bring back the power of Rome by his
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Declaration of Indulgence, which, simply by his own

will, without the consent of Parliament, repealed all

acts against those who did not belong to the English

Church.

The Declaration was ordered to be read from every

pulpit; Bancroft, the Archbishop, at once summoned

a meeting of clergy and others, who petitioned the

King against the Declaration. He treated their petition

as a libel, and Bancroft and six other Bishops were

taken from Lambeth to the Tower in a barge amid

crowds of Enghshmen indignant at their treatment,

the Declaration was scarcely read at all, and the

Bishops were acquitted amid such scenes of rejoicing

as had seldom been witnessed before.

Not many weeks after, James had to flee for ever

from England, and William III. was king. He was a

strong Calvinist, and none could suspect him of any

tendency towards Rome, and though he slighted the

Church, he was able to get a Toleration Act passed,

which allowed freedom of worship to all except

Roman Catholics. In his reign the Non-jurors began,

who felt bound to respect their oath to James II.,

and continued as a separate branch of the Church of

England till 1805. In William's reign, however, the

Church showed much vigorous life ; many books were

written which are still read by thousands, and, in 1698,

the Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge was

founded, and the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel three years later.
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The Church in the XVIII. Century.

Queen Anne was a good Churchwoman, and in her

reign the Queen Anne's bounty was founded, which still

helps many parishes with the money that before the

Reformation had been given to the Pope, but had since

that time been appropriated by the Crown.

The first two Georges cared little for the Church or for

anything English, the first of them did not summon
the Houses of Convocation, and they remained inactive

till 1852, and have not even yet recovered a position to

enable them to influence the work of the Church to its

fullest power.

A Spiritual Revival.

With the accession of George I. (1714) began the

deadest and dullest period in the history of the Church

of England ; all the

influence of the State

was against her, enthu-

siasm was crushed out,

and no clergyman had

any chance of promotion

who was earnest about

the doctrines of the

Church. To be " high

church " was supposed

to be disloyal. Irreligion

and unbelief were ram-

pant.

At this time, John

Wesley, a young Oxford

tutor, gathered some the rev. john wesley,
friends together, chief of the founier of Wesleyan Methodism.
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whom were his brother Cliarles and George Whitfield.

They observed the fasts and feasts of the Church, and

regularly attended Holy Communion, and from their

strict methods received the name of Methodists. They

started a society destined to have wonderful success.

Thousands were converted by Wesley's preaching, and

he brought back the value of personal religion ;
his

zeal and ability were unquestioned. His friend,

George Whitfield, became, if possible, even a more

popular preacher; it is said that at times over ten

thousand people would listen to him with rapt

attention.

After a time, however, he separated from Wesley and

founded the sect of Calvinistic Methodists. Wesley had

no idea of leaving the Church, from which, indeed, he

differed very little in doctrine, but he had no respect

for her organization ; he acted as a bishop without being

consecrated. He intended his society of preachers to

work with the Church; by their zeal and energy they

produced a wonderful revival, but in spite of Wesley's

prayers, they separated from the Church of England in

1795, four years after their founder's death.

Another Revival—The Oxford Movement.

The Wesleyan movement brought back spiritual life

to the Church, but, at the beginning of the nineteenth

century, it was forgetting much of its ancient faith

and many of its duties. There were very few

services except on Sundays; daily service was,

mdeed, kept up in cathedrals, but scarcely anybody

attended. Preaching was looked upon as the chief

object of attending church, and sacramental teaching

was rare.
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JOHN HENRY NEWMAN,
about the time he wrote " Lead, Kindly Light."

Then there arose, again at Oxford, a school of

learned and holy men, determined to restore the

teaching and life of Apostolic times. John Keble,

author of the Christian Year, John Henry Newman
and Dr. Pusey were the leaders of the movement,

till Newman joined the Church of Rome ; but even

this event did not stop the revival, which can be seen

in nearlv ever}' church, in more frequent, reverent

and pleasing services, and in better observance of the

sacraments.
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PART III.—THE HISTORY OF LAW.
Saxon Law.

In very ancient times the king or chief of a tribe

was not only the leader of his people in war, but also

the sole judge to whom they could appeal in cases of

dispute. He was supposed to have his mind stored

with judgments.

Whenever he had

pronounced one on

any subject, the

people obeyed his

will, making there-

after a custom of

his command.
Thus customs

arose out of the

declared will of

the king, and the

rules which men
observed among
themselves were

primarily the

king's commands
The king was,
indeed, the "foun-

tain of justice,"

and although
great changes
have been made
in law and pro-

cedure, the idea is

still preserved, and
A CORNER OF THE MIDDLE

TEMPLE HALL.
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to-day the sovereign is supposed to be present in every

court of justice in the land.

As the tribe grew larger, it was found impossible for

the king personally

to attend to every

matter of complaint.

He was obliged to

appoint officers to

do the work for him.

These officers bore

in mind the precepts

of the kings, which

had become fixed

customs, and when-

ever new matters of

dispute arose, pro-

nounced judgments

in the same manner

that the kings had

done. It is easy to

see, therefore, that

law was, at first,

nothing but a bundle

of customs which

gradually increased

in size as new ques-

tions came up and

were settled.

Thus, among the

Saxon tribes in

Germany, as among
other ancient
tribes, the law was

K. E. Hist. 7-1

A PEEP INTO THE DINING ROOM
OF THE MIDDLE TEMPLE,

ivhere Law Students eat their Regulation Dinners
while preparing for the Bar.
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unwritten. It was all customary. And this was the

law which the Saxons brought to England when they

conquered the country. Several tribes took part in the

invasion and conquest, and, as each tribe had its own
customs, it is not surprising that the law in Saxon times

was far from uniform. Moreover, there were no trained

lawyers to introduce reforms, and until the time of

William the Conqueror the same act might be accounted

a crime in Yorkshire and harmless in Hampshire.

Very little is known with certainty of the law and

its practice during the Saxon period. Land, like other

property, appears to have been held in full ownership,

and a man could freely dispose of it either during his

lifetime by what was called a feoffm&nt, or after his

death by will.

If he died intestate, i.e., without a will, his property

was divided equally among his children. Under the

name of gavelkind, this custom survives in the county

of Kent. The rest of the law was mainly concerned

with crimes, for every wrong known to the law was

held to be a crime. There was no law of contract,

except in the case of a debt, or of a promise contained

in a sealed written document, called a deed.

The law was administered in the various local courts.

For the purposes of government the kingdom was

divided into shires, hundreds and towns, or burghs, and

the courts held in each were called the Shire-moot, the

Hundred-moot, and the Town-moot respectively. Each

was presided over by its reeve, or principal officer.

Of these courts the Shire-moot was the most important,

and its president was the Shire-reeve, or sheriff. Here

the principal legal disputes were settled. To assist

him in his work, the sheriff was often accompanied
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by the bishop ; for church matters, as well as civil

and criminal cases, were decided in this court. If a

person was not satisfied with the judgment he

obtained, he could sometimes appeal to the Witan
or the King.

Trials and Punishments.

The modes of trial were very curious. If a man was
accused of a crime, or sued in a civil action, he was

compelled to bring twelve men of his hundred to swear

that they believed his account of the case. This was
called compurgation, or wager of law.

In actions of debt this mode of trial was not abolished

till 1833. But when a man was unable to bring his

twelve witnesses, he was put to the ordeal, that is, he

had to undergo one of certain tests, after swearing that

he was innocent, such as plunging his arm into boiling

water, grasping a red-hot iron, or walking barefoot over

burning ploughshares. The burned or blistered limbs

were then anointed with some specially consecrated oil

and bound up by the priest. After three days an

examination was made. If the scars were healed, the

accused was said to be not guilty, but if not, he was
held guilty and punished.

Punishments generally consisted of fines, though Alfred

the Great made death the penalty for treason. A certain

money value was placed upon the life of every man,
which varied with his rank. The name of this was
wer, and it was the sum which had to be paid to a

dead man's relatives by the wrong-doer. For other

crimes and wrongs, compensation was made by payment
to the injured party of a fine. But in addition to

these, a money payment was demanded by the king for
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what was known as a "breach of his peace," and the

name of this was wite.

Numerous efforts were made by different Anglo-Saxon

kings to estabhsh some

sort of order and system

in the law of thecountry.

They drew up what were

called dooms, or codes,

the most important

being those of Alfred

the Great and Edgar

the Peaceable.

Changes after the

Conquest.

When William the

Conqueror came to the

throne, he saw that a

complete change of

government was necessary. There was no feeling of

patriotism like that which exists at the present time.

Each man was concerned about his own hundred, or

shire, and did not care what happened elsewhere.

William resolved to change all this. He was a very

great statesman as well as an able soldier, and he

saw that the country required a strong central govern-

ment and a system of law which should be the same

in every shire.

Like a wise reformer, William introduced his changes

gradually, and it was not until the middle of the thirteenth

century, when Henry HI. was king, that the work which

he began was completed. And then, of course, it was

something rather different from what he intended.

ALFRED THE GREAT.
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In place of the Saxon Witan, the king had his Great

Council, called the Curia Regis. It was a court com-

posed of various branches, one of which devoted itself

to the law. Thus there arose for the first time a king's

law court, which could try all cases. The old courts,

the shire-moot, the hundred-moot and the town-moot,

were not abolished, but members of the Curia Regis

were sometimes sent down to sit in the shire-moots, and

their influence and power had a great effect in making

the customs of the country uniform.

But the people themselves who had disputes to settle,

often preferred to go direct to the king's court for two

reasons—they thought they would have a better chance

of being dealt with justly than if they trusted to their

own neighbours, and they knew that the Curia Regis

had the power to enforce a judgment against a power-

ful wrong-doer, which was not possessed by the local

courts.

The visits of the justices, and the preference shown

for the king's court, has a marvellous effect in estab-

lishing one law for the whole country, and to this

period belongs what is knovVn as the English Common
Law, that is, the law administered by the king's court

as distinguished from the local customs of the Saxon

courts.

The legal branch of the Curia Regis was gradually

divided, as more work had to be done, and there sprang

up the three Common Law Courts of England. One

of these, the Exchequer, dealt with the revenue, another,

the Court of King's Bench, attended to cases in which

the king was concerned, and the third, the Court of

Common Pleas, was established for the purpose of

inquiring into disputes between subjects.
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It is uncertain when all this was accomplished,

but most probably the division was completed before

the death of Henry II. As the Curia Regis sat

where the king happened to be, it was not always an

easy matter to get justice done quickly. A great

improvement was made when the Court of Common
Pleas was fixed at Westminster by a clause of Magna
Charta. There it remained until it was merged, along

with the Court of Exchequer, in the Queen's Bench
Division of the High Court of Justice in 1881.

The introduction of the Feudal System completely

changed the land laws of England. In Saxon times,

as has been stated, there was no difference in law

between land and other property; but, after the Con-

quest, land alone was thought worthy of consideration.

Other property received little attention. Complete

ownership was abolished and tenures were introduced,

that is, the person in possession of land was only a

tenant, and held it on condition that he performed

certain services, the king alone being the owner.

The law of primogeniture, or the succession of the

eldest son, was introduced, and no man was allowed

to make a will of land. These changes were very

important and very lasting, for although many of the

matters connected with feudalism were abolished in the

reign of Charles II., some of its rules are preserved to

the present day.

The law of crime in the time of the Norman kings

was simple. There was not the large number of offences

for which people are now punished, because life was

more simple and commerce almost unknown. The law

of murder, manslaughter, assault, robbery and theft,

were practicall}^ the same as the law in England
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to-day. But instead of the old punishments of fines,

the penalty of death was inflicted for many offences

which would not now be called serious, and horrible

forms of mutilation were introduced.

It has been already stated that justices were some-

times sent down by the king to assist or control the

sheriff in the administration of justice in the Shire-

moot, or, as it might be called, the County Court.

William I. was the first to send such justices (they

were called justices in eyre, or itinerant, that is, wandering,

justices), but the visits were very irregular.

Henry I. improved the system, but it was left for

Henry H., by the Assize of Clarendon, to establish

what are known as Assizes. The country was mapped
out into districts, called circuits, and these circuits

have undergone very little change during seven centuries.

To these districts the king's justices were sent down
regularly, and they had all the powers of the three

Common Law Courts to decide the cases which came
before them. A clause of Magna Charta made it

necessary for Assizes to be held four times a year, as

they still are held.

There existed a right of appeal in some matters to

the King and his Council, a right which is kept alive

at the present time, for the House of Lords sprang

from the Curia Regis, and the House of Lords is now
the highest Court of Appeal in England.

During the period under consideration (1066-1272)

great changes took place in the mode of trial. In

the Saxon days, if a man had anything to complain

of, he did so by word of mouth, and a message was

sent to the offending party to attend the court. These

verbal messages must have given rise to many mis-
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takes, and it was not easy to get an unwilling man
into court.

The Normans introduced the writ. The writ was

a command in writing, sent in the king's name, to

attend the court, and giving a brief outline of the

question to be tried. This was a great step in the

direction of certainty. Not only was the attendance

of the defendant secured, but something was known

beforehand of the dispute which was to be brought

before the court.

Wager of Battle.

To decide questions of fact, the systems of compur-

gation and ordeal were left standing, but the former

was going out of use at the beginning of the thirteenth

century, and the ordeal was forbidden by a great

Roman Catholic Council, over which Pope Innocent

presided, in 1215. To supply their places, and to

discover the truth in all matters of dispute, two new

methods were introduced, wager of battle and trial by

jury. The former dates from the Conquest, the latter

was of gradual growth.

Wager of battle, which must have been almost as

unsatisfactory as the ordeal, took place in this fashion.

"When a man was accused of murder or manslaughter,

any blood-relation of the dead man could "appeal"

the slayer, and the accused man might then challenge

his accuser to fight.

If the fight was declined, the accused man went free.

If the fight took place, it generally commenced at

sunrise, and the combatants fought on until " the

stars appeared in the evening," unless one of them

was previously disabled. If the accused man won, he
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was set free, and the accuser was fined ; if he lost, and

was still alive, he was hanged.

This mode of trial lasted for several centuries and

was then forgotten. But in 1817, a man named
Thornton, who was accused of murder, revived it by

challenging his accuser to fight. The challenge was

not accepted, and Thornton was set free. To prevent

such a thing happening in future, an Act of Parliament

was passed in 1819 by which this "appeal of felony"

was abolished.

Trial by Jury.

The history of trial by jury is very uncertain. The
grand jury in criminal cases is without doubt descended

from the institution of the twelve senior thanes of

Ethelred II., who were commanded to go out with

the reeve and " present " all men suspected of crime.

By Henry II. these were changed into a "jury of

presentment," composed of twelve knights of each

hundred and four men of each town, whose duty

was to bring before the justices of assize all men who
were suspected of being notorious criminals. Then,

and then only, was a man put on his trial.

' The grand jury at Assizes and Quarter Sessions do

practically the same thing at the present day. Any-

one can bring forward a complaint before the grand

jury, and if it is considered that there is an}' evidence

against the accused, he is " presented " to the judge

and the petty jury for trial.

There still remained in criminal cases, as in civil

ones, the task of finding out which of the parties was

speaking the truth. This was at first done, as has

been shown, by the ordeal. But when the ordeal was
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A JUDGE IN HIS ROBES.

abolished, it became necessary to call in men from

the neighbourhood to decide the facts of the case—it

must be remembered that a jury has nothing to • do

with the law—and give a verdict one way or the

other. A unanimous verdict of twelve men had to

be obtained.

At first there can be no doubt that the jurymen were

witnesses, and acted upon their own knowledge. Then
if more than twelve appeared, the decision of twelve

was arrived at partly from personal knowledge and

partly from the evidence of the rest. But little by

little it came to be considered that jurymen should

be independent, and rely only upon the evidence given

before them. It took many years to establish this

doctrine, and it was not finally settled until the reign

of George I.

As the second jury in criminal cases, called the

petty jury, was a substitute for the ordeal, the prisoner
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was not allowed to speak in his own defence when the

new method of trial had displaced the older one. This

must have been the cause of much injustice on many

occasions, but so firmly was the idea fixed in people's

minds that this was the correct way of conducting a

trial that, until the last century, a prisoner could

neither call witnesses in his behalf, nor be defended

by a lawyer, much less give evidence himself. He is

now able to do all three, if he so wishes.

Although the subject belongs rather to the history

of the church than to the history of the law, it must

be remembered that matters relating to the church

came before the Saxon courts as well as those of a

civil character. But after the Conquest a separation

took place, and ecclesiastical courts were set up which

dealt with their own affairs. They had control of

questions relating to marriages and wills, and retained

much of their power in these matters until 1857.

Clergymen had special privileges at one time,

especially the power of claiming "benefit of clergy"

if accused of crime. They could not then be punished.

Afterwards all people who could read were allowed to

escape punishment in the same way. This privilege

was so greatly abused that various Acts of Parliament

were passed from time to time excluding serious

offences, and finally " benefit of clergy " was abolished

in 1827.

The Establishment of Prisons.

Henry H. was the first king who erected prisons,

and he ordered that every county should have

a gaol. One of the oldest in the country was the

well-known Fleet Prison. There can be little doubt
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that the prisons were of a shocking kind, though it

is difficult to imagine anything worse than those which

were in existence during the latter part of the eighteenth

century.

There was no idea of seeking a reformation in the

character of prisoners. The noble work of John Howard
and Elizabeth Fry changed the popular idea, and now
nothing is left undone to reclaim criminals, and to

restore them to society better than before.

As every effort was made to keep the English in

subjection, it is not

surprising that the use

of the English lan-

guage was forbidden

in the courts, and

that Norman - French

took its place. Hence
the number of curious

old French terms
which still remain.
All documents were

drawn up in Latin.

The English language,

however, was again
brought into use in

1363, but Latin was

not displaced until

It was a great work to establish Courts of Law, to

make the law uniform throughout the country, with the

exception of a few local customs, and to invent systems

which have continued, with slight alterations, to remain

in force to the present day.

EDWARD I.
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Statute Law.

From the date of the accession of Edward I., when

the Common Law had become fixed, the history of

Enghsh Law is mainly an account of the development

of legal ideas and of the changes which were necessary

in order to meet the wants of later times.

Statute law, that is, Acts of Parliament, began to

force its way into the system, and Edward himself

was so active a law-maker that Professor Stubbs has

declared that the laws of the next three centuries were

little more than an expansion of his legislation. Chief

Justice Herle called him " the wisest king who ever

was." His laws were chiefly concerned with land,

or, to use its proper term, real property.

It is impossible to give their effect in a few words,

for the law of real property is a very difficult subject.

Still it may be stated that he made it possible for

land to be conveyed from one person to another, and

that he would not allow estates to fall into the hands

of religious bodies. No important change in the law

of real property was made after his time until the

reign of Henry VHL
Under Edward IH. there was an improvement in

the administration of the criminal law by the creation

of justices of the peace, and the establishment of

Quarter Sessions. Long before this time certain men
in every county had been appointed to keep the king's

peace. But now these officials had to inquire into

all crimes that were committed. They had power to

punish for small offences, but the more serious cases

were sent to the Sessions or the Assizes. Quarter

Sessions were set up to deal with cases which were
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too important for the justices of the peace, but not

serious enough to be sent to the judges of Assize.

A very important law was passed in this reign, in

1352, deahng with treason. The judges had made
treason so doubtful a crime that it was found necessary

to confine it practically to acts which tended to injure

the peace of the kingdom by aiming at the life of

the sovereign or stirring up war against him. The
punishment for this crime was cruel and revolting.

The Court of Chancery.

But the greatest change of the reign of Edward III.

was the establishment

of a new and important

court called the Court

of Chancery. There is

a legal maxim which

says, "Where there is a

wrong there is also a

remedy," which means

that if a man suffers in

any way he can get

relief if only he applies

in the proper manner.

Before the time of

Edward I. the Common
Law had become fixed,

and it had been settled

what writs could be

issued. If, therefore, a

writ could not be found
to apply to a particular case, no rehef was possible.

In fact, the maxim was changed so as to read "Where

EDWARD III.

the Law Giver.
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THE LORD CHANCELLOR ON THE WOOLSACK,
with Lord Salisbury addressing the House.

there is no fixed remedy, there is no legal wrong." A
way had to be found out of the difficulty.

As the king was the fountain of justice, matters of

"grace and favour" were referred to him, and in 1348

the new court was established with power to inquire

into cases that could not be dealt with in the Common
Law Courts. This court was presided over by the

Chancellor, a very important officer of the Curia Regis,

who was always an ecclesiastic, and the " keeper of

the king's conscience."
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The powers of the new court were very great, and

matters were brought before it which were previously

unknown to the law. It gradually grew in importance

and drew to itself an immense amount of business.

As it dealt with matters which were considered

naturally right and just, the justice administered was
known as Equity, to distinguish it from the Common
Law.

The Common Law Courts were jealous of the new
authority, and quarrels frequently arose between them,

because it was found that a man might have a good

cause in one court and a bad one in another. And
the lawyers did not like to be interfered with by the

Cha ncellor,

who was only

a politician and

an ecclesiastic,

and knew no-

thing of law.

But since the

time of Sir

Thomas More,

the Chancellor,

with one or

two Tudor
exceptions, has

always been a

lawyer, and the

Chancellorship

has become
the greatest

legal prize in

England.

LORD ELDON,
a famous Lord Chancellor,
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When lawyers began to preside over the court, some

order was introduced into its proceedings, and Equity

finall}^ became as fixed a system as the Common Law.

It took many years to accompHsh this work. It was

really begun by Lord Ellesmere in the reign of James I.,

and completed by Lord Eldon in the early years of the

nineteenth centur}^

The Common Law Courts learned a valuable lesson

when they discovered that they had a rival. They saw

that they could not remain stationary. Great lawyers

began to give attention to the rules of law, and little

by little the Common Law was found to be capable of

expansion without changing its foundations. Thus arose

the law of simple contract, that is, the right of a man to

receive compensation for a broken promise, even though

the promise is not contained in a deed.

The Introduction of Evidence in Writing.

As the trade of the country increased, attention was

paid to mercantile law, that is, the customs which

merchants use among themselves, and when it was shown

in any case that a custom was in common use, the judges

accepted it as part of the law of the land.

The reign of Charles II. has been described as the

era of " good laws and bad government." To this

period belongs the Statute of Frauds, which is

interesting, because it affected the law of procedure,

that is, the method in which cases are tried.

Until the introduction of the writ, all proceedings in court

were by word of mouth. Then by degrees the statement

of the case to be tried, called pleadings, were reduced to

writing. But by the Statute of Frauds it became necessary

to have the evidence in certain cases in writing.

K. E. Hist. 8-

1
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Before 1678 a man might convey his land without any

written document, though he did not always do so.

Now it is impossible, and in almost all transactions

concerning land, and in many other matters of import-

ance, there must be evidence in writing at least, and

sometimes a deed is necessary.

Another Act of Charles II. is the Habeas Corpus Act,

passed in 1679. The English criminal law has always

been noted for fairness, as compared with the law of

other countries, and it was thought hard, as early as

Magna Charta, that a man should be detained for a long

time in prison without a trial. But it was not easy to

carry out this idea. This Act was the first of three, by

which it is rendered impossible for a man to be detained

in any case without sufficient cause. He must be brought

to trial as soon as possible.

When the Constitution was settled in 1688 by the

Bill of Rights, an important matter was forgotten.
. To

secure the proper administration of justice, the judges

must be independent. Up to that time a judge was
liable to be removed from office if he did not please

the king. When, therefore, the Act of Settlement

was passed, it was provided that the judges should

hold their offices for life or during good behaviour,

and that they should not be removed except upon
an address to the sovereign by both Houses of

Parliament.

The eighteenth and nineteenth centuries witnessed the

development of law and procedure in almost every

branch. There was one great blot, the criminal law,

but that is being rapidly removed. Death became the

common punishment for all kinds of offences. In fact,

between 1688 and 1820, one hundred and eighty-seven
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new offences were added to the Statute Book for which
the penalty was hanging.

In the early part of the nineteenth century, Sir Samuel
Rohiilly started an agitation against this abominable

state of affairs, and before Queen Victoria came to the

throne almost
all the statutes

inflicting the

punishment of

death had been

repealed. Lighter

sentences and
better treatment

of prisoners have

made a great

difference in the

administration of

the law, because,

when it was other-

wise, juries were

unwilling to find

men guilty, and

criminals increa-

sed when it was

known that there the chambers of
was no certainty sir edward clarke, k.c,

of conviction. ^^'^ Leader of the English Bar.

The estabhshment of the police force, by Sir Robert

Peel, has made it easier to capture wrong-doers, for the

old watchmen were useless.
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The Modern Courts of Law.

Until 1873 the Courts of Law in this country were

nearly the same as in the reign of Edward II L, and sat

in Westminster Hall. A new court was established in

1857 to deal with the cases of marriages and wills.

But it was found inconvenient to have courts with

different powers and methods, and the whole were

combined and made part of the High Court of Justice.

For cases in which the amount of money in dispute

is small, County Courts were established in 1846.

In 1884, the new Law Coui"ts in the Strand were

opened, and Westminster Hall became a thing of the

past. Criminal cases are not tried at the Law Courts,

unless they are of great importance or difficulty. Trials

for crimes committed in

London take place at

the Old Bailey, and for

those in each county at

the county towns when
the Assizes are held.

Assizes are held four

times a year, and judges

from the High Court

go on what is called

" circuit," as they used

to do centuries ago.

Smaller cases are tried

at Quarter Sessions,

and trifling ones are

dealt with by justices

of the peace or by

paid magistrates.

CLIFFORD S INN,

one of the many Inns near the Latv Courts

where barristers either live or have chambers.
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THE INTERIOR OF A LAW COURT.

Visitors can only sit on the Bench by the special leave and invitation of the Judge.

Now, the system of English Law has not been so

changed as is sometimes supposed. Its main principles

were settled early in the history of the country, and

what has since happened is the result of the develop-

ment of the nation. The difficulty of law arises from

the large number of Acts of Parliament which are

passed year by year to meet the needs of every class,

and it must increase as new wants spring up which

cannot be supplied by existing enactments. Law must

grow, but its principles are always the same.
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PART IV.—PARLIAMENT.
Present and Past.

The three greatest gifts that England in her long

history has given to the world are her Empire, her

Literature, and her Parliament. Of these. Parliament

is the oldest and the most admired. It has been for

centuries the model for other peoples who have become

free, and have prepared to govern themselves instead

of submitting to the rule of a man or of a caste. The

Japanese Constitution of 1893 contains words copied

from the Great Charter of 12 15.

During the nineteenth century, more than ever before,

Parliament has claimed the attention of every English

man and woman. Instead of being—as it once was—

a

body chosen by only a few of the people, it can now

speak with the authority of the people as a whole.

Almost every grown-up Englishman has some share

in electing a Member of Parliament. His vote is given

in secret, but it may affect for good or evil some or

all of the countless millions who live under the pro-

tection of the British flag. For it is Parliament that

governs the Empire, and the chief part of Parliament

is the House of Commons, which is chosen by these

secret votes. The King is King only because Parliament

has passed a law called the Act of Settlement, and dated

1701, saying that he shall be King. If the House of

Commons is determined to have its own way, then the

House of Lords, as we shall see later, must yield.

Some share in this great power is given to everyone

who can himself vote for a Member of Parliament, or

who can influence the vote of another. It is wicked,

therefore, for any such to be wilfully ignorant of what
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Parliament is and does. But this is very hard to

understand unless we look back many years and see

what Parliament has been and has done in the past-

Why are laws made by " reading " a " bill " three

times in each House, and afterwards having the old

French words " Le Roy le veult " (" The King wills

it ") said over them ? Why are there two Houses and

not one, three, or even four, as has been the case in

some other countries ? Why should the President of

the House of Commons, who does not make speeches,

be called the Speaker, and why should he, and not

the Prime Minister, be treated as the first commoner
of the realm ? The answer to all these questions, and

to many others, lies deep in the past. In the following

pages the history of Parliament will be sketched and

its present position pointed out.

The Beginnings of Parliament.

In the rude age of early England, when the Danes

might at any moment land in Kent or Suffolk to burn

the churches and enslave the land, government by a

large body of men, such as a Parliament, would have

been impossible. Englishmen looked for an Alfred

or an Edmund Ironsides to lead them to battle rather

than for some scores of gentlemen who might be able

to draw up good laws, but who could neither enforce

them nor even protect themselves against the invaders.

But who was to choose the King and to give him

advice and authority ? This was, in Anglo-Saxon

times, the work of the Witenagemot, the " moot," that

is, the meeting of the " Witan," or wise men—a body

which forbade the Kinfs to invade the ancient liberties

of the English people.
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Though it was very unhke our Parliament of to-day,

it had great powers in appointing to offices of state and

in making peace and war, as well as in levying taxes,

such as the Danegeld, with which the invaders were

bribed to leave England in peace. It helped the

King to gather together the old laws and to make
new ones—laws such as those to check the sale of

Englishmen to foreigners as slaves, and to arrange

how many shillings must be paid to atone for robbery

or even for murder. Thus King Ethelred the Unready

and his Witan decreed at Woodstock " that Christian

men for all too little be not condemned to death ; but

in general let mild punishments be decreed, for the

people's need ; and let not, for a little, God's handy-

work and His own purchase be destroyed, which He
dearly bought."

The Witenagemot should interest us the more that

it was a more powerful body than Parliament became

for centuries after the Norman Conquest. Its power

of choosing the Kings was a very real one. If the

eldest son of the late King was well qualified to

succeed, he would be preferred. But if he were a

weakling or a child, the Witan would most likely pass

him by, and sometimes they chose someone, like Harold,

son of Godwin, outside the royal family altogether.

Their name points to what is most to be desired in

Parliament—that is, wisdom. Their numbers were not

large. Probably about a hundred would be there, but

most were great men of Court, Church or State. When
they met at Calne, in Wiltshire, to hear accusations

against Dunstan, they assembled in an upper room.

The floor beneath the accusers gave way and they

were hurled, as by miracle, into the depths below.
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The Conquest and the Great Council.

After the Norman Conquest in 1066 all this was

changed, in fact, if not in form. According to his own

account, William the Conqueror was the rightful heir to

the throne of England, and Harold a mere rebel against

him. The Witenagemot, which elected William king,

was therefore not done away with, but the Norman

Conquest changed its character. The Conqueror naturally

wished to govern the country himself without having

to consult an assembly. After 1066, therefore, the

Witenagemot became a great feudal gathering of the

chief barons and officers of state. It was held when

the King pleased — sometimes to impress all men,

especially the ambassadors from other countries, with

a sense of his wealth and power, sometimes to proclaim

a new law, or to help him to decide an important law-

suit, or to find out the truth about his country.

Domesday Book, of which the English bitterly com-

plained that " not a horse, nor an ox, nor a swine

was left that was not set in his writ," was drawn up

after William had had " mickle thought and deep

speech with his Witan how his land was set and with

what men." But the highest task of this Council,

or Parliament, was still to choose the new King,

though its freedom of choice was lessened as time

went on. It set first William Rufus and then Henry I.

over their elder brother, Robert of Normandy, and it

enthroned Stephen instead of Henry's daughter, Maud.

There was still no law that made any kinsman of the

dead King heir to the throne, and the warlike barons

thought it disgraceful that a woman or a child should

rule over them. Even now George V. became King
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only because in 1701 Parliament had made a law that

it should be so.

The chief reason that caused the King to call his

Great Council, or Parliament, together was to win

their consent to a grant of taxes. Without the help

of the great barons, bishops and abbots of England it

was impossible for the King to collect money from

the people at large. Thomas a Becket even withstood

Henry II. to his face, and was the first Englishman

on record who defeated an unjust tax.

"pM tilkx'ttcr fomo «5^(piX€^'ttl tmjmtomT oitt

d^jlcu^ "Me iiif cxm xvmvJl Mcyxv ewn moxmi

tu/i^Ud& mt&mpamim»m (ngm tene!

CLAUSE OF MAGNA CARTA.

And it was the tyranny of John in taxing the people

contrary to custom that led the barons to draw up in

the Great Charter of 1215 rules for assembling the

Parliament, or Common Council, of the realm. This

is a great landmark in the history of Parliament. It

was decreed that when a special tax was needed, a

summons must be sent by the King to each of the

archbishops, bishops, abbots, earls and greater barons,

and that he must also call together all tenants holding

their lands directly from himself, giving them forty

days' notice, and explaining the business in hand.

But no account was taken of the classes which in our

time form the backbone of Parliament, that is, of

the deputies sent by the towns and counties.
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It was not till fifty years later, in 1265, that, under

very sad circumstances, something

like a little House of Commons
was added to this House of Lords.

Then Earl Simon de Montfort,

whom the people worshipped as a

saint after his death, although

he died excommunicated by

the Church, was drawing near

the close of his heroic struggle

against the foreigners whom Henry

HI. weakly allowed to oppress the

English nation in the King's name.

On December 14th, at Worcester,

writs were issued for the Great

Parliament of 1265. It is called

" great " because in it for the first

time in our history deputies from

the shires, cities and boroughs, who

might be truly said to represent the siMON de montfort.
people, sat side by side with the

great clergy and barons who, as we have seen, had up to

this time formed the Parliament.

The Complete and Model Parliament.

In August, 1266, de Montfort fell at Evesham, but he

had left his mark on England. Prince Edward, who struck

him down, was not too proud to learn from him. Thirty

years later, in 1295, he summoned the first complete

and model Parliament of the three estates, that is,

of the Lords Spiritual, the Lords Temporal, and the

Commons. Here was, at last, a body that could speak
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for all classes of the people, just as our Parliament

of to-day can do. Before this, a good King could find

out the real state of his country only by rushing head-

long from place to place, and seeing with his own eyes

what was going on. We read with astonishment how
Henry II, would travel post haste all day and encamp

at night in some miserable and lonely hut, while his

grumbling courtiers must lie as best they could outside.

Thus the King could pass through the land unheralded,

and right some of the wrongs that he himself perceived.

But now there came from every shire two knights,

from every city two citizens, and from every borough

two burgesses " of the most discreet men, and of those

more powerful to labour," and these could proclaim

to the King and nobles any wrong done them in their

own homes. Soon, indeed, they turned upon the King

himself, and demanded that he should keep the law.

In 1297, Edward, after weeping bitterly in the presence

of a great meeting of his people, was compelled to

confirm the charters of liberties and of the forest,

and to forswear his own unlawful taxation. He gave

orders that twice every year all archbishops and

bishops must pronounce a solemn curse upon "all

those that by word, deed or counsel do contrary to

the foresaid charters, or that in any point break or

undo them."

From this time forward. Parliament became more

and more necessary to the King. It alone could

furnish the money of which he so often stood in need

in order to carry on foreign wars. But, before it

would give permission for the people to be taxed, it

would insist upon the removal of some grievance

or seize upon some fresh power. We cannot be
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surprised that the members stood out resolutely for

their privileges. In the Middle Ages, membership of

Parliament was apt to be looked upon not as an

honour, but as a burden. Towns tried, if possible,

to make out that they were poor, decayed places, by

no means rich or important enough to be represented

in Parliament. The reason of this was that much
taxation fell upon important towns, and also that the

members must be paid lawful wages by those who
sent them. If there was no escape, a meeting of the

county or town was held, and by it two members

were chosen, often much against their will, so that

it was necessary to find some of their friends to go

bail for them. These would either see that the

members did their duty or would themselves pay the

penalty. Thus watched, the new Members of Par-

liament would in due course make their way to

Westminster, or to some other city whither the King

had summoned them.

As they rode along the highway, w^ell-armed for fear

of robbers, and travelling slowly because of the ruts

and mire, or as they sat in the rush-strewn parlour

of the wayside inn, they would naturally talk with

many of their fellow-subjects. They might hear how
the French war was draining the countryside of blood

and money, or how the abbey close by had begun to

make its tenants leave their own holdings to plough

its fields, instead of accepting a money payment, as

had long been usual. Thus, when they met the other

knights and burgesses in Parliament, they would be

bent on obtaining redress for these grievances before

granting the King new supplies of money. The

Chancellor, by his sermon, and the King, by his
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speech to the ParHament, might bring them to a

gentler frame of mind, but often it was necessary to

solemnly confirm the charters, or to dismiss a foreign

favourite or an unpopular officer of state before the

new taxes were granted.

In this way, Parliament, which had somehow divided

itself into a House of Lords and a House of Commons, as

we have them now, had by the close of the fourteenth

century become very powerful indeed. In 1399 it even

deposed a King—Richard II.—from the throne and set

up Henry IV., of the House of Lancaster. It thea

claimed to govern the country itself, and the Speaker

quite tired out the King by his tedious exhortations.

Parliament was very severe in dealing with the Lollards,

or Dissenters, of the time, and actually burned some of

them alive for their opinions.

The Downfall of Parliament.

So long as Henry V.—young, warlike and popular

—

was King, all went well. But after his death, the

weakness of government by Parliament, was seen more

clearly. Nations, like men and women, are well

suited at some ages by what is dangerous to them at

others. So it was with the England of Henry VI.

—one of the weakest of our kings. Parliament had

nothing to fear from the Crown, but there was no one

who could keep the peace or to see that justice was

done between rich and poor. And so, after we had

lost France, the Wars of the Roses filled the land

with slaughter and wretchedness. The English cried

out for a strong man who could govern the country.

They cared nothing for a body of deputies who could

not. First the Yorkists, and then, after the Battle of
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A PARLIAMENT IN WESTMINSTER HALL.

Time of Henry VI.

Bosworth, in 1485, the Tudors might rule, if they chose,

almost without a Parliament.

Happily for England, the Tudors found Parliament

useful in making laws and granting taxes, while it

did not interfere with their own plans, and so the

old forms were kept up. Henry VHI. called together

X. E Hist. g~t
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many Parliaments, but only one hesitated to do his

bidding. It was in 1523 that the great Cardinal Wolsey,

who was said to be " seven times more powerful than

the Pope," tried in vain to overawe the House of Com-

mons, and to obtain by way of taxes a fifth part of the

goods and lands of all the people. The members,

however, stood upon their ancient rights, and insisted

that Wolsey should leave the House. Then, after

debating for more than a fortnight, they granted only

half the sum demanded of them.

But this was only a solitary instance of refusal.

Parliament, at the wish of the King, sent many of

his foremost subjects to the scaffold, gave him the

powers formerly possessed in England by the Pope,

released him from the payment of his debts, and voted

him the power of settling who should come to the

throne after his death. It did all this partly because

Henry's hand was heavy upon all who withstood, his

will. Sir Thomas More was once congratulated by

a friend upon the favour which the King was showing

him. "I know well," he replied, "that my head

would lie upon the block to-morrow if the King could

thereby gain a castle in France."

But the chief reason was that without a strong King

like Henry, England might once more suffer civil war

or foreign invasion. Other countries were at this time

coming under the rule of great kings, and England,

to be safe, must do the same. Parhament was willing

that the heads of Sir Thomas More, Archbishop Fisher,

Queen Anne Boleyn, and many others should fall on

the scaffold if only the King might not be hindered

in the work of governing England and making her

feared by foreigners. And the King, finding Parlia-
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ment thus willing to help him, never tried to take

away its powers.

In 1547, Henry VIII. was succeeded on the throne

by his son, Edward VL, a child of ten years. Par-

liament, as might well be supposed, became more
independent in its action, and repealed some of the

harsh laws of Henry VIII. It dealt very sternly, how-
ever, with able-bodied men and women who went

about the country begging. For a short time the law

ordered that any such vagabonds, if they would not

find work, might have the letter V burnt into their

flesh, and then be made slaves.

The chief Acts of Parliament in the reign of Edward
VI. , as in that of his father, deal with rehgion. The
great movement for the reformation of abuses within

the Church was hastened on by the Protestant, or

Puritan party. Lands and money set apart for religious

purposes were seized upon, images were pulled down,
coloured windows broken, and the mass in Latin done

away. Many of the people, we are told, looked upon
the new service as no better than a Christmas game,
and the men of Devon and Cornwall rose in arms
against it, but Parliament ordered the Book of

Common Prayer to be used throughout England. The
young King, who was a strong Protestant, would most
likely have caused still more changes, but just as he was
growing up to manhood he died, and his half-sister,

Mary, came to the throne.

Mary was the first woman who ever reigned over

England in her own right, and it might have been

expected that Parliament would win back much of

its former power. But the Queen seemed to possess

all the determination of her Spanish mother, Catherine
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of Arragon, as well as the masterful temper of her

Tudor father. From the first moment of her reign

she flung herself into the work of bringing back her

country into the bosom of the Catholic Church. She

bore down the dislike of the Parliament to her choice

of Philip of Spain as a husband, just as she had

crushed the Protestant rebels who set up Lady Jane

Grey, and who followed Sir Thomas Wyatt in his

attack on London.

In 1554, King, Queen and Parliament knelt before

the legate, or ambassador, of the Pope, and received

solemn absolution for their past sins. All laws against

the Pope passed since the year 1529, when the Seven

Years' Parliament had begun the work of reformation,

were now done away. Old statutes against " heretics
"

(that is, men and women whose religious beliefs were

contrary to those taught by the Church) were once more

put in force, and at Smithfield, in London, as well as in

Oxford, Gloucester, and other places, bishops, clergymen,

and other Protestants were publicly burned to death.

Elizabeth, who succeeded her half-sister, Mary, in

1558, showed herself hardly less overbearing towards

Parliament. She caused them to set up the Protestant

formx of worship anew, and this they did gladly. But

the Puritans, who formed a great part of the Parliament,

were often rebuked by the Queen, who did not share

in their wish for a simple service in the church.

According to the law of 1559, everyone in the kingdom

must attend church " upon every Sunday, and other

days ordained and used to be kept as Holy Days

upon pain of punishment by the censures of

the church, and also . . . that every person so

offending shall forfeit for every such offence twelve
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pence." So that Parliament not only forced every-

one to attend divine service, but also allowed no

form of service save that which the Queen approved

of. Many Englishmen, both within Parliament and
outside it, supported Elizabeth and the national Church
out of love for their country, then threatened by the

French and Spanish.

The Revival of Parliament.

But as the danger grew less. Parliament began to

claim its ancient rights and liberties. In 1587, the

year before the coming of the Spanish Armada, Peter

Wentworth was imprisoned in the Tower by the House
of Commons itself for merely asking the Speaker to

put to the House questions suggesting that the Queen
domineered over it unduly. He had enquired " Whether
this council be not a place for any member of the same
—freely and without controlment of any person—to utter

any of the griefs of this commonwealth whatsoever,

touching the service of God, the safety of the prince

and this noble realm."

Six years later, Elizabeth told the Commons in plain

language her will upon this matter. " Privilege of speech

is granted, but you must know what privilege you have ;

not to speak everyone what he listeth, or what cometh in

his brain to utter that ; but your privilege is aye or mo."

And, as the Speaker informed the House, " her Majesty's

express command is ' That no bills touching matters of

state or reformation in causes ecclesiastical be exhibited.'
"

Such language as this, might be borne from a Queen,
whose life had been spent in creating, first, the safety

and then, the greatness of England. Yet in the

Parliament of 1601—two years before the death of
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Elizabeth—the rising spirit of the Commons showed

itself in a debate upon the patents and monopolies,

or exclusive trading rights given or sold by the Crown.

One rnember read a list of those lately granted, and

among them were currants, iron, cards, train-oil, ashes,

bottles, glasses, bags, vinegar, brushes, salt, and many
more. A lawyer asked if bread was not among them,

and urged that if no resistance was made there would

soon be a similar restraint on bread also. Thanks
to the Queen's tact, however, a bitter quarrel was

avoided. Elizabeth gracefully gave way, and the reign

ended in peace.

The Stuart kings—James I. and Charles I.—were

not themselves men of English blood, and did not

understand the feelings and wishes of their English

subjects. Their reigns were therefore filled with

struggles between themselves and their Parliaments,

till, at last, civil war broke out. The Commons became

stronger every year, because the middle class of the

nation, which elected most of the members, was growing

in numbers and in wealth. But neither James nor

Charles understood that there was any reason for

allowing Parliament to have more of its own way than

Henry VIII. or Mary or Elizabeth had done.

The chief disputes arose about matters of religion.

The House of Commons was filled with Puritans, who
upheld the Church of England, but who still wished

for a simpler form of service, and desired the King

to persecute the Roman Catholics. After the Gun-
powder Plot (1605), Parliament was always unwilling

to grant money to the King unless he did this, while

both James I. and Charles I. were indignant at any

inroad upon their powers, and tried to collect money
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from their subjects without the consent of Parliament.

One Parliament of James I. was dissolved without

doing any business, and men called it the Addled

Parliament. In the next, the Commons made a solemn

protest against the way in which they were treated by

the King. James tore out with his own hand the

leaves of the book in which this was written down,

and flung five of the offending members into prison.

But the spirit of the Commons was unbroken, and,

under Charles I., the quarrel grew more bitter year by

year. The King strained the law where the letter of it

was in his favour, and forced men either to pay what he

demanded or to go to prison. In 1629, Sir John Eliot

drew up a remonstrance, but the Speaker said that

he had orders from the King to close the meeting.

Several of the members, however, held him by force

in his chair until the House had passed a vote, which

was really a defiance of the King. Charles vowed

that Parliament should never darken his doors again,

and for no less than eleven years he ruled England

without calling the Houses together. Some of the

unruly members were imprisoned in the Tower of

London, and one of them, Sir John Eliot, died there.

The time when the English nation could be governed

by a king like little children who have only to obey their

elders had however long gone by. Men like John

Hampden would rather go to gaol than pay taxes which,

as they believed, Charles had no right to demand. In

1640 war with Scotland broke out, and the money to

carry it on could only be obtained from Parliament.

Charles's day of reckoning had come. Every effort to

do without a Parliament failed, and the Commons began

a determined attack upon the powers of the Crown.
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Civil War and Commonwealth.

The Long Parliament, so called because it sat in some

form or other from 1640 to 1660, began its work by

cutting off the head of the Earl of Strafford, the most

powerful servant of the King. It then put forward

demands, such as that the King should give up the

control of the army, which Charles could not agree

to without becoming a mere puppet in the hands of

the Commons. Five members were charged with

treason, and the King himself came to the House to

arrest them. They had already fled, and no one would

answer when Charles asked whether they were there.

" I think my eyes are as good as another's," exclaimed

the King, and scanned the benches full of silent, angry

men. " I see," he said at last, " all the birds are flown."

He had promised the Queen that in an hour he would

return master of his kingdom. But within a week he had

left London, to enter it again seven years later as a

prisoner about to suffer death.

During these years of war, power had steadily passed

into the hands of the army which the Parliament had

called to arms, but which was led and governed by

Oliver Cromwell and his officers. These men disagreed

with the majority of the Commons on the question of

religion, and they forbade their opponents to take their

seats in the House. Thus it was the mere Rump of

a Parliament, as its enemies scornfully called it, that

sentenced Charles Stuart to death. " While the House

of Commons dwindled to a sham, the House of Lords

passed away altogether." England now became a

commonwealth or a republic, as it would now be called,

but the majority of the people would gladly have cried

" God Save the King."
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During

Tin^ MACE.

the ten years

of Cromwell's rule (1649-

1658) several kinds of Par-

liament were tried in vain.

The Rump clung to its

power, but was driven out

by armed force. " Your

hour is come," cried

Cromwell to its astonished

members, " the Lord hath

done with you. ... I

will put an end to your

prating. . . You should

give place to better men."

His soldiers cleared the

room of Speaker, mem-

bers, and mace, and, as he

boasted, not a dog barked

at their going. Their suc-

cessors were chosen for

their godliness. Among

them was one Praise-God

Barebone, a leather-seller,

and men nicknamed thf

assembly the Barebones

Parliament.

They failed to govern the

country, and other Parlia-

ments, in which for the

first time members from

Scotland and Ireland took

their seats, were no more

successful. For Parliament
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is strong onh' when it speaks the wish of the nation,

and at this time the wish of the nation was for a king.

Cromwell died in 1658, and in 1660 a free Parliament

called back Charles II.

From Restoration to Revolution.

The tyranny of the sects was at an end, and England

went wild with joy. The Parliament of 1661 was ready

to go to any lengths to prove its loyalty. It sat for more

than eighteen years, and earned the titles of the Cavalier,

the Drunken, and the Pensions Parliament—titles which

call to mind its readiness to take bribes, its vicious

habits, and its persecution of those who refused to join

the Church of England.

But Charles IL, though a more gracious King

than his father, was no less ambitious to rule without

depending upon Parliament. He was at heart a Roman

Catholic, and had underhand dealings with the French

king, Louis XIV., to whom he was ready to sell the

liberties of Englishmen. Lasting accord with Parliament

was therefore impossible. Saying that " Parliaments, like

cats, grow curst with age," Charles dissolved it in 1679,

only to find that its successors showed themsekes more

and more violent against the Romanists.

The great question was, should the King's brother,

James, Duke of York, who was avowedly a Romanist,

be therefore deprived of the succession to the throne ?

He was less beloved by the people than was Charles,

who told him frankly, "They will never cut off my
head to make you king." But, much as the English

people hated Roman Catholics, they hated still more

such confusion as they had suffered when, in 1649,

they had driven away the heir to the Crown.
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Hence, a long and bitter conflict arose between the

two parties. The Whigs tried to pass an Act excluding

the Duke of York from the succession, while the Tories,

who detested Popery, held that it would be wicked to

defraud James of his lawful inheritance.

Parliament was at first strongly Whig. Englishmen

were thrown into a state of frantic alarm by false

news of Popish plots against their lives and liberties.

With rare courage, however, the King stood firm

against the storm, and risked his life to save the

rights of his brother. Time after time he dismissed

Parliament, until at last a great part of the nation

regained its courage and rallied to his side. Though

he never won the House of Commons, the Lords at

last threw out the Exclusion Bill, and in 1681 Par-

liament was finally dissolved. The Whigs had failed

to carry their point. Some of them even tried to

murder the King, but their violence, as usual, recoiled

upon their own heads, and in 1685 James became

King amid general approval.

It had been said of Charles H. that he never said

a foolish thing and never did a wise one. James H.,

in a reign of less than four years, hardly ever said or

did anything that was not thoroughly unwise. His

Parliament was at first most loyal, but it shrank from

repealing the laws against Romanists at his bidding.

"My father," said the stubborn King, "made concessions,

and he was beheaded." By acting in this spirit he

soon made the members his enemies. None the less

he persevered, dismissed Parliament, and strove to

make England a Roman Catholic country. In 1688

Englishmen called in the Prince of Orange, and James

fled across the Channel.
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The Glorious Revolution.

William of Orange, the husband of James's elder

daughter, Mary, solemnly declared that he came not to

conquer the country but to secure the calling together

of a free Parliament, by whose decision as to the succces-

sion he would abide. This meant that the people of

England were free to choose a king for themselves.

This they did without bloodshed, and it is, perhaps, the

greatest deed in their history.

Parliament now more than ever before became the

ruling power in England. It gave to William and
Mary the throne from which it had banished James
and his infant son, and all Romanists for the future.

And before the new King and Queen could be crowned,

they were obliged to accept a solemn declaration of the

ancient liberties of Englishmen. Parliament was to be

often held, was to enjoy the privilege of free speech,

and without its consent no army could be kept up in

time of peace.

This was a noble beginning, but another and a darker

side of English public life soon showed itself. In our

own time the bitterness of party spirit is mild by com-
parison with the fierce hate that animated the early

Whigs and Tories. It is now, happily, a common thing

to see Liberals and Conservatives joining in the same
banquet, or charity, or public meeting of writers or of

men of science. At the Revolution, on the other hand,

the men of one political party strove to brand their

opponents as traitors, to drive them from the country,

or to bring them to the gaol or to the scaffold.

Much as the Revolution owed to the Parliament, it

owed yet more to the King. It is said that when an
aged lawyer came to offer his congratulations, William
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remarked that he must have survived iilmost all the

lawyers of his standing. " Yes," was the reply, " and

but for your Highness's coming, I should have survived

the laws too." Such was, however, the ingratitude of

the English that Parliament forced the King to disband

his Dutch troops, to take back the lands which he had

given to his Dutch servants, and to allow his English

councillors to be put upon their trial. Twice at least he

was on the point of giving up his crown in disgust

and returning to Holland.

William had, none the less, kept great powers in

his own hands. He had chosen his own ministers,

refused his consent to Acts of Parliament which did

not please him, and settled what part was to be played

by England in the affairs of Europe. Anne, who suc-

ceeded him, was a woman, and during her reign the power

of Parliament increased. In 1707 it was strengthened by

the union of England and Scotland. For more tha;i a

century the two kingdoms had been ruled by the same

sovereigns, and it seemed best that the Scotch should

send representatives to Westminster rather than keep

up a separate Parliament at Edinburgh.

Anne was followed by George I., a German who

preferred Hanover to England, and who could not

even speak our language. It was useless for him to

attend the meetings of the council where the great

affairs of state were discussed, and so the control of

such affairs was likely to pass out of his hands into

those of his Chief (or Prime) Minister. Sir Robert

Walpole, who ruled the country with the goodwill of

Parliament for more than eighteen years could talk with

his master only in Latin, since that was the only language

which both of them understood.
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Walpole was one of the greatest rulers that England

has ever had, and he owed his power to Parliament.

He was a Whig, and by far the greater part of the

House of Commons supported him. Many of the

Tories were at

this time Jaco-

bites, that is,

partisans of

James II. and

the Stuart
family. They
had accepted
the rule of

Anne, who was

James's daugh-

ter, but they

believed that

when she died

the crown must

pass to her half-

brother, known
as the Old walpol

Pretender, and Hou ^

that Parliament chiswick. ^^
had no right to give it to her

third cousin, George of Hanover

Numbers of country gentlemen

therefore refused to attend the Court

or Parliament, and Walpole could almost

always count on a majority of votes. He %,_

was a good-humoured, burly, sensible man, ^^'<

whose great aim was to keep the peace at home "^-7^=^

and abroad, so that Englishmen might grow rich
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and contented. Unfortunately, he brought this about

to a great extent by means of bribery. " Let sleeping

dogs lie," was a motto suited to the times, but Walpole

also maintained that every man had his price, and that if

anyone refused to do wrong it was only because he was

standing out for a higher price.

Walpole therefore began that practice of corrupting

Parliament which was soon to be carried on as a

matter of course and without shame. Money raised

by taxing the people was used to bribe their repre-

sentatives, and, sometimes, even to bribe themselves.

ISIot only votes cast in Parliament, but also votes cast

in returning members to Parliament, were bought and

sold as though they were the private property of the

voter—rather than a public trust hke the " Guilty " or

"Not guilty" of a juryman. Men like the Pitts and

i:he great Irish orator, Edmund Burke, were thought to be

behaving strangely when they refused all bribes and strove

to put down corruption by stern Acts of Parliament.

Parliament in Danger.

When, in 1760, George III. came to the throne, the

iiation rejoiced to welcome an Englishman as king, and

after an absence of nearly two generations the Tories

came to Court once more. Then it was that England

suffered punishment for the corruption that had gone

on unchecked. The young monarch obeyed all too

readily his mother's counsel, " George, be King." By
secret plotting and by bribing or terrifying members of

Parliament he got together a party nicknamed " the

King's Friends," who would vote for whatever pleased

him and for nothing that did not.

All this was well known, although, of course, the
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King's share in the business was supposed to be a

secret. When old Mr. CHve, the father of the great

Robert Chve, came from the country to pay his respects

at Court, the King enquired kindly after his son. " He
will soon be in town," was the unwelcome answer, " and

then your Majesty will have another vote." Those who
opposed the King's wishes were driven out of any office

that they held under the Crown, while great sums of

money were spent in buying the votes of those who were

willing to sell them. A seat in Parliament came to be

worth as much as four thousand pounds.

The result of these misdoings was that, for a time,

Parliament lost the respect of England, and that England

lost America. A body of hirelings such as this, needed a

mob at its doors to make it do its duty to the nation, and

it cared little or nothing about the colonies. This drove

the colonies into revolt, and the United States of America

became independent after a struggle which the obstinacy

of the King made longer and more terrible than it need

have been. In 1783 foreigners thought that England's

day was over, and her abasement was due in no small

degree to the ignorance and self-seeking of Parliament.

This was the time when much of our land began to

change from country into town. New machines were

invented, new processes discovered, and factories with

steam-power sprang up on every side. The north of

England, for many centuries the most thinly peopled

and backward part of the kingdom, suddenly became

the seat of a great and increasing population of workers.

In the House of Commons, however, no corresponding

change was made. Men still believed that the British

Parliament was as perfect as any human institution

could be, and were content that small towns like

K. E. Hist. 10—

I
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Okehampton should elect as many members as the county

of Yorkshire. Some boroughs had decayed to little or

nothing-, but however few people might live in them, they

continued to send members to Parhament as of old.

William Pitt

the Younger.

It has been

said that En-

glishmen look

on the British

Constitution, as

on some old ivy-

clad house, with

many gables and

chimneys which

are no longer

useful, but. not

one of which

may be meddled

with, lest the

whole fall down

in ruin. In

1785, however,

William Pitt,

who had become
Prime Minister

of England at

the age of

twenty-three,

proposed a

measure of re-

form. He wouldSTATUE OF PITT,
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have paid money to the owners of Old Sarum, where there

was not a single house, and of thirty-five other " rotten
"

boroughs, and would have transferred to the counties and

to London their rights to return members. The House

of Commons, however, threw out the Bill, and the abuse

grew worse and worse.

The younger Pitt, like his father before him, was so

great that he made Parliament great also. His work in

England was checked by the French Revolution, which

was followed by war with France for more than twenty

years, till Napoleon was crushed at Waterloo. During

this time of stress and danger it was a hard task for

Parliament to keep up the spirit of the nation and to

find money for the war.

Pitt started the new century with a great measure

which, he hoped, would heal an old wound and

strengthen the nation and Parliament alike. This was

the union of Great Britain and Ireland. Instead of

two Parliaments there was to be but one, and in the

House of Commons Ireland was to be represented b}/

one hundred members. These, according to the liberal

design of Pitt, were to be chosen freely by their fellow-

countrymen, whether Papist or Protestant, whether of

Irish or of British descent.

Thus the old bitterness which had existed in the

hearts of the Irish ever since Cromwell sacked Drogheda,

and William of Orange broke the Treaty of Limerick,

might be appeased, and Ireland, prosperous and free,

might become a source of strength to the nation rather

than a jealous and dangerous neighbour.

The idea was great, but the men whose consent was

needed, were small. The King, whose mind had once

already lost its balance, could not be brought to see
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that the proposed relief of the Papists would not

constitute a breach of the oath that he had sworn at

his coronation—to defend the Church of Great Britain

and Ireland as by law established. The hundred Irish

members were therefore chosen only by the Protestant

minority in Ireland, and in the new Parliament of

the United Kingdom the old story of Irish grievance

was continued.

Sad at heart, the Great Commoner—as men called

Pitt—resigned his office. More he could not do. But

the Irish held that he had broken the pledge by which

their consent to the Union had been obtained. When,

in 1822, a measure of relief was at last granted by

Parliament, one of the first Papists to enter the House

of Commons was Daniel O'Connell, famous for his

attempts to obtain the repeal of the Union.

The Struggle for Reform.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century the House

of Commons was not so large as it now is (seven hundred

and seven merr>bers), while the House of Lords had

little more than one-half of the numbers to which it

has now swelled. When a conflict arose between the

two Houses it was seen, however, that in strength and

influence they were much more nearly equal than they

are to-day. In our own times it is perfectly well under-

stood that the Lords are able to offer only a moderate

amount of opposition to any measure which the

Commons desire to make into law. They cannot be

compelled to vote against their opinions, but the majority

in the Commons, acting through their spokesman, the

Prime Minister, can advise the King to make enough new

peers to outvote those who are obstinate. The Lords
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know this, and therefore, if the feehng of the country

seems to be strongly against them, they give way.

The reason is that now the House of Commons is

chosen by the bulk of the nation. Before the reform

of 1832 it was in great part chosen by a mere handful

of privileged electors. A member elected by five thou-

sand men to represent them naturally speaks with greater

authority than a member elected by five.

The year 1832 is one of the greatest landmarks in

the history of Parliament. It had long been clear that

great masses of the people were shut out from all share

in governing the country, and that they were discontented

with their lot. Was a free Englishman, simply because

he lived in some new town like Manchester, Leeds, or

Birmingham, to have no share in making the laws, while

the owners of property in places like Dunwich, which

was in great part covered by the sea, or Old Sarum,

where there was no longer a single house standing, took

their accustomed share in the government ?

To our minds there seems to be only one answer to

the question, but in the reigns of George IV. and

William IV. many men would have said " Yes " to it.

Many of the Lords honestly agreed with the great Duke

of Wellington when he said in 1830 that our system of

making laws was perfect, and that the country had full

and entire confidence in it. No reform was needed.

" As long as I hold any station in the government of the

country I shall always feel it my duty to resist such

measures when proposed by others."

This was at least a clear statement. On the other

side were great masses of hungry working men, who

believed that if reform were granted all would be well

with England. At that time we still pursued the old
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plan of trying to grow enough corn in the country to

feed all the people. Though our island remained small,

the number of mouths to be filled grew greater year by

year. Now it is clear that if there is only a little of

anything, and if many people want that little very badly,

then they must pay a high price for it, and those who

sell it will make great gains.

So it was at this time with the farmers and landowners,

who, with their labourers, were spoken of as " the

agricultural interest." The laws made it very difficult

to bring corn into the country, and were said to " protect

the agricultural interest." But thousands of workers in

town and country were starving, and in their rage they

set fire to many ricks of hay and straw, so that the

wealth of the farmers should not seem to mock their

own wretchedness. These deeds of violence forced the

nation to listen to their demand for a share in political

power. It seemed as though a revolution was brewing,

but Wellington held out against the English as stoutly

as he had formerly held out against the French.

In 1831, Lord John Russell brought in the Reform

Bill, but a small majority of the Commons threw it

out. A General Election was then held, and the question

of Reform put plainly to the country. The result was

that in the Commons there came to be a majority of

more than a hundred for the Bill, but the Lords threw

it out by forty-one. The Commons showed that their

mind was made up, and the rage and hatred of the

people turned against the Lords. In the towns, too,

there were riots, and much damage was done. At

Nottingham the castle was burned to the ground.

In 1832, the Commons again passed the Bill, and

it seemed at first as though the Lords were about to
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give way. Their position was indeed a difficult one. If

they consented to Reform they would lose much of

their hold on the Commons, since many of the "pocket

boroughs " were theirs. If they rejected it, there might

be a revolution. In Birmingham one hundred and fifty

thousand men made a solemn vow :
" With unbroken

faith, through every peril and privation, we here devote

ourselves and our children to our country's cause." It

was threatened that the payment of taxes should cease,

and that the Lords themselves should be done away with.

Once more, however, they faced the storm and threw

out the Bill, but Wellington could not find men willing

to help him to govern the country in defiance of public

opinion. King William was now brought to promise in

writing that if the Lords were still stubborn he would

create enough new peers to turn the scale. The threat

was sufficient, and in June the Reform Bill became law.

The Progress of Reform.

It soon became clear that the government of the

country had passed from the nobility and gentry into

the hands of the middle classes. One of the first acts

of the new and reformed Parliament was to set free

the slaves in our colonies. Another was to better the

lot of some at least of those workers in our own land who
were slaves in all but the name. By the first of the so-

called Factory Acts, children under nine were not allowed

to be sent to work in cotton-mills, while women and

young persons under eighteen might not work more than

twelve hours a day. At about the same time (1833-34)

the present plan of Poor Relief was set up, in place of a

system which took it for granted that most of the

labourers would need some help from the rates.
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None of these reforms, however, disturbed the country

nearl}' so much as did the great struggle for the repeal of

the Corn Laws. The working classes soon found that

the hopes that the Act of 1832 had aroused in their

minds were in a great measure unfulfilled. Many of

them began to clamour for further political reforms, and,

in 1838, the so-called People's Charter was drawn up.

What was desired by its supporters, the " Chartists,"

was something very like the system of election which now
prevails. The Reform Bill had not got rid of nearly all

the old abuses.

In the first year of Queen Victoria's reign it could still

be said that " the constituency of Ripon returns two

faithful representatives of a respectable old lady. And
under our happy constitution Liverpool, Lambeth, and

Mrs. Lawrence enjo}' precisely the same amount of

representation." Eleven years later, in 1848, forty-two

pocket boroughs, with thirty-seven thousand two hundred

people, returned to Parliament sixty-nine members, as

many as were sent by thirty-six great towns with nearly

twelve times the population. Great masses of men had

no share in the franchise. At the elections, votes were

given in public, and the way was thus thrown open to

bribery and intimidation. Members of Parliament must
have, or pretend to have, a large amount of property.

Poor men could not lawfully be elected.

The Chartists and other reformers strove with might

and main to bring about the repeal of the Corn Laws.

For many generations it had been believed that England

was safe and prosperous only when she could feed from

her own soil a larger number of people than were living

within her shores. This was sound when there were only

live million people in England, and when a voyage from
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Liverpool to New York lasted a month. Landowners
were therefore encouraged to grow corn by a heavy tax

which was laid on all brought in from other lands.

But as our population grew more and more numerous
every year, our small island became less and less able to

feed them. The price of bread rose enormously, and the

steamships that were ready to bring us the overflowing

grain of other lands were stopped by the old laws and
taxes. Wise men cried out against these, but the answer

was that without them the landowner and farmer would

be ruined.

England was rent and torn by the conflict between the

landed classes on the one side, and the manufacturing

classes, headed by Cobden and Bright, on the other. At

last Free Trade, or liberty to buy corn from abroad with-

out paying a heavy tax, gained the ear of the Prime

Minister, Sir Robert Peel, and, in 1846, it was carried.

By lowering the price of food this measure did much to

make the nation contented, and the Chartists failed in

their attempt to overawe Parliament.

In 1848, they got up a monster petition, which was
signed by so many people that it had to be rolled

into the House of Commons in a barrel. But when
it came to be looked into, it was found that many of

the names were nonsense, such as Pugnose, Flatnose,

and the like. A great armed procession that was to

have presented the petition was dispersed by a torrent

of rain, as well as by the presence of thousands of

citizens who had been sworn in as special constables.

Parliament as We know It.

During the last half century three great changes

have affected Parliament. These have been the second
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AN EXCITING NIGHT IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
The scene in the Outer Lobby during the Division.

and third Reform Bills of 1867 and 1884, and the

Ballot Act of 1870. By reason of these measures, it

can now be said that most grown-up men of Great
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Britain and Ireland have the right to vote for a

member of Parhament, and that it is impossible for

anyone but themselves to know how they have voted.

Hence, a General Election is no longer what it was

in the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century.

There are now so many electors, that only a very

rich man indeed could give to a great part of them

money bribes to vote for him. Even if he could do so

without being found out, still he could not be sure that

when they were alone in the polling-booth, they would

not put a cross against the other name on the paper

and so give their vote to the other side. Bribery is

now sometimes practised in a less straightforward way

than it used to be, that is, by giving subscriptions to

entertainments, or amusements for the voters and their

friends, at a time when the election is not close at

hand. The voter who respects himself, and who believes

that his vote must be given to promote the welfare of

the whole nation, will look with suspicion on a too

generous local member, or candidate for the division in

which he lives.

Most of the reforms which the Chartists demanded

have now been carried out. Members of Parliament are

now paid ^^400 a year for their services. Until recently

it was very difficult indeed for a poor man to enter

Parliament, however wise and patriotic he might be.

The expenses of election usually amount to several

hundred pounds. Members of Parliament must live in

London for several months of the year, and their duties^

which are often very exhausting, claim at least several

hours in the day.

Thus it came about that the majority of the House

of Commons always consisted of rich men, while most
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of the Lords belonged to this class also. Before members

were paid, a few constituencies (that is, districts returning

a member to Parliament) did, of their own free will,

defray the election expenses of candidates who could

not themselves afford it.

In a few cases the living

expenses have also been

paid, as was the custom

four or five hundred years

ago.

When we look at our

Parliament, we are sur-

prised to find how much
of the old feeling and

practice remains, in spite

of so many changes and

reforms. The old Parlia-

ment of England has be-

come a Parliament first of

England and Wales, then

of Great Britain, now of

the United Kingdom,
without ever breaking with

the past. It has alwa\s

stood for liberty, which

was the great mark of the

race two thousand 3^eais

ago. This gives us hope

and confidence for the

future, when something

still greater may arise

—

a Parliament of the whole

British Empire.

TEA ON THE TERRACE

outside the House of Commons in

summer time.
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PART V.-LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE,
Introduction.

The English language is the richest of all modern
tongues, and the literature of England probably the most
interesting of all modern literatures, largely because we
have borrowed, and, in borrowing, have made our own so

many good things that the speech and literatures of other

lands possessed.

As far as is known, the first language used in these

islands was that of their ancient inhabitants, the Celts,

dialects of which are still spoken by their descendants in

parts of Wales, Scotland, Ireland, and the Isle of Man.

Excepting the names of places, mountains and rivers,

few Celtic words have become incorporated into the

English language ; but it is well to remember that those

ancient peoples had a literature, consisting mostly, it is

true, of songs and legends.

Their oldest writings are in the Irish language, such as

the Psalter of Cashel and the Annals of Innisfallen.

Some have been preserved and are to be seen in the

Library of Trinity College, at Dublin, and other places,

and are of priceless value. Then, there are the famous

legends of Wales, which tell of the doings of King Arthur

and his Knights of the Round Table.

The speech of our Saxon forefathers when they came
to this island from the low-lying lands of Denmark and

Northern Germany was nearly a pure speech. This book

contains more words which were originally foreign than

words originally English. The foundations and the words

in commonest use are English, derived from the English

speech of the hardy seafarers and swordsmen, who took

the land from the British Celts.
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THE LIBRARY, TRINITY COLLEGE, DUBLIN,
where some of the ancient Celtic books are kept.

The pronouns, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliar}' and

irregular verbs, the names for many homely qualities and

things are as pure and simple English to-day as they

ever were ; but the grace, the accuracy and the usefulness

of our language have been enormously increased by the

addition of words from Greek and Latin and French ;

while ItaUan, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, German,

Russian, and indeed almost every land with which this

great Empire has come into contact, have added some-

thing to our wealth of speech for a time, if not for all time.

As the English nation has grown so has its language

developed, and, through the many centuries of its exist-

ence, there has always been a tendency towards simpler

forms of speech and a more direct way of expressing our

thoughts.
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If an Englishman remembers the story of his mother

tongue, then he should be the last of all men to despise

what is foreign and strange. And much the same is true

in a different way of our literature, the story of the

growth of which carries us back for over a thousand

years. There is no literature in the world which has had

a continuous existence for so tremendous a period, nor

any which presents more faithfully than our own the life

and spirit of the people whose creation it is.

At the same time, it is equally true that no literature

owes more to the literature of other peoples. We are

proud of Shakespeare, yet it was the influence of Greek

writers living again in the work and lives of those with

whom he came in contact, that showed him the way to

success as a play-writer.

If the English people had never become acquainted

with the literature of the ancient Greeks and Romans,

their writings would, doubtless, still have shown' the

strength, judgment and feeling of the English race, but

their style would have been without that taste and

refinement which it now possesses, and for which we are

indebted to the writings of those cultured and ancient

peoples.

Old English Literature.

The English people had poets long before it had a

literature, for in the early centuries of its history in this

island, the poets, Scops and gleemen as they were called,

never thought of writing their poems down.

The Scop and the gleejnan were professional singers

attached to the court of a king or chief, who sang the

mighty deeds of his ancestors and himself, and linked

them with the valour of ancient heroes.
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THE ANGLO-SAXON CASKET.
[yjozv in the British Museum. For descviption see Summary.]

Some of their songs were written down at a later date,

and they reveal to us the hopes and fears of these early

ancestors, and the stories that they loved in common with

their relations of Northern EuroDe.

The name of one such Scop was Widsith, denoting

the Far-Traveller, who is said to have visited Burgundy

and Italy, and who mentions the names of many heroes

of the Northern Sagas, such as Offa and Finn.

Another singer, Deor, the famous Smith, depicted on

the ivory casket illustrated on this page, was not as

fortunate as Widsith. He tells us how he lost his lands
A'. E. His/. //—

/
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and wealth, and was supplanted in his master's favour

by a rival. His " Complaint," written in stanza form

with the refrain, " That he overwent, this also may I," is

one of the most characteristic of Old English lyrics.

But the greatest of Old English poems is the Beowulf.

This great epic recounts the life and adventures of a

fabulous hero, loved and admired by the English long

before their coming to England. He was a thegn of

Hygelac, his uncle. King of the Island Danes.

In his wanderings he came to the court of the King of

certain Danes, whose land was being ravaged by a

savage demon, Grendel, that dwelt at the head of a

fjord near the king's homestead. Nightly came this

fiend of the moor and sea, to the hall, sprang on his

victims, and rent them limb from limb. Beowulf and his

men watched alone, and when Grendel came smiting

the door with his palms Beowulf gripped him with his

lingers that had the strength of thirty, and, after a great

struggle, tore the arm from the fiend's shoulder.

Grendel fled to die in his cave, but Beowulf tracked

him down to the blood-stained lake. Finally, he seeks

out Grendel's mother, where she dwells in the depths of

the sea, and slays her also. He returns home rich in

honour and wealth, succeeds to the throne of Hygelac,

and in his old age dies, after having slain a great and

fiery dragon. His ashes lie buried in a barrow that

Wiglaf, his young kinsman, had built on the hanging cliff

*' by the farers on the waves far and wide to be descried."

The poem, apart from its wonders, reveals the life of

men in the sixth to the eighth centuries, the life on moor

and fell, at court and on the sea, the feasting, hunting,

singing, fighting, dying ; the faith of thegn to lord, the

love of friend for friend, the blood-feud, and, beneath all.
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THE COMPLETION OF THE ARK.
Portion of the Ccedmon MS. circa 1000 A.D. Now in the Bodleian Library,

Oxford.

the same dogged steadfastness that, through days of war

and times of peace, has made England what she is.

In Christian times, the poets used the same manner of

thought and expression in telHng the more stirring stories
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of the Old Testament and the hves of the Saints. The

teaching of the Church had a softening effect upon their

style, but the old romantic influence was still at work.

The Old English poet, who produced the first piece of

Christian literature in England, was a

poor servant in the Monastery of Whit-

by, named Caedmon. A tradition says

he received the power of song from God
in a dream. " The Paraphrase of the

Scriptures," ascribed to him, a part of

which may really be from his hand,

reminds us of Milton's " Paradise Lost."

To another monk of Northumbria,

the Venerable Bede, w^e owe a deep

debt, for it is from his work, written

in Latin, " The Ecclesiastical History

of England," that we received our

knowledge of historical events in Old

English times. His " Translation of

St. John's Gospel," completed on his

death-bed, and long since lost, was the

first book written in English prose in

England.

It was not until the time of Alfred,

who was born in 849 and died in goi,

that writing in prose was practised,

and then only for such useful purposes

as history, sermons, learned essays, and

the like.

Alfred translated many valuable works

fi:::'^:pr°«;i"r^: for the use of his subjects, and wrote

r%./«ir-^"fi."f''»;/r; an account, which still exists, of the

"""%u"nu AD C'^' voyages of two travellers, xN'ho lived at

SAXON TOWNER,
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the same time as himself. He also encouraged the

monks throughout his kingdom to keep careful chronicles

of passing events.

At first those " Old English Chronicles " only contained

a few meagre facts about the great men of the time, but,

under Alfred's instructions, they became real narratives

of England's history. Sometimes they contain stirring

descriptions of passing events, in which are found quaint

and interesting war-songs and odes.

Middle English Literature.

After the Norman Conquest the movement towards a

standard form of speech, that had commenced with the

growth in the power of Wessex and Alfred's strong

government, was checked, dialects increased in number,

and no national literature was possible until after the

fusion of the Norman and English races was complete.

For over a century after the Conquest, Norman French

was the language in England of her kings, bishops,

soldiers, lawyers and statesmen. English was only

spoken, and seldom written, by the conquered English

people ; but it finally triumphed over its powerful rival

as the national language, and has become the most

widely spoken language in the whole world.

In those days the North of England was as distant

from the South, and the East from the West, as some of

our colonies are from us now. The people could not meet

and associate as they do now, nor had they books written

in one form of English as we have. Their language was

really the same throughout, but the spelling and the gram-

mar in one part were very different from those in another.

There were several dialects or forms, but the three chief

were the Northern, the Midland and the Southern.
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A model, or standard of speech, that all English people

could alike speak and write was wanted, and it came at

last. Many causes tended to produce it. The Norman
and English peoples became welded, the kings and the

nobility began to use the English language, and in the

reign of Henry III. the State papers began to be written

in English, and Englishmen took their places with the

Norman nobles in the English Parliament.

London became the centre of government and trade,

and the language of its educated citizens began to spread,

and became a model for the whole English people.

It only wanted a master of literature to put it into

book form, and this great service was rendered by

Geoffrey Chaucer, the " Father of English Poetry," who
lived from 1340 until 1400, and was a Londoner. He
was aided by John Wycliffe, the reformer and preacher

;

William Langland, who wrote the " Vision of Piers

the Plowman"; and John Gower, a teller in poetry of

moral stories. All wrote in the Midland dialect, which

was that of London, and as it was also that spoken

at Court, it became known as the " King's English."

Chaucer, who as a young man attached to the Royal

Court had commenced by writing verse in French and

English, grew in strength and wisdom with advancing

years. He learnt the art of telling a story and con-

structing a plot from the Italian writers, Dante and

Petrarch. His greatest works are his " Troilus and

Cressida," and his famous " Canterbury Tales," an

incomplete collection of stories of all kinds from many
different sources.

In the immortal Prologue and the various passages

which connect the different tales, Chaucer uses all that

he had previously learnt ; here he is not an imitator of
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others, but an original poet of the highest rank, full of sly

humour and tender sympathy with human nature.

Chaucer's influence on

succeeding ages was enor-

mous. Probably hundreds of

manuscripts were made of

his poems, which did more

than anything else to establish

a standard language for the

kingdom ; while he was fol-

lowed and imitated

by a school of poets,

who took him as

their model and

master, but who
were content to copy

his manner without under-

standing his spirit, and it

was only in Scotland that

any real originality was

shown by the poets until

the advent of Spenser in chaucek,
the middle of the sixteenth the '• Father of English Poetry."

„i ^ [Front the Harleian MS. in the British
ceULUl). Museum.']

WV.^

Modern English Literature.

Chaucer, and other English writers immediately before

and after him, were inspired by the writings in the

Romance languages, that is, those derived from the Latin

or Roman tongues, such as the Italian, French and

Spanish; hence stories were called "romances," because

they were written first of all in those languages.

Printing had been introduced into England, in 147 1, by
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William Caxton, who not only printed books but wrote

them. His " Game and Playe of the Chesse," translated

from the French, was the first book printed in England.

Books were soon printed in thousands, and had great

influence in further securing a uniform written language

throughout the country.

But printing had

another effect. Until

1453 Constantinople

was a great centre

of learning. Thou-

sands of manuscripts

were gathered there,

written in the lan-

guages of ancient

Greece and Rome.

^
When Constanti-

nople was taken by

the Turks, its scholars

spread over Europe
with those manu-
scripts, which were

printed. This created

a passion for their

study, known as the

Renaissance, or the

Revival of Learning, which had great influence both

upon English writers and the English language.

The literature of Greece and Rome now became the

models for English literature rather than those of France
and Italy, as in Chaucer's time. A beginning was made
with dramatic writing. The influence of the Middle Ages
was thrown off, and the style of our poetry was wholly

CAXTON S HOUSE.
Little Dean Street, Westminster.
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changed, to meet the advance made by the language in the

fifteenth century towards the Enghsh of the present day.

There were other causes which produced those changes,

among which were the Lancastrian and Tudor wars,

the discovery of the New World, and the Reformation.

Just as the Renaissance was the cause of the Scriptures

being more carefully studied in the original languages,

and the invention of print-

ing the means whereby

they were brought within

reach of the people, so

the Reformation was the

cause of their being widely

read, and another means

of securing a uniform

language.

The two minor poets,

Wyatt and Surrey, imita-

tors of Chaucer, prepared

the way for Edmund
Spenser, who lived from

1552 to 1599. The " new poet

friend, Sir Philip Sidney, whose " Astrophel and Stella
"

was the first, and among the most beautiful of a long

series of sonnets by many writers. Spenser's " Faerie

Queene " was intended to shadow forth in imagination

the perfect Christian hero in the person of its hero,

xA.rthur. The exquisite beauty of the verse and its bright

imagination—^"the light that never was on sea or land"

—

have earned for him the title of the " Poets' poet."

The figure of Shakespeare, who was born in 1564 and

died in 1616, however, overshadows all the writers of the

Elizabethan age, cr indeed of any age. He was the

THE PORT SPENSER.

was heralded by his
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Photo Copyright /jy Harold Baker, htrmmgham

SHAKESPEARE.
[From the original DroesJiout Portrait in the Shakespeare Memorial,

Stratford-upon-A von. By permission.']

greatest of a great band of dramatists, or play-writers,

among whom were Christopher Marlowe, his master,

whose life and works were alike tragic, John Fletcher,

his pupil, Francis Beaumont, and, greatest of them all.
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his friend Ben Jonson, the author of many plays and

masques.

No man, not even Chaucer, understood nature and

humanity as he did. His knowledge of men and women,

in every detail of their thoughts and feelings, has never

been excelled. In his plays he creates characters of all

ages and ranks who become, to us, as real living beings

as those we daily meet. Who are better known than

Falstaff, Hamlet, Othello and Lady Macbeth?

This acquaintance with human nature was only equalled

by his marvellous command of the English language,

which has never been used with greater purity, grace and

ease than by him.

Beautiful gems of poetry, unequalled in power and

wisdom, can be selected almost everywhere from his

works. He is England's greatest poet and dramatist ; he

has shed immortal lustre upon our literature ; and there

is no place to which the intellect and learning of other

nations turn with greater homage than to the little

Warwickshire town, Stratford-upon-Avon, where Shake-

speare was born and his ashes lie at rest.

The story of English literature is best continued after

Shakespeare, by John Milton, who was born in 1608 and

died in 1674, the most learned of all English writers

and perhaps the noblest.

He had all Spenser's religious ardour and love of

beauty, and a grandeur of personal character, labouring

" as ever in his great Taskmaster's eye," that make him

in many respects the greatest of all our poets. "Paradise

Lost" is, taken all in all, the finest poem of its kind in our

language. No poem shows more conclusively the possi-

bilities of English for the expression of the loftiest poetry.

Had " Paradise Lost " never be^n written, we should
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doubtless think more than we do of its companion
" Paradise Regained." The latter, or the " Story of the

Great Temptation in the Wilderness," gives much less

play to the imagination than the former or the " Story of

the Fall of Man."

Blank verse gave in the hands of Milton its strongest,

sweetest music, yet he was scarcely less a master of

rhyme. He was also a great writer in prose, somic

of his passages in which are the most eloquent and

splendid in our language. He frequently coined new

words, hence numbers of words are found in his books

that did not previously exist in the English language.

From Milton's time until the appearance of Wordsworth

and Coleridge,

Shelley and Keats,

the main stream of

our literature is one

of prose rather than

poetry. The storm

and stress of the

Civil Wars and the

influence exerted by

French writers led

men to take an

interest in history,

in satire and in

science rather than in romance. And for these things

prose is the more suitable means of expression.

There were great poets no doubt. John Dryden and

his pupil, Alexander Pope, were the greatest satirical

poets we have ever had, and their works prepared the way

for the revival of romances that came at the close of

the eighteenth and opening of the nineteenth centuries.

MILTON'S COTTAGE.
Chalfont St. Giles, Buckingham.
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John Biinyan, the tinker of Bedford, who Hved from

1628 until 1688, was the true inheritor of Spenser's spirit,

though his world was not the fairy world of Spenser. His

sole sources of inspiration were the world of struggling

men and women around him, and his Bible, yet his love

for spiritual things, his power of describing men and
women, his humour, his fervour, and above all his

imagination mark him as Spenser's kin.

His great allegory, the " Pilgrim's Progress," is written

in the simplest language. It is one of the most popular

books in the world, and of it Lord Macaulay wrote,

"There is no book in our literature on which we would
so readily stake the fame of the old unpolluted English

language, no book which shows so well how rich that

language is in its own proper wealth, and how little it has

been improved by all that it has borrowed."

The " Pilgrim's Progress " was a link in that long chain

of events that led up to the modern novel. Other links

were forged by Daniel

Defoe, whose story of

"Robinson Crusoe" and

many others were widely

read, and by Jonathan

Swift, one of the greatest

masters of English prose

whose "Gulliver's
Travels " are still loved *

by children who only later

learn to understand their

true meaning.

More important, how-

ever, in its influence on

the people, and quite as BUNYAN S chair.
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necessary in the development of the novel was the

essay.

The two greatest essay writers were Sir Richard Steele,

who founded the Tatler in 1709, and Joseph Addison, the

founder of the Spectator in 1711. Those two papers

chiefly contained essays on various subjects of a humor-

ous, witty and tasteful character, which did much to raise

the moral tone of the people of that time.

Thus was the way prepared for good Samuel Richard-

son, whose " Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded," was the first

modern novel. Henry Fielding had a far deeper know-

ledge of human life than Richardson ; his feeling was no

iess deep and his judgment was far more reliable.

The mighty line of Novelists thus nobly ushered in has

continued until the present day. Sterne

and Smollett were the immediate suc-

cessors of Fielding, then came Goldsmith

with his bright, simple and pleasing lan-

guage ; Charlotte Bronte with her mar-

vellous insight into character ; Thackeray

with his scathing contempt and hatred

and hypocrisy, expressed in a style so

easy and natural that it appears unstudied ; Charles

Dickens, whose characters, like Shakespeare's, are living

realities, and whose works have been translated into all

civilized languages
; Jane Austen, Charles

Kingsley, Walter Scott, George Eliot, a

female novelist, and Robert Louis Stevenson,

who all held a foremost place among the

greatest novelists of the last century, as

Thomas Hardy, Walter Besant, Hall Caine,

and George Meredith do among those of the

present.

GOLDSMITH.

of falsehood

DICKENS.
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England has had no lack of eminent men, in modern
times, who have added to our intellectual wealth in other

branches of literature. One of the most famous was
Dr. Johnson, who was called the literary autocrat of

the eighteenth century, and was the compiler of the

dictionary which bears his name.

Hume, Macaulay, Gibbon, Hallam, Kinglake, and

Froude are historians of which any nation would be

proud ; Locke, Adam Smith, Stuart Mill, and Thomas
Carlyle were philosophical writers of the deepest powers

of thought, whose

labours have been /iw t f^\

of lastmg benefit to a'R ~5^ya^.^\<^=

humanity, but not

more so than have
,

been those of the 1

great men of science,

Sir Isaac Newton,

Charles Darwun,
Lyell, Faraday, Hux- ^:|J;^ 1-

^

ley, and Tyndall, and *'-!MS;fJI^!^f!.>'^

the astronomers, the newstead abbey.
Herschells, who have Por a time the residence of the poet Byron.

given us glimpses into worlds beyond our own, and
though not strictly claiming a place in the literature of

our race, have each left an enduring record of his studies

and researches.

Then among others who have striven to leave the

world better than they found it, and to give us

pleasure by their delightful writings, we may class

Charles Lamb, Thomas De Quincey, Matthew Arnold,

and John Ruskin.

The opening of the nineteenth century saw a great
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revival in poetry. Towards the close of the previous

century a reaction had set in against the indifference in

religion that had long been the fashion. In literature

this led to a renewed interest in the old romances and

ballads in w^hich the supernatural played an important

part.

One of the first and most famous poems v^^ritten under

this new love of

the romantic was
Coleridge's " An-

cient Mariner."

Coleridge attemp-

ted to teach in

this and other

poems such as

" Christabel " that

the supernatural

is not really un-

natural, while

Wordsworth ,

throughout his

long life from

1770 to 1850, in

his exquisite lyrical

poems such as

" We are Seven,"

" Lucy Gray," and the " Ode on the Intimations of

Immortality," and equally in his longer poems, never

tired of urging the supernatural element that is always

to be found in Nature by the poet's eye.

These two men were the first of a great school of

romantic poets which has flourished almost till the

present day. Shelley, Keats, Scott and Byron were the

-4
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PORTRAIT OF SHELLEY WHEN A BOY.
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earlier leaders of this movement, that cuhninated in

Browning and Tennyson, who was born in i8og and

died in 1892. With the exception of Browning, most

of the later poets of the nineteenth century owe much
to Keats, who died too

young to show his full

genius.

At the end of the story

of our hterature we see the

same English race revealing

itself as at the opening, a

race with the same love of

law and right-doing, a race

that always finds it difficult

to be consistent, and that

loves action but hates

theory.

The virtues and failings
,

of our people have, through- ^^''

out been so mingled, that
"'"

we have often been hated,

but the English nation has

striven to be true to itself,

and for that reason it has =--

been able to produce a _r

great literature ; for unless

a people is at heart sincere, scott's monument at
no literature is possible. Edinburgh.

A'. K Hist, iz —

/
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PART VI.—TRADE.

At the present day England is the chief manufacturing

and trading country in the world, but eight centuries ago,

England was almost entirely an agricultural country,

with few manufactures and little foreign trade; coal and

iron were worked in small quantities, but were not ex-

ported ; tin and lead and raw wool were the chief exports,

wine the chief import. The population probably did not

reach two millions, and perhaps was nearer one than two.

The towns were few and of little importance. The
northern counties, which are now centres of flourishing

manufactures, were then waste or thinly populated; the

richest parts of England were then the south and the east.

There was a little foreign trade, but it was chiefly in the

hands of foreigners ; English shipping consisted mainly

of fishing and coasting vessels ; the bulk of the trade was

internal, and carried on by means of markets and fairs.

In order to trace the steps by which England passed

from this backward condition and became the chief

trading country of the world, we may divide her history

into two periods : the Mediaeval, to the accession of

Henry VII.; and the Modern, from the accession of Henry
Vll. to the present day.

The Mediaeval Period.

This period may be subdivided into two : from the

earliest times to the accession of Edward III., when
England was an agricultural country; and from the acces-

sion of Edward III. to the accession of Henry VII., when
England became engaged in the manufacture and export

of woollen cloth and other goods.
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To the Accession of Edward III.

The period before the Norman Conquest is of little

interest from a commercial point of view. Under the

Romans, Britain had been a flourishing country, but its

prosperity was artificial and disappeared as soon as the

Romans left, when the island relapsed into barbarism and

lawlessness. The hard process of building up industry

from the foundations began after the settlement of the

English Kingdoms, but was checked by the Danish

invasions, and hindered by lawlessness and want of

central control. The Norman Conquest and the vigorous

ruling of William I. and his successors, brought peace

and increased intercourse with Europe.

England owes much of her industrial success to the

teaching of foreign artisans, who from time to time

have settled here. The first

important immigration of

foreign artisans took place

after the Conquest, when
weavers came over from

Flanders. Under the Nor- gj^VER penny of william i.

man kings Jews also settled

in England ; they were the chief capitalists and money-
lenders, and were a fruitful source of revenue to the

kings, whose chattels they were, and to whose unlimited

exactions they were subject ; they were so universally

hated that they were expelled by Edward I., and were

not allowed, as a body, to return and live in England till

the time of Cromwell.

Agriculture.

The Domesday Book, which was completed in 1086 by

the order of William I. for the sake of ascertaining: what
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taxation the land was capable of bearing, gives us the

names of the chief land-owners, the number of the inferior

tenants, the taxable values of the land, and other details,

such as the number of cattle, mills, fisheries, etc. The
greater part of England was then divided into manors. A
manor was a kind of village community subject to a lord

and containing a number of tenants, part of whom were

free and part were serfs and villeins bound to the soil.

The land was divided into three parts : arable, meadow,
and waste.

The arable part was generally divided into three open

fields, on one of which wheat would be sown, on another

bailey, oats or beans, while a third lay fallow. The tenants

had the right of pasturing their cattle and cutting turf and

hay on the meadow, and on the strips between the fields,

and of gathering wood on the waste. The tenants were

bound by custom to do certain work for the lord, and to

pay him rents fixed by custom, partly in kind, partly in

labour, more rarely in money.

The village community also included the parson and

craftsmen, such as the carpenter and the blacksmith, to

whom land was allotted as a payment for their services

;

the villagers were obliged to have their corn ground at

the lord's mill, and to sell their goods at the lord's

market. The English village in the eleventh century was

a self-sufficing community, needing only a few articles

from outside, such as iron for the plough and other

implements, and salt for preserving the flesh of cattle,

the greater part of which were killed in the autumn, as

the art of feeding cattle in winter was not then under-

stood ; fish, owing to the influence of the Church, was

then a commoner article of diet in country places than it

is now. Articles, which the village itself could not supply
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were bought at fairs, some of which, such as those held

at Stourbridge, near Cambridge, and at Winchester, were

very important and much frequented by foreign merchants.

Foreign Trade.

The foreign trade of England at this time was chielly

in the hands of foreigners, such as the Fleming, Gascon,

Italian, and Hanseatic merchants. The Hanseatic mer-

chants, the members of a league of towns, most of which

were German, and the chief of which were Liibeck,

Hamburg and Bremen, for a long time had a monopoly

of the trade with the north of Europe; they had a

settlement in London, called the Steelyard, and were

protected by various English kings till the middle of

the sixteenth century. The English exports to Germany,

in the twelfth century, consisted of lead, tin, fish, cattle,

wool, and jet, and the imports from Germany of silver,

wine, and sometimes corn.

The most important English product was wool, of

which England had aimost a monopoly, and on which

her commercial prosperity was based. The chief markets

for English wool were Flanders and Italy, which received

the raw material and worked it up into cloth, only the

coarser kind being then made in England. The monastic

houses were great producers of wool, selling it chiefly to

Florentine merchants, who shipped it at Boston and

Lynn. In exchange for English wool, Italian merchants,

particularly the Venetians, imported Eastern products

;

Venetian galleys visited England every year from 1317 to

1587.

The Lombard merchants succeeded the Jews in the

business of money-lending, and introduced Bills of

Exchange into England. Besides Italy, the chief market
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WHARF OF THE GERMAN MERCHANTS OF THE
STEELYARD IN THAMES STREET.

for English wool was Flanders, between which country

and England there were the most intimate relations

and a close alliance. The chief imports into England

during this period were cloth from Italy and Flanders,

and wine from Cologne and Gascony.

Towns.

English trade began to grow after the Conquest.

During the twelfth and following centuries, many charters

were granted to towns, giving the townspeople freedom

from toll and the exactions of the royal officers, and

the right to form a hanse, or gild merchant. The gild

merchant controlled the whole trade of the town. The
gild merchant in process of time disappeared, and gave
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place to the craft gilds, each of which controlled a

particular craft or trade, and took measures to secure

good work and to protect its members; relics of these

craft gilds are to be seen in some of the Livery

Companies still existing in the city of London.

Legislation.

Various attempts were made by royal authority to

regulate trade. The prices of bread and of ale, the

lengths of cloth and the rate of wages, were all fixed by

law. Under Edward L the representation of the towns

and therefore of the trading classes in Parliament became
regular, and regulations were made for the establishment

of a fixed tariff for customs duties.

To assist the lev3ang of customs duties certain towns

were selected, from which alone wool could be exported.

The Statute of Merchants granted foreign merchants

facilities for recovering debts, and the First Statute of

Winchester provided that measures should be taken to

make highways safer.

From the Accession of Edward IH. to the Accession

of Henry VH.

Commercial Policy of Edward IH.

Edward IIL has been called the father of Enghsh
commerce, because of his efforts to plant new industries

and to encourage foreign trade. At his invitation, weavers,

fullers and dyers of cloth came over from the Low
Countries and settled in England, and taught improved

methods of cloth-making, to encourage which the exporta-

tion of wool and the importation of cloth were forbidden.

Other industries, such as clock-making and linen-
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weaving, were encouraged ; full freedom of traffic was

given to foreign mer-

chants in England,

and to secure the

protection of ships

from pirates which

then infested the

English Channel,

arrangements were

made for the sailing

of merchant ships in fleets under the charge of royal

officials.

The Ordinance of the Staple fixed certain staple towns,

to which all wool was to be taken, and where the sale

of wool was to be carried on. One great object in

Edward III.'s commercial policy was to produce plenty,

and favour the consumer by trying to make commodities

cheap. With this purpose in view he forbade the

exportation of corn.

The Mercantile System.

Edward III.'s commercial policy was reversed in the

reign of Richard II., when the first traces appear of

the Mercantile or Protectionist System. The object

of the Mercantile System was to acquire power, and the

methods by which it sought to acquire this were to

encourage natives, discourage foreigners, foster tillage,

develop shipping, and amass treasure. In pursuance of

this policy the parliament of Richard II., in which the

London merchants made their influence felt, passed the

first Navigation Act (1381), which forbade the shipping

of merchandise to or from England except in English

ships.
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The Act was afterwards modified to the effect that

EngHsh ships, when " able and sufficient," were to be

preferred before other ships. In furtherance of the same

pohcy, the exportation of gold and silver was prohibited,

and the restrictions on the exportation of corn were

removed.

GOLD NOBLE OF RICHARD II.

Agriculture.

English agriculture in the last half of the fourteenth

century was passing through a severe crisis. The

manorial system had been for some time fast decaying.

The services, which the villeins owed to their lords, had

in many cases been commuted for money payments, or

had fallen into disuse ; many of the villeins were allowed

to leave the land to which they were bound and to

seek employment elsewhere, while in other cases they

were becoming yeomen and free labourers.

The Black Death, a terrible pestilence which destroyed

nearly one-half of the population of England in 1348-9,

caused a great scarcity of labour ; wages rose, and

difficulty was felt in getting men to till the land. To

meet this difficulty the Statute of Labourers made it

compulsory for every man or woman, able in body and

within the age of three score years, " not having his own
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whereof he might Hve, and not serving any other," to

serve the employer who should require him to do so, and

to take only the wages which were usual in the year

before the Black Death.

The Statute failed to attain its object, and the land-

lords resorted to other methods. Some attempted to

revive ancient rights over their villeins, an attempt

which was one of the causes of the Peasant Revolt of

1379; others converted arable land into pasture and took

to sheep-farming, which required fewer men than tillage,

and which the increasing demand for wool, caused by the

growth of the cloth manufacture, made very profitable.

Many of the lords, finding it impossible to work their

lands, introduced " the stock and land lease," and let

part of the demesnes with stock and implements to

farmers, on the terms that an equivalent amount should

be given up at the end of the tenancy. This is the

beginning of the modern system of farming, and gave

place, as the farming class grew in wealth, to the method
now in vogue, by which the landlord lets the land only,

and the farmer provides stock and implements.

Internal and Foreign Trade.

Meanwhile English commerce was thriving. The
formation of Companies, such as the Grocers, Mercers

and Drapers in London, the object of which was not to

manufacture, but to sell goods of a particular kind, marks

the rise of the merchant class. Foreign commerce was
extending. Larger ships were built and longer voyages

undertaken. A number of commercial treaties was
concluded.

English merchants began to trade directly and on a

large scale with the Continent, and to form companies
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SHIP OF FIFTEENTH CENTURY.

for mutual protection. One organization of merchants,

called the Merchants of the Staple, had been in existence

as far back as the reign of Henry III., and was incor-

porated in the reign of Edward III.; its operations
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were confined to the staple commodities of England [i.e.

wool, woolfells and leather), and to trade with one of the

towns abroad, like Bruges or Calais, which was for the

time being the staple town for the sale of English wool.

In 1407 the Merchant Adventurers, an offshoot of the

Mercers Company, formed themselves into a company to

export cloth to the Netherlands ; they were the rivals in

trade of the Hanseatic merchants, who now began to lose

the monopoly Vvhich they had long enjoyed. The English

began to trade directly with Iceland and the Baltic

SOVEREIGN OF HENRY VII.

coasts, from which England obtained timber, hemp, tar

and other articles needed for ship-building.

In 1490 a commercial treaty was concluded with Nor-

way, giving England the right to trade directly with

Iceland; another commercial treaty with Flanders, known

as the Great Intercourse, provided for mutual freedom of

trade. English merchants began to visit Italy for trading

purposes, and in 1485 a Florentine was appointed English

consul at Pisa. However, the trade with Italy was still

to a great extent in the hands of Italian merchants, par-

ticularly the Florentines, the Genoese, and the Venetians.
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To provide against foreign competition various Acts of

Parliament were passed in the fifteenth century, pro-

hibiting the importation of a large number of finished

articles, including many woollen and silk goods, and

restricting the trade of foreigners.

Printing was introduced from abroad in the last half of

the fifteenth century. The silk manufacture had already

been established. The growth of the cloth manufacture

is shown by the decline in the customs from wool, a great

part of which was now retained at home. The chief seat

of this manufacture was in the eastern counties.

SHILLING OF EDWARD VI.

The making of cloth could be carried on by the mem-
bers of a family, along with agricultural work, and as well

in the country as in towns, while in the country the cloth-

workers were free from the restrictions of the gilds ; the

domestic system thus took the place of the gild system.

Modern Times—from the Accession of Henry VII.

to the Present Day.

This period may be subdivided into the Tudor, the

Stuart, and the Hanoverian periods.

With the Tudors began the maritime progress of

England, the Stuart period was one of colonizing, and the

Hanoverian one of maritime and industrial supremacy.
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The Tudor Period.—New Discoveries.

In consequence of the discovery of America, and of

the Cape of Good Hope route to India, the streams of

Eastern traffic were diverted from the Mediterranean to

the Atlantic, the Itahan cities dechned, and the western

nations of Europe, namely :—Portugal, Spain, England,

Holland and France took the lead in commerce. The

conquests of the Turks in Asia and Europe, during the

fifteenth century, seriously interfered with Mediterranean

traffic ; in 1498 the Portuguese for the first time reached

India by sailing round the Cape of Good Hope, and the

trade of the East was diverted to that route.

In the last decade of the fifteenth century Columbus, a

Genoese in the service of Spain, and two Venetians, John
and Sebastian Cabot, in the service of England, dis-

covered different parts of America.

The sixteenth century saw a remarkable outburst of

maritime activity on the part of the English, who now
entered on the career for which they were best suited.

Drake sailed round the world, and Hawkins started the

trade in negro slaves between Africa and America. Spain's

attempt to close her American colonies to intercourse

with all nations except herself, led to constant conflicts

between the English and the Spanish.

Many fruitless efforts were made by the English to dis-

cover a north-western and north-eastern passage to India,

but with little practical result, except that an expedition

in 1553, under Richard Chancellor, succeeded in reaching

the mouth of the river Dwina, on the White Sea, and
led to the establishment of regular commercial relations

between England and Russia. The Muscovy Company
was formed to carry on this trade, and its agents pene-
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trated far into Russia and entered into trading communi-

cations with Persia and India.

English trade was developing in every direction ; in

15 13 a consul was appointed for English merchants in

the Archipelago, and in 1530 one in Candia; in 1581

the Levant, or Turkey Company, -was formed to trade

with the countries of the Eastern Mediterranean. In

1600 the East India Company was formed. Elizabeth

repealed the privileges of the Hanseatic merchants, whose

CROWN OF EDWARD VI.

trade with England from that time became of little im-

portance. The Venetian fleet ceased to visit England

after 1587. England, under Elizabeth, obtained control

of her own trade, but the fishing industry remained to a

large extent in the hands of the Dutch.

Mercantile System.

The mercantile system, which from the time of Richard

II. had been followed at intervals, was from the time

of Elizabeth to the close of the eighteenth century the

guiding principle of English policy. With the object

of controlling industry and commerce, and promoting a
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flow of treasure into the country, the importation of

various finished goods was forbidden, and the exporta-

tion of raw materials for manufactures restricted.

New industries were fostered, and exclusive patents

given for the manufacture of such articles as starch,

glass and paper. A number of Protestant refugees, who
fled to England from the Low Countries and France,

to escape religious persecution, introduced new industries

and processes. The refugees from the Low Countries

improved linen weaving, and introduced the manufacture

of the finer kinds of cloths, of cotton, gallipots, thread,

needles, parchment and sackcloth, while the French

refugees improved the manufacture of silken goods.

Statute of Apprentices.

One of the most important of the industrial measures

of Elizabeth's reign was the Statute of Apprentices, based

on the same principles as the Statute of Labourers. By
this statute, in certain particular industries (including

weaving and cloth making), no one was to hire a work-

man for any less period than a year. The hours of work

of artificers and labourers were fixed, and the justices

were every year to settle the rate of wages ; higher wages

than those settled were not to be given. No person was

to " set up, occupy, use or exercise any craft, mystery or

occupation " then used or occupied, unless he had been

brought up therein seven years at least as an apprentice.

Shipping.

The encouragement of English shipping was a part

of the policy of the mercantile system, Henry VIII.

ordered the construction of a naval arsenal and the

building of larger ships for the navy, and granted a

charter to the Trinity House, the Corporation which
K. E. Hist. 13—

I
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SHIP OF THE TIME OF HENRY VIII.

still controls our lighthouses and pilotage. Elizabeth's

victory over the Armada gave England greater power at

sea. The Navigation Acts were more strictly enforced.

To encourage the fishing industry, an Act forbade the

eating of meat on certain days of the week ; to provide

materials for ships' ropes, the sowing of a certain propor-

tion of land with hemp was made compulsory.
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Agriculture.

Tillage was fostered because it produced a supply of

food for the forces of the realm, and fitted men for

service in war. The decline of tillage and the increase

of pasture, which had been going on continuously since

the Black Death, were matters of concern to English

statesmen. The increase of enclosures was one of the

causes of Ket's rebellion in the reign of Edward VI.

Two different processes were in fact going on, both of

which were called by the name of enclosures, viz., the

making of large grazing farms or sheep runs, and the

enclosing of separate fields ; the latter process was the

carrying out of the change from the open field to the several

field system, by which arable was changed to pasture, and

pasture to arable, instead of the same land being always

arable or always in

pasture ; this last

change could best

be accomplished by

enclosing fields with

hedges, which were

also of use as pro-

viding shelter for

the cattle. This kind of enclosing was an improvement

in agriculture ; the other kind of enclosing, for the sake

of making large grazing farms, was regarded as injurious,

for it diminished the number of persons employed on

the land, and interfered with the rights of the tenants

of the manor.

Several Acts of Parliament were passed to check this

latter kind of enclosing, and to encourage tillage, among
others, an Act which allowed the exportation of corn

MILLED SIXPENCE OF ELIZABETH.
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when it reached a certain price, to be determined by the

justices. Agriculture was on the whole in a flourishing

condition in Elizabeth's reign. In her days "good
husbandry began to take place ;

" the drainage of some

of the great marshes and fens was encouraged by legis-

lation ; villenage had become extinct ; new crops, such

as hops from Germany and potatoes from America, were

introduced and proved profitable ; the depression under

which tillage had suffered, since the days of the Black

Death, began to pass away.

The times of Elizabeth were in other respects times

of great prosperity. Her reign saw the development of

marine insurance ; the growth of

banking by the London goldsmiths;

the Poor Law (1601), which is the

foundation of our system of relief,

THREE FARTHINGS and the beginning of bankruptcy

OF ELIZABETH. legislation.

The Stuarts (1603-1714).

During this period were laid the foundations of the

English colonies in America and the West Indies, and

of the English Empire in India. It is also a period of

keen commercial rivalry, first between England and

Holland, and then between England and France.

Virginia and the other colonies, out of which the United

States ultimately grew, were founded ; the Bermudas and

Barbadoes were settled, and Jamaica was conquered.

The chief import from America was tobacco, the trade

in which rapidly grew after its introduction into England

in 1585 ; the tobacco industry in America was encouraged

by the stopping of tobacco growing in England and

Ireland.
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The chief industry of the West Indian Islands was

sugar, which became a common article of consump-

tion, as the use of tea and coffee increased, from the

close of the seventeenth century onwards. In the

eastern hemisphere, the East India Company founded

factories at Surat, Madras, Hooghly and Bombay. In

the East, as elsewhere, the English came into collision

with the Dutch, particularly in the Spice Islands, from

which the English were driven after the massacre of

Amboyna in 1622.

However, in India itself the English extended their

operations, and entered into relations with Persia and

sent ships to China. At first the East India Company
imported drugs and spices, but after 1670 they imported

textile fabrics of Indian make, wrought silks, muslins, and

painted calicoes.

The Levant Company, which carried on an overland

trade with India, was the rival of the East India

Company, but never attained to the same importance.

The Guinea or African Company, which carried on trade

with Africa, imported gold from which guineas were

coined; exported cloth from England, and supplied the

American plantations with negro slaves.

Rivalry with the Dutch.

At the beginning of the seventeenth century the Dutch

were far ahead of England in commerce and shipping.

They had succeeded to the position of Venice and the

Hanseatic merchants, and had a monopoly of the carry-

ing trade of Europe. The efforts of the English were

directed first to imitate and learn from them, and after-

wards to out-distance them.

In order to deprive the Dutch of their carrying trade
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the Navigation Acts of 1651 and 1660 were passed,

forbidding importation or exportation of goods between

England and Asia, Africa and America, except in English

ships manned by English crews, and English built ;

goods of foreign growth and manufacture could only be

imported into England or her plantations in English

ships, and from the places of their growth and manu-
facture.

The Acts were probably injurious to the consumer,

and to the trade of the plantations and Ireland, but they

increased the power of England. The English mercantile

marine was doubled before 1681, and England got the

carrying trade into her hands. Before the close of the

seventeenth century Dutch maritime supremacy had

began to decline.

Rivalry with France.

Next to Holland the most formidable rival of England

was France. The French settled in India, the West
Indies and Canada. In the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries they were the most aggressive power in Europe,

and the wars between France and England, under

William III, and Anne, were intended to check their

aggression. By the Treaty of Utrecht, England gained

considerable extension of territory in America, at the

expense of France.

Increase of Trade.

Under the Stuarts English commerce and industry

continued to grow, and many new trades were introduced.

The Crown tried to use this growth to its own advantage

by granting monopolies, or the sole right to deal in

certain articles ; but monopolies were declared illegal
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by an Act of 1624, which, however, preserved the right

to grant patents for new processes for fourteen years.

The increase of trade is to be seen in the growth of

London, which was extending so fast that measures were

taken to restrain its further extension. Owing to the

scarcity of wood, coal came into common use in London

for house fires, and an important trade in coal sprang up

between London and Newcastle.

From the Great Fire date the beginnings of fire

insurance in London. The business of banking was

still further developed by the London goldsmiths, who

made temporary advances to the Government on the
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security of the taxes, until in 1694 the Bank of England

was founded, and the system of a permanent funded

National debt established. The increasing importance

of trade is to be seen in the formation of the Board of

Trade in 1696.

The most important, of all the immigrations of

foreigners into England, took place towards the end of

the seventeenth century, when large bodies of Huguenots,

on the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, settled in

Spitalfields and other parts of England, and introduced

great improvements in the manufacture of silk, linen,

paper, clocks, watches, glass, locks and surgical instru-

ments.

The Methuen Treaty.

The continuation of the old policy of encouraging the

woollen manufacture is seen in the Methuen Treaty

with Portugal in 1703. By this Treaty Portugal, which

previously had prohibited the importation of cloth from

England, agreed to admit English cloth ; and England

agreed to admit Portuguese wines at two-thirds of the

duty on French wines. The result was that port came

into common use in England, instead of claret or

burgundy, and the English woollen industry was greatly

benefited. The policy of the Methuen Treaty, which led

to a large importation of gold and silver into England, for

long remained a popular one ; and the clauses in the

Treaty of Utrecht, which provided for the lowering of

tariffs on French goods, roused such opposition that they

were of no effect.
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Agriculture.

The Stuart period was one of increasing prosperity for

agriculture. Enclosing, for the sake of sheep-farming, had

ceased, and enclosing of the open fields and of the waste

for improvement was continued. Root crops were intro-

duced as a part of the course of husbandry; the applica-

tion of manures to land was better understood, and large

drainage works were carried out. Tillage was encouraged,

by allowing the exportation of wheat when it was below

forty-eight shillings a quarter, and the importation subject

to a duty when it reached that price.

Constitutional Struggles.

The constitutional struggles of the Stuart period had

their economic side. Owing to the rise of prices, which

began in the sixteenth century, in consequence of the

large increase in the supply of the precious metals from

America, the ordinary revenue of the sovereign became

insufficient. Elizabeth by great economy had succeeded

in living on the royal revenue, but the Stuarts were waste-

ful and always in need, and in consequence attempted to

find new and extra-Parliamentary sources of income.

The Hanoverian Period.

This period divides itself into two sections; from the

accession of George I. to the battle of Waterloo ; and

from the battle of Waterloo to present times.

During the period from the Accession of George I. to

the battle of Waterloo, there was an enormous increase in

English commerce ; England became the mistress of the

seas ; steam was applied to manufactures ; a number of

new inventions was made; the factory system supplanted

the domestic, and the mercantile system declined.
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Walpole's Policy.

In the early part of this period the extension of English

commerce was promoted by the skilful financial policy

of Walpole, who modified and improved the customs,

reduced the duties, altered the method of collection, and

extended the system of " bonding " or warehousing goods

imported for the sake of being re-exported ; this system

by which goods could be imported into England, and

re-exported without paying duty, helped to make London

the mart of the world. Walpole also repealed the export

duties on most of the English manufactures, and the

duties on many raw materials.

Iron.

By the middle of the eighteenth century the manufac-

ture of iron had become the second manufacture in

England, wool being still the first. Before the eighteenth

century iron had been chiefly smelted by means of

charcoal, and the seat of the industry was in places

like the Forest of Dean in Gloucestershire, Sussex and

Kent, where timber was plentiful; the dearness of fuel

seriously hindered the iron industry, which was declining

in the early part of the eighteenth century.

Many experiments had been made to enable iron to be

smelted by means of coal, and, in 1760, blast furnaces, in

which coal could be used, were set up at the Carron

works in Scotland ; from that time forward the iron

industry, having a plentiful supply of fuel to depend

upon, grew rapidly ; steam engines, which were first used

in England for the purpose of pumping mines in the

beginning of the eighteenth century, were used to work

blast furnaces in 1790, and within a few years the output

of pig-iron was nearly doubled.
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New processes for working iron by puddling and rolling

were introduced, and the iron manufactures were thence-

forth chiefly carried on in those districts where a plentiful

supply of coal was available. More efficient steam engines,

for the pumping of water from mines increased the output

of coal, the demand for which grew as the application of

steam to industrial machinery became more common.

Textile Fabrics.

The eighteenth century was a period of new inventions,

particularly in spinning and weaving processes, and

cotton now began to take a leading place among English

manufactures, Manchester and Bolton were the chief

seats of the cotton manufacture, for which the moist air

of Lancashire is particularly well adapted. Among the

inventions, which increased the production of cotton and

other textile fabrics, were the flying shuttle, adapted to

cotton weaving about 1760; Hargreaves' spinning jenny;

Arkwright's spinning roller, 1769, and other machines
;

Crompton's mule and Cartwright's power loom. Ark-

wright's inventions made it possible to produce goods

entirely of cotton
;
previously the warp had been made of

linen threads and the woof of cotton.

Water power was at first used for working these

machines, but in 1785 steam was applied to the working

of a cotton mill. Improvements were also introduced into

the woollen, worsted, silk, and pottery industries. Methods

of internal communication were improved, by the estab-

lishing of the system of turnpike roads, and the making of

a number of canals. Great engineering schemes were

carried on under the direction of Brindley, the first great

English canal maker, Smeaton, the builder of the first per-

manent Eddystone lighthouse, Rennie, Telford, and others.
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The Industrial Revolution.

The introduction of improved machinery, and the

appHcation of steam to manufactures, produced a change,

to which the name of the industrial revolution has

been given. The factory system took the place of

the domestic system.

The spinning and
weaving industries

migrated to districts

where machinery
could be cheaply

worked, and the
peasants and small

farmers were no
longer able to supple-

ment their earnings

by spinning or weav-

ing at home.

The cotton industry

settled in Lancashire,

the woollen industry

in Yorkshire and the

West of England,

the pottery industry

in Staffordshire, the

manufacture of iron

in the North, the

Midlands, and in

South Wales; the southern and eastern counties, which

before the eighteenth century had been the chief centres

of industry, lost many of their manufactures, and the

northern counties, which before the eighteenth century had

been the poorest and most backward, became prosperous.

WINSTANLEY S

EDDYSTONE LIGHTHOUSE.
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The immediate result of the change was to cause

much distress, signs of which were to be seen in riots

against machinery, but ultimately the increase of pro-

duction added greatly to the wealth of the country.

One result of the increased production of cloth was to

cause a greater demand for wool, of which England

was no longer able to produce enough for her own

consumption,

A new source for the supply of wool was needed, es-

pecially during the French wars, when the supply of wool

from the continent fell off. This new source was found in

Australia, which was settled by the English in 1788 ; in

1797 an improved breed of sheep was introduced, and

sheep-farming was soon commenced on a large scale ; the

prosperity of Australia, like that of England, was based

on the production of wool.

Agriculture.

The eighteenth century witnessed improvements in

agriculture. Large farms began to take the place of small

ones, and the era of "capitalist farming" begins; an

enormous area of land, amounting to over four million

acres, was enclosed in the eighteenth century. This

enclosing was beneficial to agriculture, but injurious to

the small owners, who felt the burden of the expenses

of fencing more heavily than the large owners did ; the

small owners and farmers also suffered from the vicious

practice of granting allowances out of the poor rates to

supplement labourers' wages, as well as from the improve-

ments in industr}' which drove spinning and weaving from

the country districts.

During the wars with Napoleon, the prices of agricultural

produce were unusually high, and the yeomen, or small
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freeholders, were tempted by the high price given for land

to sell their holdings. Capitalist farmers and agricultural

labourers took the place of the yeomen and small farmer.

Before the end of the eighteenth century the population

had increased with such rapidity that England was no
longer able to depend upon her own supply of corn, and
was obliged to import from abroad.

Wars of the Eighteenth Century.

The result of the European wars, in which the English
were engaged during the eighteenth century, was that

the English colonial empire was extended, and England
acquired the supremacy of the sea. An English empire
was founded in India, and the French were expelled

from North America. The loss of part of the American
colonies did not injure English commerce. After the

close of the War of Independence, the trade between
England and America, owing to the cultivation of

cotton in the Southern States, was greater than it

had ever been before.

The wars with France in the nineteenth century ended
in the temporary destruction of the commerce of that

country, while Holland, her ally, lost what carrying trade

it had retained. The ships of France were driven from
the seas, and her colonial trade could only be carried on
under neutral flags.

To stop this trade was the object of the Orders in

Council of 1806 and 1807, to which Napoleon replied by
the Berlin and Milan decrees, which were intended to

close the greater part of Europe to English trade ; these

decrees failed to exclude English goods, but they pro-

duced a silk famine in England, and the interruption of

the West Indian trade led to the manufacture of sugar
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from beet-root in Europe, with after-results most injurious

to England and to the West Indies.

The supremacy of the English navy on the seas gave

England almost a monopoly of maritime trade, and

English ships traded directly with all parts of the

world.

The period from the Battle of Waterloo to the present

day is marked by the introduction of steam as a loco-

motive power ; the increased use of coal ; the use of

gas as an illuminating power; the development of the iron

and steel manufacture; the adoption of the electric tele-

graph and telephone; the use of electricity as a motive
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and illuminating power; and the development of our

colonies, particularly of Canada, Australia, New Zealand

and South Africa ; the complete fall of the mercantile

system and the establishment of a free trade policy in

England.

Railways, etc.

The railway system began with the opening of the

Stockton and Darlington line in 1825, and has since been

extended over the whole of Great Britain ; steamships for

ocean voyages began to be used after 1838 ; the old over-

land route to India was re-opened, and the construction of

the Suez Canal shortened materially the voyages between

England and India, and China and Australia. The intro-

duction of the Penny Post in 1840 increased the facilities

for commercial correspondence. The first electric tele-

graph line was laid in 1837, and in quite recent j^ears the

telephone and electric lighting and electric traction have

come into common use.

Factory System.

The development of the factory system has continued,

and has made necessary the special legislation of the

Factory Acts to protect the health of workers. The

peace with France of 1815 was followed by a stagnation

of industry, a fall in prices and much distress and

pauperism ; the too free distribution of out-door relief to

the able-bodied only aggravated their evils, and was not

checked till the Poor Law Act of 1834 was passed. The

repeal of the Acts preventing the combination of work-

men led to an increase in the power of Trades Unions,

and to a number of long and serious strikes and

lock-outs.
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Free Trade Policy.

In the course of the nineteenth century the Navigation

Acts were repealed, and taxes on raw materials and

most of the necessaries of life abolished by Huskisson,

Peel and Gladstone. The repeal of the Corn Laws by

Peel in 1846 marks the removal of the last relic of the

mercantile system. England has adopted a policy of

free trade, and few imports are now taxed. However,

the other trading nations of the world have not to any

extent followed the policy of free trade, but many of

them have introduced tariffs hostile to England.

English trade and manufactures have suffered severely

from these tariffs, and from foreign competition, especially

in the iron, steel and machinery trades. English agri-

culture has also suffered severely from the importation

of corn, cattle and meat from abroad. However, in

spite of all this competition, in respect of the amount

of exports and imports by sea, and the volume of her

shipping, England still retains her commercial supremac3\

THE TOWER BRIDGE, LONDON.
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PART VII.—THE EXPANSION OF THE
EMPIRE.

Expansion.

Millions of years ago our sun was throwing off

ring after ring of fluid matter. Each of these rings, of

which our earth was one, rolled up into a ball and became
a new world. Some, like Jupiter, grew up to have rings

of their own, which in their turn were thrown off as new
planets or moons. But, though the children of the sun
grew up, they did not lose all interest in their parent.

They could not become quite independent, but continued
to revolve round him by the force of attraction.

The story of the expansion of the sun is just like that

of our own nation. In every corner of the globe we have
thrown off fragments of ourselves. These fragments, or

colonies, grow up into new Britains, and even begin to

send out colonies of their own. But, however big and
strong they become, they are still attracted by ties of

affection and interest to their mother-land.

How we Govern our Colonies.

Some of these offshoots of ourselves cannot yet be
allowed complete freedom. These are Crown Colonies,

such as Ceylon, Sierra Leone, and Fiji, which are governed
by officials appointed by the British Government; and
Protectorates, such as British East Africa, and the native

states of India. These are governed by British officials

ruling with the native rulers. Other colonies, namely,

the Australian Commonwealth, New Zealand, the Cape,

and Canada, can manage for themselves. The British
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Government exercises control over the foreign, but not

over their home affairs.

All these types are called "Colonies,'' because they are

places where Britons have made homes for themselves.

But in our Indian possessions and in our military stations,

such as Gibraltar, Malta, and Aden, the Briton never feels

that he is at home. These, then, are called "Dependencies,''

as distinct from colonies.

How we Won our Colonies.

Some of our colonies have been won by conquest, others

by purchase or treaty, but in the main they have been

acquired by settlements, which have been effected either

by private traders and adventurers, or by Chartered Com-
panies. Sometimes we may have been helped by fortune,

but under any circumstances Britain must have built up

an Empire across the seas.

To understand this we must remember some points

in our national character. The Briton's energy and per-

severance enables him to face the difficulties of opening

up a new country, and his independence of character

drives him to new lands, when oppressed by political or

religious injustice at home. We have the power of

absorbing new peoples into ourselves. People, of such

different colours and creeds as the Indians and Negroes,

settle down sooner or later as loyal British citizens.

The New World.—Adventures and Discoveries.

The Italian sailor, Christopher Columbus, with a Spanish

crew, was the first European who sailed across the Atlantic

Ocean. He discovered in 1492 some of the Islands of the

West Indies. But the honour of discovering the main-

land of North America in 1497 belongs to an English

crew commanded by another Italian, Sebastian Cabot.
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These discoveries were at first of most use to Spain,

which was at this time the mightiest kingdom in Europe.

Leaving the bleak shores of North America, the Spanish gal-

leons won rich treasure from the coasts of Mexico and Peru.

But the English sailors did not mean to be left in the

cold. During the

reign of Elizabeth,

English adven-
turers, like John
Hawkins and
Francis Drake,
were "singeing the

Spanish king's

beard." They at-

tacked the Spanish

ships and towns,

which brought
them great glory

and wealth, but

did not help Eng-

land much.

Martin Frobisher,

John Davis, and

Sir Humphrey Gil-

bert tried to find

a passage to India

round the northern

coast of America.

Thev did not sue- Built at Bristol to commemorate the Cabots.

ceed, but their efforts led to the establishment of the first

English colony, Newfoundland, in 1583. In the following

year Sir Walter Raleigh attempted to plant a colony on the

mainland, which he called Virginia, after the Virgin Queen.

THE CABOT TOWER
AT BRISTOL.
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The Thirteen Colonies.

During the next two hundred years, thirteen Enghsh
colonies were founded in North America. Some of the

colonists were adventurous traders; others were stern men
who only wanted a

country where they

could worship God in

their own way.

Of these, the most

famous were the Pil-

grim Fathers, who, sail-

ing in their ship, the

" Mayflower," in 1620,

founded New England,

and the Quaker, William

Penn, who gave his

name to Pennsylvania.

All had to struggle hard

for a living. They also

had many conflicts with

the native Indians, and

the Dutch.

But, strange to say,

these colonies had most

to fear from their own
mother-land. The colo-

nists grumbled, but sub-

mitted to the British

Government forcing them to trade only with Britain, and
to pay a heavy tax on all imports, especially on tea. But

when they were taxed to pay for a standing British army
in their own country, they rebelled.

STATUE OF DRAKE ON
PLYMOUTH HOE.
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Under the guidance of George Washington, they issued

a " Declaration of Independence " in 1776. Then came a

bitter struggle. In the end they succeeded, with the help

of the French, in shaking off the English yoke, and
became the United States of America.

Canada.

The story of Canada is a more glorious one for

Britain. The French had founded Quebec in 1608,

and they were constantly quarrelling with the English

settlers to the south of them. It looked for many years

as if the French

must gain the

mastery, but in

1759, the Eng-

lish, under
General Wolfe,

captured Que-

bec and won
Canada for

Britain.

The Home
Government did

not in Canada

repeat the mis-

take it had made
in the colonies. Canada has enjoyed an increasing measure

of self-government. Hence the whole Dominion, including

the French inhabitants, has remained steadfastly loyal to

Britain, and Canadian troops earned undying glory under

the British flag in France and Flanders.

SHIP "VICTORIA THAT SAILED ROUND
THE WORLD IN I52O.
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The West Indies.

Since the annexation of Jamaica in 1655, the greater

number of these lovely islands have fallen into British

hands. Some have been won by fair fighting, and others

by the boldness of the British buccaneers. The abolition

of slavery, and

the discovery

of beet -root

sugar, have
ruined the once

prosperous
sugar planta-

tions.

India.

Our interest

in India began

about three

hundred years

ago, when the

East India
Company was

3 planting fac-

tories on the

coast of India.

The Company
tried to acquire

and control
OLD EAST INDIA HOUSE. large tracts of

Formerly the Offices of the East India Company in London. Indian terri-

tory, bat was opposed by the native princes and the

other European traders, the Portuguese, the Dutch, and

the French. Nothing could resist the energy of the
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Company's servants, of whom Clive and Hastings were

the most famous.

The Company became the rulers of Bengal, together

with the greater part of the coast line from Surat to Cal-

cutta, and in 1773 an Act was passed for the purpose of

placing the administration of the Company under the

control of the Government in England.

In 1784 Pitt passed his " India Bill," by which one

Secretary of State, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and

four other members of the Privy Council were established

as a Board of Control over the India Company. This

system of government remained in force till 1858.

In the year before this date, two hundred thousand

native soldiers broke out into rebellion. For many

months the British troops were helpless. In every town

thousands of British were being massacred and horribly

ill-treated. But Britain rose nobly to the danger. Chiefly

through the gallantry of her Generals Havelock and Sir

Colin Campbell, the Indian Mutiny was thoroughly

crushed.

In 1858 the powers and territories of the East India

Company were transferred to the Crown, and a Secretary

of State for India was appointed and made responsible to

Parliament. In 1877 the work was completed by pro-

claiming Queen Victoria Empress of India, which now

included Burma, and is eleven times as large as our own

country, and contains seven times as many inhabitants.

South and Central Africa.

The history of our expansion in South Africa is a story

of constant misunderstanding with both the Dutch and

the native population. The Dutch were the first to occupy

the Cape Colony. Britain secured it in the war with
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France at the beginning of this century, when Holland
was an ally of France, and an enemy of Britain.

Since this conquest both Dutch and English have been
living together in South Africa, but they were, until

recently, inclined to fear and dislike one another.

The Boer was obliged in 1835 to trek away from Cape
Colony. Then he tried to estabhsh independent Republics

in Natal, the Orange Free State, and the Transvaal. The
British Government annexed each of these districts in

turn, and also Basutoland, Griqualand West, Bechuana-
land, and many other territories. The Boers maintain
that this is robbery, while the British protest that, without

British rule, no peaceful development is possible in these

lands. War broke out in 1899, and resulted in the

annexation of the Transvaal and the Orange Free State,

which are now part of the British dominions.

Since the Boer war a better understanding has been

growing up between British and Dutch in South
Africa. In the struggle with Germany for East Africa,

General Smuts, who had actually been our enemy in

1900, led the allied troops to victory. Afterwards

he took a distinguished place in the Councils of the

Empire.

Egypt.

Strictly speaking, Egypt is not a British colony. We
only profess to help the Khedive to govern his own pro-

vince. But, through our guidance and protection, the

country has quickly risen from bankruptcy to considerable

prosperity. The British have trained the Egyptian soldiers,

and have led them to victory against the Dervishes.

The British have also managed the finances of the

country, and built railways. Britain, therefore, has a
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great claim on Egypt. The addition of the Sudan,

associated with the name of the heroic General Gordon,

who did so much to improve the condition of its inhabit-

ants, and of British East Africa encourages the prospect

of a British railway from Cairo to Cape Town.

Africa and the Islands.

The British possessions in West Africa were originally

acquired as centres for the wicked slave trade. When this

trade was abolished they were retained as places of refuge

for emancipated slaves. To-day we keep them in the hope

of developing a trade, chiefly in ivory and palm oil. We
also hold a number of islands in the Atlantic and Pacific

Oceans, which are chiefly useful as coaling stations.

British East Africa is of rapidly increasing importance.

Australasia.

Who would have thought that while Napoleon was
alarming England with threats of invasion, he was really

giving us an opportunity of developing our Empire? Yet
such is the fact. It was only because our rivals, the

French, were distracted by their European wars that we
were left free to appropriate Australia, Tasmania, New
Zealand, and the romantic islands of the Pacific.

We did not at first realize the value of our new posses-

sions. After Captain Cook had explored in 1769 the

eastern coast of Australia, we used the new land only as a

dumping-ground for our convicts.

The discovery of gold brought a rush of immigrants
into the country, who were not always the best type of

Britons, but when the gold-fever was spent the majority

settled down as useful agriculturists. From this time the

prosperity of Australia went rapidly forward. In New
Zealand the chief difficulty was with the native Maoris.
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but after much fighting, they not only accepted our rule,

but even sent four representatives to the local Parliament.

One of the reasons, why Britain expects so much from

these southern colonies, is that they have no frontiers,

which could be invaded by a foreign army. They could

only be attacked from the sea, and against this danger

they are ready to support the navy of their mother-land.

On the first of January, igoi, a new and most hopeful

era began for these colonies. On that da}' the five States of

Australia, together with Tasmania, entered into a Confed-

eration. Each State sends representatives to two Houses

of Parliament, which will pass laws in the name of the

Union. Australia and New Zealand sent their sons to sup-

port the mother country in the Great War. Their glorious

deeds at the Dardanelles are not likely to be forgotten.

The British Empire.

Take down the map of the world. See what a vast

slice is taken up by the dominions of the Tsar of Russia,

^.nd yet the British Empire is greater by one-eighth than

the whole Russian Empire. For every square mile of her

own area, England has sixty-five square miles of Colony.

Is this great Empire a benefit or a burden ? It is both.

It is a benefit for three reasons : the colonies buy a great

quantity of our goods, and so help our trade ; they relieve

us of our surplus population ; and they cause the name of

Britain to be feared and respected throughout the world.

On the other hand, our colonies are a burden, or rather

a great responsibility. We have taken upon ourselves to

govern millions of human beings in every stage of

civilization. It is our privilege and responsibility to see

that they are better off, under our rule, than they would

be if left to themselves.
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PART VIII—FOREIGN AFFAIRS.

First Period, to 1066.—The Making of England.

At the beginning of EngHsh history our country was
in the hands of tall, fair-haired men, called Celts, whose
descendants may still be found in Wales, Scotland, and
Ireland. They were divided into tribes. One of these

was called "The Brythons," and it gave the name Britain

to our country. In

the years 55 and 54
B.C., the Roman
general, Julius
Caesar, landed in

Britain and con-

quered its inhabi-

tants.

For nearly four

hundred years
our country re-

mained a Roman
colony. The
Romans built

cities, made roads,

and founded law

courts. The Britons did not submit quietly to this new
rule, but the Romans kept over forty thousand soldiers in

the country, and at last succeeded in establishing peace.

They did not conquer the whole of what is now called

Great Britain ; the north proved too difficult for con-

quest. They therefore built a strong wall, between the

Solway Firth and the Tyne, as a defence against the

savage tribes that lived north of it.

ROMAN SOLDIERS.
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In the fourth century Rome was compelled to withdraw
her soldiers to protect the Empire at home. The tribes

north of the great wall, the Picts and Scots, began again

to invade Britain. Pirates also frequently attacked the

coast. Coming to our shores in long, flat-bottomed ships

from the north coast of Europe, they seized men, women
and goods, and sailed home with their plunder.

The Britons sent to Rome for help. "The barbarians,"

they wrote to a Roman general, " drive us to the sea ; the sea

drives us back to the barbarians; between them we are ex-

posed to two sorts of death ; we are either slain or drowned."

As the Romans could not assist them, the Britons

asked a band of bold sea-rovers from Jutland, who had
landed in Kent in 449, for help. The sea-rovers con-

sented, and helped them to defeat the Picts and to drive

them back north. But after the victory, the Britons dis-

covered that it was difficult to get rid of their allies.

Britain was a pleasant country, with fine meadows and
cornfields, rich herds of cattle and flocks of sheep,

gardens and orchards. Being much better than their own
country, the Jutes determined to stay, and asked their

kinsmen at home, the Jutes, the Saxons and the Angles,

to come and share this pleasant country with them.

They lost no time in coming, and made war upon the

Britons, and took possession of their land. The surviving

Britons were gradually driven westwards into Wales,
where they settled down, speaking their own language

and remaining a separate people for many centuries.

The three peoples who conquered Britain formed them-
selves into different kingdoms. But they belonged to one
race, and gradually became known by a common name as

the English, and their language as the English language.

At first they fought against the Britons and the Picts and
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A ROMAN MERCHANT SHIP,

Scots. Then they began fighting with one another, and

the strongest kingdom became over-lord over the others.

In the ninth century, the Saxons, whose kingdom
spread over south-western Britain, had a strong king in

Egbert. Under him, England became more united than

it had ever been since the Britons had been conquered.

At this time the English themselves were attacked by a
K. E. Hist. R. 15-7
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common foe. The Danes, bold sea-rovers from the north

of Europe, came in their ships, attacked some undefended

port, killed, ravaged, and sailed off with their booty. ,

They came year after year, growing bolder with every

fresh attack, and finally settled in England. The English

found a strong man in King Alfred, who defeated the

Danes in the year 878. He could not, however, drive

them out of England, but had to give them a large part of

the country. At first, his successors also made the Danes

submit and become a part of the English kingdom.

But early in the eleventh century a new host of Danes

invaded England and drove the English king out of

the country. The English fought in vain, and were forced

to acknowledge the Dane Canute as their king.

Canute was a good ruler. He treated the Danes and

the English as equals, kept peace in the country, and

gave England an opportunity of recovering from the

terrible times from which it had suffered. After his death

England obtained again an English king in Edward the

Confessor, who ruled from 1042 to 1066.

Second Period, to 1453.—England and France.

Edward the Confessor died without leaving an heir.

The English elected Harold, the most powerful of their

own countrymen, as king. But William, Duke of Nor-

mandy, also thought he had a right to the English

crown. He was a cousin of Edward, while Harold

was only a brother-in-law. William also claimed that

Edward had promised him the crown. And once, when
Harold was in William's power, he would not let him go

before he took an oath with his hand on a chest, containing

relics of the saints, that Harold would help him to be king

of England,
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Harold did not

William had
forced upon him,

nor did he know
that the chest

contained relics.

The English did

not want a for-

eigner as king,

and justly as-

serted that King

Edward had no

right to promise

the throne to

anyone.

William was

very angry when
he heard that

Harold had been

elected King of

England. He
gathered an army

hold himself bound by an oath which

LANDING OF HENGIST,
One 0/ the first Saxoji Invaders.

and landed at Pevensey, in Sussex, on September 28th,

1066. Harold had just defeated the King of Norway,

who had invaded England, when the news was brought

him that William had landed.

Harold immediately rushed south, collecting an army

on his way, and at Senlac, on October 14th, a fierce battle

was fought. After a hard fight, Harold was killed and his

army destroyed, and as there was no one in England strong

enough to bring the English together to oppose William,

he marched to London, and on Christmas Day, 1066, was

crowned King of the English in Westminster Abbey.
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After William's coronation, the English people gradu-

ally submitted to him, but he took the lands of those

who had fought against him, and gave them to his Norman
followers. He did not want to treat the English harshly,

because he knew that he might want their help in his wars.

William would not allow any of his barons to become
stronger and more powerful than himself. When the

Norman barons rose against him, he used the English to

help him to put them down. It was therefore in his

interest to keep on good terms with the English.

The Norman Conquest brought about a good many
changes. All the chief places in the kingdom were

given to the Normans. French
became the fashionable lan-

guage, while the English lan-

guage was looked upon as vulgar.

But the great majority of the

people were English and spoke

English only. So we need, not

be astonished that the English

language triumphed in the end.

The Norman barons, in course

of time, became as EngHsh as

the conquered people, and
learned to make the English
language their own.

The greatest result of the Norman Conquest was the
fact that it brought England and France into conflict

with one another. Indeed, some of the kings who suc-
ceeded William looked upon this country only as a means
of providing money and soldiers for their French wars.

King Henry II., who came to the throne in 1154,
owned more than half of France. The King of France

WILLIAM I.

FROM HIS SEAL.
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Was " over-lord " to Henry, and naturally did not like it

that Henry, his subject, should possess the greatest part

of his own country, France.

Consequently there was constant war between the

French and English kings. Henry H. and his son

Richard I. were strong enough to protect their lands in

France ; but under John, who became king in 1199,

England began to lose its great foreign possessions.

He first lost Normandy ; then Anjou, Maine and

Touraine followed. His English barons revolted, and

offered the English crown to Louis, the son of the French

king, but John died before anything was done.

The loss of Normandy helped to unite the English people.

The Norman barons in England were cut off from Nor-

mandy, and became thoroughly English. The kings' chief

interests were no longer abroad, but in England. They tried

to make Wales and Scotland a real part ofthe English realm.

Edward I., who reigned from 1272 to 1307, succeeded

in the case of Wales, and partly in Scotland. But under

Edward H. all the advantages which had been gained

in Scotland were lost. Scotland remained hostile to Eng-

land for many centuries, and constantly aided the French

kings in their wars against England. It was only in 1707

that Scotland became a part of the United Kingdom.

Scotland caused the beginning of one of the longest and

severest wars between England and France—" The Hun-
dred Years' War"—which began in the year 1338 and did

not end until 1453. In 1327, when Edward HI. was invad-

ing Scotland, Philip, the king of France, invaded Gascony.

He promised help to the Scots, and allowed French

sailors to attack English ships. This aroused the Eng-

lish, for their ships carried on the prosperous wool trade

between England and Flanders, and these attacks inflicted
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great loss to this trade. Edward prepared for war, and

laid claim to the French throne, since he was the nephew

of the French king who had died in 1328.

Edward's claim was bad, as there were others with

better rights to the throne.

Besides, Philip had been king

of France for twelve years, and

it was only when he was about

to make war upon France, that

Edward advanced his claim to

the French throne.

In 1338, the French attacked

Portsmouth and Southampton,

and the English invaded the

north of France and gained a

SHIELD OF HENRY IV., scries of Splendid victories.

AS KING OF FRANCE. The English fleet destroyed the

whole of the French fleet in the Battle of Sluys, in

1340, and gave England the command of the seas. It

was the first of England's great naval victories.

English archers helped Edward to win this battle ; and

they next showed that they could also fight on land.

With a small army of English bowmen, Edward com-

pletely defeated a superior French army at Crecy in

1346. King Philip fled, and left twelve hundred French

knights and thirty thousand footmen killed.

Ten years later, Edward's son, the Black Prince, with

only eight thousand men, defeated a French army of

fifty thousand in the battle of Poitiers. The French

king was taken prisoner. The year previously his Scotch

ally, King David, was defeated and captured at the

Battle of Neville's Cross.

There was much rejoicing in England over these



THE BLACK PRINCE BEFORE THE BATTLE OF CRECV.

With ten thousand men he defeated a French army of sixty thousand.
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brilliant victories. The English were proud of their

soldier-king, their soldier-prince, and their bowmen ; and

they felt that the stain inflicted upon English arms at the

Battle of Hastings had now been wiped out.

But the possessions.which

had been gained in France

were soon lost. At the

death of King Edward III.,

Calais, Bordeaux and Bay-

onne were all that remained

to England of its large

French conquests. The
claim to the French throne,

however, was not given up.

King Henry V. again

advanced this claim and

invaded France in 1415,

and won the great battle

of Agincourt, with only

nine thousand men against

sixty thousand. Henry

was a great soldier, and

had he lived longer he

might perhaps have made
good his claim to the

French throne. After his

death the English lost

territory after territory,

until, at the end of the war in 1453, they had only the

town of Calais left belonging to them in France.

Third Period.—England a World Power.

In the third period, the first struggle arose with Spain,

which was the most powerful country in Europe in the

"-£*'

AN ENGLISH ARCHER.
A type of the men who won Crecy,

Poitiers and Agincourt.
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sixteenth century. The Spanish king ruled over Spain,

the Netherlands, large districts in Italy, and immense
territories in America.

King Henry VII. of England wanted this powerful

king as an ally against France, and obtained the Spanish

king's daughter, Katherine, as wife for his son, the future

King Henry VIII. But, when Henry divorced Queen
Katherine, and made England a Protestant country, the

two countries became deadly foes.

This hostile feeling became more bitter, when Mary, the

daughter of Katherine, became Queen of England and

married Philip II., King of Spain. Mary wished to make
England again a Catholic country and persecuted all

Protestants. The English blamed her Spanish husband,

and hated him because he was a Roman Catholic, and

had led England into a disastrous war with France, in

which England lost Calais, her last French possession.

Under Queen Elizabeth, England and Spain became

more unfriendly. Spain was the chief Catholic countr}^

while England was the chief Protestant Power. Spain

owned rich territories in America, and prevented the Eng-

lish from dealing with them. English seamen, prevented

from trading peacefully, attacked and captured the Spanish

treasure ships, and inflicted heavy damages upon Spain.

The Spaniards avenged themselves by hanging and

even burning English sailors. In 1570, the Pope excom-

municated Queen Elizabeth, and Philip planned an inva-

sion of England in order to take revenge, and to destroy a

strong Protestant Power. In 1588, his mighty fleet, the
" Invincible Armada," was ready for the invasion.

It was a dangerous hour for England, but the pluck

and cleverness of English seamen overcame the danger.

The small and quick ships of the English outsailed the
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QUEEN ELIZABETH.

heavy Spanish galleons. The English captains sent fire*

ships into Calais harbour, and made the Spanish ships

come out in great confusion. A heavy storm scattered

the Spanish fleet northwards, where many ships were

shipwrecked or captured by the pursuing English. Thus

the attempt of Spain to conquer England failed.

In the next century, the Dutch had the best mercantile

ships and a large shipping trade. England passed a

Navigation Act by which English ships alone were to

be allowed to import goods into England, excepting ships
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belonging to a country which produced the imported goods.

As Holland produced few goods, but carried those of

other nations, the Act inflicted serious loss upon her.

In consequence, war broke out between Holland and

England. The brave Dutch admiral, Van Tromp, for

THE "ARK ROYAL, AN ENGLISH SHIP THAT FOUGHT
AGAINST THE ARMADA.

some time swept the English Channel with a broom at

his mast-head, indicating his intention to sweep the Eng-
lish from the seas. The English admiral, Blake, however,

defeated him after a fight lasting four days.

Louis XIV., King of France, had received the English

King Charles II. when he was an exile, and had helped

him to win back his country. Charles was grateful to

Louis ; and as Louis was engaged in a war with Holland,

he got Charles to help him with his navy. So a fresh
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war broke out between Holland and England in 1665.

which lasted for eight years.

The English gradually began to see that the French did

not want England to command the sea, hence English

hatred turned against France. Holland acknowledged the

supremacy of England on the sea and made peace. The
marriage of William of Orange, the head of the Dutch

Republic, with Mary, the daughter of James L, cemented

the friendship of the two nations.

This alliance became still closer when King James H.

was driven out of England, and William of Orange

became king of England. He now used his position as

king of England against France. The English had good

reasons for making war against France, since the French

received the exiled English king James H., and helped

him in his attempts to recover the throne of England.

Consequently, a fresh war broke out between the two

countries, which lasted through t^e whole of the eighteenth

century, and ended with the battle of Waterloo in 1815.

England fought sometimes single-handed, sometimes as

the ally of other continental powers, which with England

did not want France to become too powerful.

In 1700 the King of Spain died, and the nearest heir

to the throne was the eldest son of the king of France,

and it seemed probable that France and Spain would be

united under one king. England, Holland and Austria

considered this as a danger to the safety of their own
nations. They therefore formed a "Grand Alliance," to

prevent the grandson of the French king from succeeding

to the throne of Spain.

The result was the war of the " Spanish Succession
''

which began in 1702 and lasted eleven years. John
Churchill, who afterwards became Duke of Marlborough,
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led the forces of the alhes and defeated the French in the

brilHant battles of Blenheim, Rainillies, Oiidenarde and Mal-

plaquct. England gained Gibraltar, Newfoundland, Nova
Scotia, Hudson Bay and the Straits.

For many years the great minister, Sir Robert Walpole,

made successful efforts to maintain peace, but, in 1739,

he was obliged to declare war against Spain, which turned

out badly for England, as did also " The war of the

Austrian Succession," in which England and Holland

fought against France and Spain.

Both France and England were now weary of war, and
were satisfied to remain at peace for some time. A fresh

struggle arose, however, caused by the attempt of the

French colonists in America to build a series of forts from

Louisiana to the Canadian Lakes. They wished to make
these forts a boundary line, and to prevent the English

from crossing this line westwards.

One million three hundred thousand English people would

have been shut up in a narrow strip of land along the sea-

coast, while sixty thousand Frenchmen would have owned
almost the whole of North America. The English colonists

objected, and war resulted between France and England.

At this time, France was at war with Frederick the

Great of Prussia. England helped Prussia with money to

fight France on the continent, while she put all her fighting

strength into the war in the colonies. In this way France

had to fight two wars, and was completely defeated.

General Wolfe captured Quebec and gained Canada for

England. The English admirals Rodney, Hawke, and Bos-

cawen defeated the French fleet, and Clive put an end to

French power in India. England triumphed everywhere,

and founded its mighty colonial empire.

There was just one blot; Canada and India had scarcely
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been won, when England lost thirteen of her colonies in

America. These, grieved on account of some unjust taxes

which England tried to impose upon them, revolted, and
declared themselves independent as the " United States of

America," and were assisted by France.

England had also earned the enmity of the northern

nations of Europe, because she confiscated all goods found

in neutral vessels trading

with the ports of her

enemies. The struggle

against the whole of

Europe was too much
even for England. She

made peace in 1783, and

submitted to the loss of

the United States.

Both England and

now desired

The French
oppressed,

wretched, and starving,

killed their king and

queen and many of their

nobles, and set up a new government of the people.

Other European states were afraid that this example

might be imitated by their own people, hence Austria and

Prussia joined to attack France, and to put an end to

the Revolution.

The execution of the French king and queen sent a

thrill of horror through all Europe, and when the French

government, in 1793, offered to help all nations to recover

their freedom, England, Austria, Prussia, Spain, Portugal,

and Holland combined against France.

France

peace,
people.

NAPOLEON THE FIRST.
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At this crisis, France found a great military genius
in Napoleon Buonaparte. Under his leadership, France
forced Holland, Spain, Austria and Prussia to make peace
with her, and she prepared to invade our country. Nelson's

great victory at the Battle of Trafalgar saved England.
The French fleet was destroyed, and England remained
mistress of the sea.

Napoleon, however, was victorious everywhere on land,

and now tried to crush England by closing all the ports

of France, and those of the allied nations, against English

goods. Then he attempted to obtain possession of the

Danish fleet, and to get control of Spain. But England
captured the Danish fleet at Copenhagen, and sent Sir

Arthur Wellesley, the future Duke of Welhngton, with an

army to the Peninsula. He proved successful, and the

French received the first check on land.

In the meantime, Napoleon had marched into Russia

to conquer it. He got to Moscow, but his soldiers perished

of cold, and he returned with little of the mighty army with

which he had set out. Prussia and Austria joined Russia,

and they defeated another French army, which Napoleon
had gathered in the battle of Leipzig. Napoleon was help-

less, and was compelled to abdicate in 1814.

But he returned to France in the following year,

escaping from Elba, where he had been placed by the

allies. Prussia and England defeated him finally at

the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. England sent him to

St. Helena, where he remained a prisoner till his death.

The long struggle against France was now at an end.

England had proved its power on land as well as on sea,

and now became the leading power in Europe.

In the years 1841 and 1842 England was at war with

China, and gained Hong-Kong, and other yalua,ble treaty
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ports. About this time, too, England waged war against

Afghanistan, because the Ameer had made an alHance

with Russia, of whom England was jealous, fearing that

Russia was aiming at the possession of India.

When Russia attacked Turkey in 1854, in order to

advance her own borders and to get access to the Mediter-

ranean Sea, England joined France to prevent this, and

the Crimean war broke out.

The war, though distinguished by gallant deeds, such as

the charge of the Light Brigade at Balaclava, and the

Battle of Inkermann, showed up the weakness of our

military system, and brought about some army reforms.

Russia was finally forced to make peace, and had to promise

not to have a fleet in the Black Sea.

From the Crimean war onwards, England's quarrels

were chiefly with the natives of its foreign possessions.

But in 1880, difficulties arose with a white race, the

Boers, in South Africa. In 1877 England had annexed

the Transvaal, which belonged to the Boers, and which,

at that time, was poor and in great danger from the

natives. The Boers, moreover, disliked the English, and

in 1881 they revolted, and defeated our soldiers at Laing's

Nek and at Majuba Hill, and obtained their independence.

In 1899 the Boers feared that the English wished to rob

them of their independence again ; the English com-

plained of the injustice of the Boers, who refused them
political rights.

As both nations claimed grievances, and as peaceful

negotiations failed, war broke out on October nth, 1899.

The Transvaal, and the Orange Free State, which joined

the Boers at the outbreak of the war, have been annexed

and occupied by British troops.



HOISTING THE FLAG AT PRKTOKIA.
This ceremony took place soon after our troops took possession of the town.

Lord Roberts is calling for three cheers for Queen Victoria.

K. E. Hist. i6—\.
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PART IX. SCOTLAND, IRELAND AND WALES.

The Scots drive the Romans out of Scotland.

In the earliest times with which we are acquainted, the

northern part of Great Britain was called Caledonia,

and its inhabitants Cale-

donians, although by

the Romans they were

known as Picts, that is,

the Painted People.

Originally the Scots

lived in the north of Ire-

land, and in the fourth

century they assisted the

Picts in attacking the

Roman settlements.

Some time later, the

Scots invaded Caledonia

and settled themselves in

Argyleshire.

The line of Pictish

kings did not end for a

long time afterwards, the

MEETING OF THE ci.ANS. two kingdoms of Picts

and Scots being united under Kenneth McAlpine, a Scot.

The new kingdom was hardly pressed, both from the

Danes in the North and the English in the South. In

the end, Edward the Elder was acknowledged by the

Scots as Father and Over-lord.

The city of Edinburgh, and perhaps Lothian, were still

English in language and character, the effect being to

draw the two countries together.
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Alexander III. was King of Scotland when he married a

daughter of Henry III. He did homage to his father-in-

law for those lands he held from the English monarch,
but he still claimed to be an independent sovereign.

At his death the crown of Scotland was in dispute, and
Edward I. claiming to have some right, based upon the

promise of William the

Lion, King of Scot-

land, in the reign of

Henry I., that he held

his crown as head of a

vassal state to England,

settled the difficulty by

deciding in favour of

John Baliol. Thereupon

the latter did homage
to the English sovereign,

and received the castles

on his realm.

Edward was not,

however, fully satisfied,

and he desired to make
his over-lordship more

real. The result of this

was a war, which only

came to an end when Edward III. acknowledged the

independence of Scotland.

To this period belongs the romantic history of Sir

William Wallace, a great and noble warrior, the Battle

of Bannockburn, and the close alliance of Scotland and

France, which lasted down to the Reformation.
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The Story of the Union of England and Scotland.

The story of the Union begins with the marriage of

Princess Margaret, daughter of Henry VII., to James IV.,

King of Scotland. The result of this was that James VI.

of Scotland became James I. of England.

James I. was anxious to bring about a complete union

between the two countries, and although Parliament hesi-

tated to co-operate, the judges decided that all Scotsmen

born after his accession to the throne of England were

naturalized Englishmen.

It was not till a hundred years later, in the reign of

Anne, that the Union

was finally effected,

and one Parliament

estabhshed for both

countries.

The Union is now

so complete that it is

difficult for us to

imagine that two

countries so closely

connected should
have ever been sepa-

rate. Wise states-

manship gave the

Scottish people every

proof that their laws

and their religion

would be upheld, and even to this day one of the first acts

of a new sovereign is to record his will to this effect.

King Edward VII. is, therefore. King of Scotland as

well as King of England, and as King of Scotland he can

proudly claim to be king of an unconquered people.

BATTLE BANNOCKBURN.
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-*r,

Scotland has

contributed to

the greatness of

the British Em-
pire not merely

by giving us a

poet of unsur-

passed beauty

and humanity in

Robert Burns,

or a novelist of

such depth of

feeling and
knowledge of

life as Sir Walter

Scott, though

JOHN KNOX's HOUSE AT
EDINBURGH.

these two names alone

would be sufficient to

command the homage of

every Briton.

John Knox was a

famous preacher and
reformer, whose influence

is still evident in Scottish

life and character, though

he lived four hundred

years ago. David Hume
,

the historian, was a THOMAS CARLYLE.
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Scotsman, and so was Adam Smith, the author of " The
Wealth of Nations." This was a book of the highest

value, because it told us that a nation must not be

extravagant any more than an individual, and that every

tax should be removed that stopped trade.

Thomas Carlyle, too, one of the deepest thinkers who
ever lived, was a native of Scotland, and though he lived

most of his life in London, he was a true Scotsman to the

end. He was a shrewd, hard-headed, common sense man,

brusque in manner, and an unrelenting enemy, yet he had

a noble conception of life, and a heart of deep feeling.

It would be, however, impossible to even name the

great men who, born in Scotland, have made the world

their debtors, either for their learning or their skill in

the arts, whether in poetry, painting, or invention, in

trade, discovery, or statesmanship, or for valour on the

battlefield.

Ireland. Early History.

Irish history
begins in the en-

chanting realms of

romance and fable,

and there is perhaps

no country that pos-

sesses legends of

greater beauty and

interest. Ireland

was first inhabited

by Celts, who were

a tall race with light

hair and blue eyes.
Lawrence. .

1 heir kings were

called Righs. There was one supreme Righ, with inferior
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Righs under him. Again, under the Righs were the

chiefs of the clans, or Septs. The land was held in

common, and no one possessed any private property,

and to this day there is a strong feeling among the

Irish people that there should be no landlords. It is this

feeling that has made Ireland so difficult to govern.

The religion was Druidism, but about the time the

Jutes were invading Kent a great Christian teacher

RUINS ON THE ISLAND OF INNISFALLEN, KILLARNEY.
From Photo by Messrs. Frith & Co., Reigate.

appeared in Ireland, who, by his teaching and example,

brought about great changes. He is known as the

"Apostle of Ireland," and there is no name in Ireland

more held in reverence now than that of Saint Patrick.

Ireland then became a great centre of Christianity

Irish missionaries travelled to Britain and to Europe.

Irish schools became famous, and attracted students from
all parts, and the island was known as " The Home of the

Saints." One of the most renowned schools was on the
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beautiful island of Innisfallen, at Killarney, the ruins of

which are still to be seen. This happy condition of

things was ruined by the invasion of the Danes, who, for

two hundred years, ravaged the country until they were

defeated at the battle of Clontarf in 1014.

Early Conquest by England.

In the reign of Henry II., Richard Fitz-Gilbert, called

Strongbow, was sent to conquer Ireland, and he brought

the Irish Church under the authority of the Pope. There

were three parties in Ireland, the English of the Pale, or

the district around Dublin, the people in the country

beyond the Pale, consisting of both

English and Irish, and the ancient

Celtic inhabitants of the west.

Some of the highest families,

like the Geraldines and the

Butlers, as well as many adven-

turers, came over from England

and seized the lands of the Irish

clans ; but even at the accession

of the Tudors the hold of England

was confined to the Pale.

But Ireland gave continual

trouble to England, especially by

helping men who claimed the

English throne, and by the rebel-

lions of the great Irish chiefs.

Henry VIII. and Queen Mary
both treated the Irish harshly.

MONUMENT OVER The former forced the Reformation
STRONGBOW'S GRAVE ^^^^ ^^^ ^Ook the title of
in Christ Church Cathedral, . rri

Dublin. I^ing or Ireland, Under Mary,
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numbers of the people were killed, and their lands and

houses occupied by English settlers.

In the reign of Elizabeth, a great chieftain in the

north, named O'Neill, rebelled, but was forced to submit,

and she was able to leave a fairly quiet and pacified

Ireland. The two talented Englishmen, Sir Walter

Raleigh and the poet Spenser, lived in the south in

this reign, and it is said the latter read to the former,

whom he calls the " summer's nightingale," his great

work, "The Faerie Queene." The picturesque old house

in which Raleigh lived near Youghal is still standing,

much as he left it, amidst the foreign trees which he

brought from abroad and planted there.

Ireland Under English Dominion.

James I. was the first King of England whose authority

was recognised in all Ireland, but he persecuted the

Catholics^ and, in Ulster, placed English and Scottish

settlers on their lands. This explains why the people in

the north of Ireland are to-day so different from the rest

of the inhabitants.

While the civil war raged in England there was also

a ten years' Irish rebellion. The Catholics mainly

supported Charles I., hence Cromwell had thousands of

them put to death and their lands divided among his

soldiers. This accounts for the hatred the Irish people

have for the memory of the Great Protector.

Ireland had to be reconquered by William III., and

severe laws were passed against Roman Catholics. They
were excluded from the Irish Parliament ; it was made
difficult for them to hold land ; they were excluded from

the chief professions ; and they were deprived of all their

votes.
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OLD PARLIAMENT HOUSE, DUBLIN, NOW THE
BANK OF IRELAND.

From Photo by Messrs. Frith tSr- Co., Rcigate.

These events produced the rise of a Patriotic Party, led

by Dean Swift, a witty clergyman who wrote "Gulliver's

Travels " and other famous books. It set itself to get rid

of the Act of Parliament passed in 1719 which gave the

English Parliament the power to make laws for Ireland.

Further, ships built in Ireland were forbidden to trade

with the Colonies, and the exportation of cattle and Irish

woollens and linens was seriously hindered. After a

struggle of many years, the right to make its own laws was
re-granted to the Irish Parliament; but in 1798 the Irish

again rebelled, and in consequence the independence of

the Irish Parliament was abolished, and the Act of

Union passed in 1801, by which Ireland was united with
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England, and one Parliament created for the whole of

the United Kingdom.

Ireland since the Act of Union.

It was believed that Ireland would now become a peace-

ful and contented country, but the hope was not fulfilled.

Agitations sprang up, some of which, such as

that which in 1829 secured equal political

rights for Catholics, have been successful.

Mr. Gladstone endeavoured to give the

Irish people the fullest measure of their

demands, by disestablishing the Irish

Church and by passing an Irish Land Act

favourable to the tenants. He failed to

secure for them " Home Rule," which

means a parliament of their own in Dublin

with the right to make their own laws.

The movement for this still goes on, and is

left as a problem to be solved in the future.

The native language of the Irish is called

Erse, and is a branch of the Celtic. It is

still spoken in the western counties, and a

powerful league now exists to encourage its

study. In Cork and other towns, trades-

men's announcements are now frequently

printed in Erse.

The Irish are a cheerful and quick-witted

people, and Irishmen have at all times risen

to the highest eminence. No country can

boast of such an array of eloquent men in

Church and State. Archbishop Magee in mace of

the former, and Edmund Burke in the latter,
IRISH

ij r ^T7 11- , X ,
HOUSE OF

are world-tamous. Wellmgton, and Lords lords
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Roberts and Wolseley are some of the soldiers that Ireland

has produced. From the earliest times she has possessed

a rich literature, and in Trinity College library, at Dublin,

may be seen some beautifully illuminated books of hymns

written in Celtic by Saint Patrick and others. Dean Swift,

Goldsmith, whose " Vicar of Wake-
field " and " Deserted Village " are

known to every school-boy, and

Thomas Moore, the writer of sweet

songs, are modern examples showing

that Ireland still maintains the

literary reputation it earned in the

dim past.

BURKE S STATUE.

The Principality of Wales.

After the Romans had left Eng.

land, the Saxons drove the ancient

settlers into the mountain districts

of Wales, where they remained an

independent people. Many efforts

were made to conquer them, but

were only partly successful.

Even when William the Conqueror had become King of

England the Welsh refused to pay him tribute. William

invaded the country, but North Wales was not subdued

until Edward I. compelled Llewellyn, prince of that

portion of Wales, to sue for peace. Llewellyn rose again

against the English, but was defeated, and his surviving

brother, Prince David, was executed as a traitor at

Shrewsbury.

Edward united Wales to England, and conferred upon

his son, who afterwards became Edward II., the title of

Prince of Wales. Since that day, the next heir to the
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throne has been privileged to bear that title by the

special will of the Sovereign.

Under Henry VIII, , who had Welsh blood in his

veins, Wales secured parliamen-

tary representation, and the

union with England was com-

pleted.

The Welsh are an earnest,

religious people, proud of their

race, their history, their language,

and their beautiful country

—

practical, because they are devo-

ted to education, and poetical

because they love music, whether

they find it in poetry or chorus

singing.

In the old days of stress and

sorrow, the national spirit was

kept alive by the ancient bards,

who told their tales and sang

their songs to the weird im-

passioned music of the harp.

The Welsh retain this love of

music in undiminished simplicity and splendour to this

present day, and while their preachers are often spoken

of as the most eloquent, their great choirs remain the

most perfect in the world.

The quaint habits of dress and custom have nearly all

disappeared, but the Eisteddfod every year reminds us of

the past, when the Welsh people came together for mutual

help and counsel. The Welsh sugar-loaf shaped hat, so

amusing to strange eyes, is now, sad to say, nowhere so

familiar as in the fancy fair or the nursery picture book.

A CELTIC BARD.
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CARNARVON CASTLE,

the Birthplace of the First Prince of Wales.

The patron saint of Wales is Saint David, about whom
there are many legends, some of them very tender and

beautiful. That Saint David marks the first great step

from the old pagan days to Christian times belongs to

history. He devoted his life to his faith and to his

people, preaching by precept and example the principles

of wisdom and purity.

The people were greatly influenced by him, and,

according to the spirit of the times, were often inclined

to attribute to him the power to work miracles. His

was a noble life, for " to the students he was learning

;

to the poor he was life ; to the widow, support ; to the

country, a true head."

No wonder then that Wales honours Saint David,

because, in honouring Saint David, Wales honours herself.

To this day the anniversary of the death of Saint David,

the ist of March, 6oi, is a festal day in every Welsh

household, whether at home or abroad.
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SUMMARY.
I.—The People.

British. Resembled the Gauls (according to Julius Caesar).

Their various clans were divided into tribes, which wandered
about, the men being chiefly engaged in raiding and hunting.

Their priests, the Druids, also acted as judges, teachers and
medicine men, and among iheir objects of worship were the

mistletoe and the sun and moon. They clothed themselves

in skins, relieved in the case of their kings, by gold ornaments.

Marriages were regarded as great festivals.

Anglo-Saxons. Came from the lower basin of the Elbe

and neighbouring districts. They were born sailors, fearless

and adventuresome ; were less savage than the Britons, but

stained their skins with blue paint. From their marriage

customs we get our terms " bridal " (bride-ale) and " best-

man." Hawking and hunting were their favourite occupa-

tions, while they enjoyed music and games. They buried

their dead instead of burning them as the Britons did. The
introduction of Christianity brought monasteries, and the

minsters and abbeys of Canterbury, York, Peterborough,

Ely, Beverley and Winchester date back to Saxon times.

Normans. Under these, civilization and manners greatly

improved, and education received encouragement in the

foundation of such schools as Westminster and St. Paul's.

Mud huts gave place to stone houses, and a large number of

strong castles was built. New monasteries sprang up, and
became at first centres of learning, hospitals for the sick and
needy, and shelters for travellers. Trade began to increase,

London becoming an important port, and merchants forming

trade-gilds (see under Trade). Naturally the habits of daily

life were more luxurious, while the taste for music greatly

fostered the increase in the variety of musical instruments.

Travelling continued to be difficult, both owing to the con-

dition of the roads and the prevalence of highway robber}^

The weapons of war, both of attack and defence, became more
elaborate, while, in peace, the love of fighting, with its

necessary training, was encouraged by the national sport of

tournaments. In the fourteenth century the system of knight-

hood, with all its fine virtues and notions of chivalry, was at

its prime, and Knights of the Garter date the origin of their

order to the year 1343, which almost coincides with the use of

gunpowder in war (1338). Later, the Black Death (1348)
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desolated the country and rendered labour scarce, setting

back the progress of the people ; but during the fifteenth

century, the establishment of grammar schools and such
colleges as Winchester and Eton helped on the educational
work of the monastic and cathedral schools.

The Tudors. The Commons now assumed greater power,
and a remarkable advance appeared in art, literature, religion

and enterprise with the growing power of the middle classes,

the " New Learning," the discovery of America, and the
introduction of printing. Tournaments now gave place to

the less martial mummeries, masques and pageants. During
Elizabeth's reign the different classes of society came into

closer relationship, and the foundations of the present love
of sport were laid in the then growing desire for such games
as tennis, football and fencing, which, however, could not
entirely distract from the cruel exhibitions of the baiting of
bears and bulls. The practice now arose of sending the sons
of well-to-do people to Italy to complete their education, while
a greater attention was given to dress and ornaments. Of the

numerous feasts, we now retain those like Christmas, Easter,

and Whitsuntide. Travelling continued to be attended with
danger, but the Thames became a favourite means of transit.

Puritanism. (See also p. 259.) The influence of this

movement was shown both in the severer tone of social life

and the cessation of innocent diversions, and in the quieter

method of dress. Another striking effect of Puritanism was
the stricter method of training children in closer study, and the

exhibition of greater respect for their parents. But the Restora-
tion brought a reaction, and general amusement in the way of
theatres, dances, horse-races, cock-fights, etc., became rife.

William and Mary — Anne. The tide of popular
taste now took a more serious turn, the love of amusement
yielding to a desire for educational advancement. Such
newspapers as the Spectator, Tatlcr and Guordian exerted
good influence, while the results of Handel's great genius,

suited as they were to the taste and character of the English
people, created a beneficial effect that promises to be perma-
nent. Art, too, received a great stimulus in the works of Hogarth,
Wilson, Gainsborough, Romney and Sir Joshua Reynolds.

Nineteenth Century. Among the many improvements
we should notice : Post Office reform ; introduction of the

steamship (1813) and railway (1825) systems; the practical
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application of electricity to the telegraph (1837), the telephone

(1876), and in recent years, to the Marconi discovery of

wireless telegraphy ; while present-day scientific workers are

quietl}' investigating the possibilities of natural forces, and
endeavouring to wrest from Nature others of its jealously-

guarded secrets, e.g. aerial navigation.

II.-The Church.

Introduction of Christianity. There is good evidence of

Christian teaching in Britain before 200 A.D., e.g. Martyrdom
of St. Alban (305); but the influence was mainly confined to

the North of England, Wales and Cornwall, to which the

Britons fled from the attacks of the heathen English.

Conversion of England. The marriage of the Christian

princess Bertha of Paris to King Ethelbert of Kent (572)
paved the way to the mission sent by Gregory (577), after the

latter had learnt the history of the English youths exposed
for sale in Rome. When he became Pope, Gregory sent

Augustine (597), who was well received by Ethelbert, and
became first Archbishop of Canterbury. In his remaining

seven years he exerted great influence, and founded the

bishoprics of London and Winchester (601). Then the

Church's influence waned until St. Aidan came from the

island of lona (635), upon which St. Columba had founded a

church in 563. The efforts of this apostle gave new life to

the flame that seemed to be flickering out of existencti. St.

Aidan settled at Lindisfarne (Holy Island), and though the

south lingered for some years in idolatry, heathenism finally

disappeared from the Isle of Wight in 686.

Three Great Men of this Period. (i) Theodore,
seventh Archbishop of Canterbury (690), whose policy,

directed towards unifying the Church, helped to bind together

the English nation. He also founded many schools
; (2) St.

CuTHBERT (A.D. 687), Prior of Holy Island, lived as a hermit on
Fame Island for nine years, when he was persuaded to be

made a bishop. After two years' useful work he returned to

his former life ; he died shortly afterwards, his bones finding

a resting-place, after seven years of wandering, in a spot now
sheltered by Durham Cathedral ; and (3) Bede, born near

Jarrow in 673. To him we owe the history of the Conversion
of England, and the translation of St. John's Gospel ; he was
also learned in medicine and astronomy.

K. E. Hist. 17—

t
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Under the Danes. The ravages of the Danes (begun

in 827) threw back the good work of the Church. Their

murderous attacks were chiefly directed against the monas-

teries and churches, which they pillaged and destroyed, and

one of their early victims was King Edmund (870), whose
memory is preserved in the name of Bury St. Edmunds.
Then the tide of disaster and ruin was checked by the noble

King Alfred the Great, who combined the highest qualities

of a soldier and statesrnan with the earnest piety of a sincere

Christian. He was the saviour both of his Church and

country, and under his influence many of the Danes embraced

Christianity. His good work was continued by the great and

just Archbishop Dunstan (988), and St. Alphege, another

Archbishop of Canterbury (1006-12). King Canute devoted

much of his power and influence to the Christian cause, and

re-built and endowed many of the destroyed churches and

monasteries. Under Edward the Confessor, many bishoprics

were held by Normans, but Earl Godwin (1052) and his son

Harold (who became King in 1066) restored English influence

and made Stigand Archbishop.

Under the Normans and Plantagenets. The Church

now became more closely connected with the Popes of Rome,
and Lanfranc, appointed Archbishop by William I., did much
to make it of a more orderly and religious character. His

attempts to uphold the Contest of Investiture were later sup-

ported by the pious Anselm (William II.). Then a severe

struggle between the Church and the Crown gave prominence

to the remarkable and distinguished Thomas Becket, whose
zeal for his Church brought about his cruel assassination

(1170), the result of which however served to link the people

closer to the Church, and the Church to Rome. The increase

in the Church's power was later manifested in the leading

part played by the Archbishop, Stephen Langton, whose
noble and untiring efforts secured for the English the Great

Charter of English liberty (1215). Then ensued a period of

decay, in which the worldlincss of the friars drew upon them

protests from John Wycliffe, who translated the Bible and

prepared the way for the Reformation.

Causes of the Reformation. (1) The growing influence

of the Popes, who aimed at securing greater worldly wealth

and power; (2) the change in the character of the monasteries;

(3) the revival of learning ; and (4) the dispute concerning
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the validity of Henry VIII.'s marriage with Catlierine. The
last brought about the fall of the great Cardinal Wolsey, and
the separation of the Church of England from Rome, King
Henry VIII. declaring himself the Supreme Head of the

Church. During 1536 to 1539 the monasteries were sup-

pressed, and though at first there was no change of doctrine,

Henry authorized the publication of the Bible and Prayer
Book in English, the latter appearing in the reign of Edward
VI. A reaction took place in Mary's reign, many notable

men suftering martyrdom, but under Elizabeth, the authority

of the Pope was for ever abolished.

The Puritans. The hatred of Romish ritual, and the

influence of the writings of Calvin, led to the formation of a

sect called Puritans, who desired a purer form of worship.

They incurred the anger of Elizabeth (1593), and met with no
support from James I. at the Hampton Court Conference, one
result of which, however, was a new translation of the Bible

(Authorised Version). But their power grew in the reign of

Charles I., who, with Laud, his Archbishop, fell a victim to

their vengeance, and with Cromwell at their head, the Church
and the clergy suffered terrible persecution. But the Puritans

(or Independents) lost ground, and under Charles II., the

Church regained its position; while the Act of Uniformity and
other measures (1661-1665) resulted in their final separation

from the Church, and fixed the date of the beginning of modern
Non-Conformity. The Test Act (1628) was directed against

the Roman Catholics, and James II. lost his crown mainly
through his efforts to re-establish his own faith (1688). Under
William III., a Calvinist, freedom of worship was granted
to all except Roman Catholics, b}^ the Toleration Act of 1689.

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries. Under Queen
Anne and succeeding sovereigns, the Church lost much of its

life and spirit, but the sturdy vigour and preachings of John
Wesley and the brothers Whitfield saved it from extinction.

From their strict and methodical observances of Church fasts

and feasts, they obtained the name of Methodists. Wesley,
however, never left the Church ; this was the act of his fol-

lowers four years after his death in 1791. The Church
revived somewhat, but it remained for the promoters of the

Oxford Movement (Keble, Newman and Pusey) to deepen the

revival and to leave their lasting influence in the more fre-

quent, reverent and pleasing services of the present day, and
in the better observance of the sacraments.
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Ill—The Law.
Law originated in decisions given by the chief or king, who

was regarded as the fountain of justice. The increase of
population led to appointment of officers, who were mainly
guided in their decisions by judgments already given, or
customs already established by the kings.
Saxons. There were three courts, Shire-moot, Hundred-moot and Town-

moot, each presided over by its Reeve ; hence sheriff (shire-reeve). The law
dealt mainly with crime. The two methods of trial were Co/npm-gation and
Ordeal. Under the former, the accused had to depend upon his friends to

establish his innocence. This crude method actually existed in cases of debt
until 1833. Trial by ordeal was a matter of chance, and the accused rarely

emerged successfully from the lest. Punishment was usually exacted in fines,

of which wer, bot, and wite were the most common. Dooms or codes of law
were drawn up by some Saxon kings, notably Alfred and Edgar, in order to

bring all the English under one system.

Normans and PlantagenetS. William I. strove to establish uni-

formity, and members of the Curia Regis, or Great Council, which supplanted
the Saxon Witan, were sent out to assist the various moots. Out of these visits

grew the English Common Law, and the increasing work of the Curia Regis
brought about the establishment of three courts : (i) Exchequer, for revenue
purposes ; (2) King's Bench, for cases as between the sovereign and subjects ;

and (3) Common Pleas, for disputes between subjects. The last (provided

for in Magna Charta, 121 5) was, with the Court of Exchequer, merged into

the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court of Justice in 1881.

Under the Feudal system land became the property of the

king, the holders paying rent in the form of military service.

But Edward I. made it possible to convey land from one
person to another. The old punishments by fine disappeared,

and the death penalty was inflicted for even small offences.

The writ replaced the Saxon verbal messages, while trial by
compurgation and ordeal disappeared in the thirteenth

century. Listead were instituted Wager of battle (abolished

by Act of 1 81 9) and Trial by jury. The Grandjury of to-day
is traceable to the twelve senior thanes of Ethelred II. (978).

The Common jury, from being mere witnesses acting upon
personal knowledge (compurgation) now began to hear
evidence and to form decisions, but it was not until the reign

of George I. that the unanimous opinion of twelve men was
accepted as a verdict. The first prisons were built by
Henry II., but they remained places of the most shocking
character until the reforming efforts of Elizabeth Fry and
John Howard led to their improvement.

The Church and the Law. Under the Normans, separate

courts were formed to deal with ecclesiastical matters, this

power remaining practically undisturbed until 1857, when
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.questions dealing with marriages and wills were settled in a

new court established for the purpose. Under the privilege

of " benefit of clergy," clergymen and certain other persons
escaped merited punishment. But this freedom was curtailed

from time to time until it was finally extinguished in 1827.

Various Courts.
Assizes. Originally shire-moots, visited by justices from the Curia Regis,

and known as County Courts, they were developed by Henry I. ; the present

system of Assizes, by which the country is mapped out into Circuits, owes its

origin to the Assize of Clarendon (1166) under Henry H. From these courts

there was a right of appeal to the Curia Regis, just as to day the House of Lords
is the final Court of Appeal. The County Court of the present time (established

1846) merely deals with cases in which the amount of money in dispute is small.

Petty and Quarter Sessions. Under Edward HI., Justices of the

Peace were created, and Quarter Sessions instituted to deal with smaller ofiences,

sending the serious ones to the Assizes. In this reign, too, was established the

Court of Chancery (1348). The Common Law proved inadequate for

certain offences, and many persons could only obtain redress by application to

the King, who created this court, (known also as the Court of Equity, because
it decided what was right and just). It was presided over by the Chancellor,

at first an Ecclesiastic, but the frequent disputes between it and the Common
Law courts led to the chancellorship being held by a lawyer. Finally Equity
became a fi.xed system like Common Law ; begun by Lord Ellesmere

(James I.), it was completed by Lord Eldon (died 1838). The Common Law
has, however, become more elastic, and has admitted, under the name of

mercantile law, certain customs arising out of commercial dealings.

Until 1873, ^^ Courts of Law were very nearly the same as in the reign of

Edward III., but the different Courts were finally combined and made part of

the High Court of Justice.

Statute Law. Under Edward I. Acts of Parliament began to enter into

the legal system, which for three centuries was mainly an expansion of Edward's
ideas. It is only by Act of Parliament that any law can be altered. The
power of transferring ownership of land by will (permitted by Saxon law) was
renewed under Henry VIII., then changed in 1678, and finally settled in 1837 ;

while many of the burdens of the feudal system were abolished in 1660. Son^e
of the most important statutes were :—Assize of Clarendon (ii66y ; Statute of

Frauds (1678) ; Habeas Corpus Act (1679) ; Act of Settlement (1701), by which
judges no longer held office at the pleasure of the sovereign ; while between
1688 and 1820, 187 new offences were added to the Statute book, the punish-
ment for which was hanging. Before the accession of Queen Victoria, however,
very few offences were punishable by death, and towards the end of the nine-

teenth century, prisoners were at last allowed to obtain legal assistance, to call

witnesses, and even to give evidence in their own behalf

IV.—Parliament.
This, the oldest and most admii-ed of British institutions,

owes its origin to the Witenagemot, i.e. the moot {ox meeting)
of the Witan (wise men), which had the right of choosing the
king, and of giving him advice and authority. It appointed
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officers of state ; made peace and war ; levied taxes (e.g.

Danegeld) ; made laws ; and assessed fines for robbery and
murder. It consisted of about a hundred of the great men of
the Court, Church, and State. The power to choose the king
was sustained in the Act of Settlement of 1701, which pro-
vided for the succession to the throne. Parliament (before

1265) consisted of the barons and prelates (bishops and
abbots) without whose consent the king could not obtain
money by taxation. John's attempts to impose taxes illegally

helped greatly towards the drawing up of Magna Carta.

Parliament of to-day. In 1265 Simon de Montfort sum-
moned representatives from the shires, cities, and boroughs
to join the Great Council, and Edward 1. summoned in 1295
the Model Parliament of the Lords Spiritual, the Lords
Temporal, and the Commons— the first real representative

parliament of the English people. In 1297, Edward I.

confirmed Magna Carta and subsequent charters of liberties.

All three Estates sat in one chamber in Westminster Hall, the bishops and
barons at the upper end, and the knights and burgesses at the lower. The
division into two separate chambers probably took place towards the close of

the fourteenth century.

The growth of Parliament. The right to control taxa-

tion secured to Parliament the power to obtain redress of

grievances. From time to time it exerted its rights, e.g. the

deposition of Richard II. (1399), ^^^^ Restoration (1660), and
the Revolution (1688). The fierce Wars of the Roses
weakened its influence, and under the Tudors it offered little

resistance to the several monarchs. It was easily cowed by
Henry VIII., and allowed itself to be bent to the will of both
Mary and Elizabeth. In 1601, however, it successfully

opposed some of the items in a bill of monopolies.
Under the Stuarts, the struggle between King and Parliament was long and

bitter. The middle cla.ss, growing richer and stronger after the Wars of the

Roses, gave the Commons greater power, while the Puritans, desirous of reli-

gious reform, became a party of great importance. Both James I. and Charles

I. tried to raise money without consent of Parliament, and the latter ruled

absolutely for eleven years. But the Long Parliament (1640-1660) oljtained

control of the army and sent Charles to the scaffold. Then the army, under

Cromwell, ruled the country, the House of Lords being abolished during 1649-

1657. To this period dates the introduction of Scottish and Irish representatives.

The Restoration found Parliament once more free, but the persecution of

the Catholics caused much unrest and frequent dismissals of Parliament by
Charles n. The attempt of James H. to rule despotically brought about his

downfall and the Revolution (1688). His successor, William of Orange,

conceded the principle in his Declaration to the people that Parliament was
free to choose their king, and this principle was upheld and enlarged in the

Act of Settlement (1701).
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Henceforward the power of Parliament increased, the privilege of free

speech being secured, together with control over the army. Party spirit,

however, became more acute, the bitter haired between the Whigs and Tories
finding expression in cruel acts of vengeance. The weak personality of Anne
and the union of the Scots and English Parliaments (1707) combined to

increase the influence of Parliament. Then the ignorance of (jeorge I. of the
English language and customs threw the burden of government upon the
Prime Minister and his colleagues, and Walpole, during his term of office

(1721-42) used his power towards advancing the progress of his country. The
system of bribery which he adopted was continued by George III., who carried

out his own designs and wishes with the aid of his corrupted supporters, known
as "the king's friends," and through his obstinacy, brought about the loss of
the American colonies.

Parliamentary Reform. The increase in manufactures
gradually changed rural land into busy industrial centres, and
eventually it appeared that many populous districts were
often barely represented in Parliament, while certain places
without a single resident returned two members. Pitt failed

in his attempt to remedy this injustice (1785), but succeeded
in uniting the Pariiaments of Great Britain and Ireland (1801).
It was not until 1832, however, after fierce opposition from the
House of Lords, that Lord John Russell carried his Reform
Bill giving more proportionate representation in Parliament.
Further beneficial changes were introduced in later Reform
Bills (1867 and 1884), and during the years from 1832, through
the greater influence of the middle classes in Parliament,
better laws were passed in the interest of the working classes,

e.g. Abolition of Slavery (1833), Factory Act (1844), and a
new Poor Law (1834). The claims of the Chartists (1838)
were, for the most part, conceded in course of time, while the
efforts of Cobden and Bright brought about the Repeal of the
Corn Laws in 1846, with the support of Sir Robert Peel.

The Ballot Act of 1870 secured more honest representation.
A further Franchise Act has given the vote to women under certain

conditions, and the Act of 1918 rearranged and added to the number of the
constituencies.

v.—Language and Literature.

Introduction. The first known language of our islands

(preserved in some Dublin MSS., in the Welsh legends of

King Arthur and in the dialects of certain parts of Wales,
Scotland and Ireland and the Isle of Man) was Celtic. The
Saxon speech, the foundation of the English language, received

direct benefit by additions from the Greek, Latin and French
and other continental tongues in point of spirit, refinement

and style.
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Old English. Epic and lyric poetry (mostly unwritten) marlced this

period, when professional singers described the doings of the kings in moving
verse and song. Of these, the Beowulf va the greatest poem. Literature re-

ceived its first impetus from two monks, Caedmon and the Venerable Bede
(seventh and eighth centuries). Alfred the Great encouraged the writing of

history, sermons and essays, and made the "Old English Chronicles" reliable

narratives of English History.

Middle English. Latin and Norman-French became predominant
elements of our literature, but the English tongue finally emerged triumphant,
and now is the most widely-spoken language in the world. State papers began
to be printed in English in the reign of Henry TIL, but it remained for Chaucer,
the " Father of English Poetry," to establish a national language in his " Can-
terbury Tales" and other works, his efforts being furthered by John Wycliffe

and others.

Modern English. The introduction of printing (1476) and the dispersal

of the Constantinople MSS. stimulated the Revival of Learning (or the

Renaissance), and a new literature took the place of the old " Romance "

writings. French and Italian yielded to Greek and Roman, while the change
was aided by the discovery of the New World, and the Reformation. Spenser's
"Faerie Queene " forms a link between the Middle and Modern English
periods. But it was Shakespeare, the greatest of the world's poets and
dramatists, who elevated English literature to the highest rank, his friends and
successors includi.ig Ben Jonson and the superb Milton. Then poetry, except
for a few notable examples, made way for an outburst of prose, the early

exponents of which were Bunyan, Swift, Steele, and Addison, while the school

of novelists was ushered in by Richardson, Fielding, and Sterne.

The writers of later years may be thus classified :

—

Novelis'-s. Charloite Bronte, Thackeray, Dickens, Lytton, Charles Kingsley,
Scott, George Eliot, Besant, Hall Caine, and Meredith.

Historians. Hume, Macaulay, Giblion, Hallam, and Froude.
Philosophers. Locke, Adam Smith, Mill, and Carlyle ; with scientific ex-

ponents like Newton, Darwin, Faraday, Huxley, and the Herschells.

Other famous writers. Dr. Johnson, Goldsmith, Lamb, de Quincey,
Matthew Arnold, and John Ruskin ; with the poets ranging from Dryden and
Pope, to Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, Byron, and Scott, and later to Browning
and Lord Tennyson.

Note.—The famous carved Anglo-Saxon casket^ (made in the 8th century)

contained, among others, the following subjects :— Romulus and Remus,
suckled by the wolf; the Adoration of the Magi ; the Taking of Jerusalem;
and the .Archer (foreshadowing William Tell), accompanied by inscriptions in

the Northumbrian dialect. The missing portions are in the Bargello at Florence.

1 See page 161.

VI.—Trade.
Tlie histofy of English trade may be divided into two

periods (i) Mediaeval, to accession of Henry VII.; (2)

Modern, from accession of Heniy VII. to present day.

(1). Mediaeval, subdivided into {a) Up to Edward III.;

{!>) Edward III. to Heniy VII.
(a). Confined mainly to production and export of raw woo!, with a little tin

and lead. Our knowledge of the agricultural condition of the country is due
to the remarkable compilation of the Domesday Survey instituted by William I.
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Foreign trade. In the hands of Flemings, Gascons, Italians, and
Ilanseatic merchants, who were mainly concerned with the manufacture of tlio

raw woo] and distribution of the finished goods. Merchants from Lombardy
replaced the Jewish money-lenders, and introduced the system of banking and
Bills of Exchange.
Trade-gilds. Originated in the hanse or gild-merchant, which enabled

towns to exercise control over the trades. Still preserved in the City of

London Livery Companies.
Legislation. Under Edward I., prices and wages were fixed by statute

;

Statute of Merchants benefited foreign merchants, while Statute of Winchester
regulated highways.

(b). Edward III., "Father of English commerce," encouraged weavers,
fullers and dyers from the Low Countries to settle in England. The Ordinance

of Staple fixed certain staple towns for the trade in wool.

Under Richard II. restrictions were placed on importation in order to

encourage native industry, and the English carrying-trade was assisted by the

Navigation Act of 1381.

The ravages of the Black Death (1348-49) had made labour scarce, and to

check the rise of wages, the Statute of Labotirers was passed (1351), eventually

resulting in the Peasant Revolt (1379-81). The growing demand for wool
caused the conversion of large tracts of arable land into sheep-pasturage.
Foreign trade. Trading companies (Grocers, Mercers, etc.) were

formed, including the Merchant Adventurers (1407), who superseded the
Hanseatic merchants. The growth of ship-building, requiring timber, hemp,
etc., established direct trade with Iceland and the Baltic. Several commercial
treaties were concluded, one in 1490 with Norway, and another (The Great
Intercourse) in 1491 with Handers. In the fifteenth century, various Acts were
passed prohibiting importation of certain finished articles. Printing was
introduced into England in 1476.

(2). Modern. Divided into {a) Tudor, (b) Stuart, and
(c) Hanoverian.

(a) Tudor. The discoveries of America and the route to India, via Cape
of Good Hope, stimulated commerce, which gained great support from the
expeditions of Drake and Hawkins in South America, and from the efforts of
Richard Chancellor with Russia. Under Elizabeth, too, the Levant (1581)
and the East Indian (1600) Companies were formed. The English naval power
received impetus from the defeat of the Armada ; hemp-growing (for rope) was
enforced bylaw; and new industries and processes were introduced by refugees.

Such improvements as drainage and new crops (hops and potatoes) greatly bene-
fited agriculture. Marine insurance, the growth of banking, and the passing
of the Poor Law Act (1601) mark the mercantile progress of Elizabeth's reign.

(b) Stuarts. This period is chiefly remarkable for the foundation of English
colonies and extension of influence in America, West Indies and India, and by
the rivalry between Holland and England, engendered by the Navigation Acts
of 1651 and 1660. The eventual supremacy of England was severely but unsuc-
cesslully threatened by France during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
The commercial history of this period is marked by the abolition of mono-

polies (1624), the foundation of the Bank of England (1694), the formation of
the Board of Trade (1696), the Methuen Treaty with Portugal (1703), (benefit-
ing the wool and wine trade), and the freer use of coal. New systems of
draining and manuring, and the introduction of root crops improved the state
of agriculture.
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(c) Hanoverian, (i. ) George I. to 1815 ; (ii. ) 1815 to present time.

(i.) Notable for English naval supremacy ; application of steam to manufac-
tures ; supplanting of domestic system by the establishing of factories ; great

increase in the iron trade ; the enlarged output of textile fabrics due to the in-

ventions and improvements of Arkwright and others ; and the decline of the

mercantile system under the influence of Adam Smith's teachings. Trade
generally was stimulated by the wise legislation of Walpole in regard to duties

and customs.

This period also witnessed the establishment of various industries, e.g. cotton

(Lancashire), woollen (Yorkshire and West of England), pottery Staffordshire),

and hardware (the North and Midlands and South Wales). Wool began to be

imported from Australia, and the increase in population required importation

of foreign corn. The West Indian sugar trade suffered, from the manufacture

of sugar from beet-root.

(ii.) The most important features of this period are the application of steam

to locomotion ; increased use of coal ; use of gas as an illuminant ; develop-

ment of iron and steel manufjictures ; adoption of electric telegraph and
telephone and the use of electricity for illuminative and locomotive purposes

;

the development of our Colonies ; the extinction of the mercantile system ; and
the establishment of Free Trade.
Some of the chief commercial events were the opening of Stockton and

Darlington railway (1825) ; establishment of electric telegraph (1837) ; use of

steamships for ocean traffic (1S38) ; completion of the Suez Canal (1S69)
;

introduction of the I^enny Post (1840) ; and Repeal of the Corn Laws (1846 .

From time to time, taxes on raw materials and necessities were either lightened

or abolished by such eminent statesmen as Huskisson, Peel, and Gladstone.

VII.—Expansion of the Empire.

Colonies, (i) Co/o///^s />ro/>^r, z>. new countries acquired

by settlement, and practically self-governed (Australia, Canada,
etc.)

; (2) Croivn Colonies, governed by officials appointed b}'^

the British Government (Ceylon, Sierra Leone, etc.)
; (3)

Protectorates (British East Africa and native states of India)
;

and (4) Dependencies, under military occupation (India,

Gibraltar, Malta, Aden, etc.). Note.—British possessions

have been gained (i) by conquest, (2) by purchase or

treaty, or (3) by settlements either by private traders and
adventurers, or by chartered companies.
History of Colonization. Discoveryof West Indies (Columbus, 1492)

and North America (Cabot, 1497) were extended by the enterpri.se of the great

Elizabethan sailors (Drake, Hawkins, Frobisher, etc. ). First English colony

established in Newfoundland (1583), followed by Sir Walter Raleigh's failure

with the colony he named Virginia (1584). The next two centuries witnessed

the establishment and consolidation of the thirteen United States, the independ-

ence of which was recognised in 17S3 (after a war of eight years). Quebec,

founded in 1608 by P^ench settlers, became English in 1759, and shortly

afterwards the conquest of Canada was completed. Since the annexation of

Jamaica by Oliver Cromwell (1685), most of the West Indies have come under

British sway.
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India. Our power and possessions in India are to be traced to the efforts

of the East India Company (established 1600). Under Clive and Hastings,

who met with great opposition from the French, much territory was gained,

but in 1773, the Company came under the control of the British government,
and from 1784 to 1858 was regulated by a Board of Control. The terrible

Indian Mutiny led to the abolition of the Company, its territories and powers
being transferred to the Crown, and the government being administered by a

Secretary of State (who must be a member of the British Parliament). In

1877 Q'-ieen Victoria was proclaimed Empress of India, tha dignity passing on
her death to King Edward VII.

Africa. Cape Colony, first occupied by the Dutch, became British by
conquest (18 14) ; then followed Natal, and other tracts ; and in 1900 Orange
River Colony and the Transvaal. In West Africa, some settlements have
been utilized as homes for emancipated slaves. Egypt, though not, strictly

speaking, a British colony, owes its present progress and well ordered financial

condition and military equipment to British guidance. The heroic efforts of

General Gordon, followed up by the generalship of Lords Wolseley and
Kitchener, have resulted in the acquisition of the Sudan ; while the addition

of British East Africa and Rhodesia point to the possible extension of the Cape
railway to Cairo in the near future.

Australasia. Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand and the Pacific Islands

came into British possession during the Napoleonic wars. The gold fever of

1851 caused a rush of immigrants, who later turned their attention to agriculture

and sheep rearing. Their prosperity has been so rapid that the five states,

together with Tasmania, have formed a Confederation, with a united Parliament

under a Governor-General appointed by Great Britain.

VIII.—Foreign Affairs.

First and Second Periods. Britain was successively

occupied by the Romans, the Picts and Scots, the Jutes, Angles
and Saxons, the Danes, and the Normans, the original Britons

being driven into Wales and the South West. From 1066,

England, being ruled b}^ kings owning lands in France, came
into collision with that country, and gradually lost its power
and possessions (dating from the reign of John). During the

"Hundred Years' War" (1338-1453), England gained signal

victories at Sluys (1340), Crecy (1346), and Poitiers (1356).

Yet little was left of her French territory at the death of

Edward III., only Calais (lost in 1558) remaining in 1453.

Third Period. England now came into conflict with (i)

Spain, whose naval power waned after the defeat of the

Armada (1588), and (2) the Dutch, whose carrying trade was
interfered with by the Navigation Acts. Under William III.

(a Dutchman) the English and Dutch were united, and the

old rivalry with France was renewed. During the Wars of

the Spanish Succession (1702-13) and the Seven Years' War
(1756-63), England gained much colonial territory. Napoleon,
following up the revolutionary disturbances, found success
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awaiting his military genius at every step, but England proved
his stumbling block, notably at Trafalgar (1805) and Waterloo
(1815).

From 1 841 to the beginning of the 20th century, England's
chief conflicts have been confined to China (i 841-2), India (Mu-
tiny, 1857), the Ashantis (1872), the Afghans (1878), the Zulus

(1879), and the Boers (1880 and 1899-1902) Its one European
quarrel resulted in the disastrous Crimean War (1854-5).

IX.—Scotland, Ireland and Wales.
Scotland. Originally called Caledonia, its inhabitants

were known as Picts, the Scots coming over from the North
of Ireland. The combined race came into frequent collision

with the English and Danes. The marriage of Alexander III.

to the daughter of Henry III. served for peace, but Edward I.'s

interference in the matter of the Scottish succession resulted

in Scottish independence (1328).

Union of England and Scotland. The Crowns were
united (1603) under James VI. of Scotland, whose claim was
based upon descent from Henry VII. In 1707, the two
Parliaments were united by the Act of Union.

Ireland. The original inhabitants were Celts. Probably
the greatest figure in Irish history is Saint Patrick, whose
Christian teachings destroyed Druidism, and made Ireland

the centre of missionary effort. In the reign of Henry II. the

English gained a footing in the island ; under Henry VIII.

and Mary, the Irish suffered heavily, but Elizabeth left it

fairly peaceful. James I. gave Ulster over to Scottish and
English settlers, but from both Cromwell and William III.

the Irish received severe treatment. In 1801 the Irish and
English Parliaments were united, this measure probably being
hastened by the Irish rebellion of 1796. In 1829, equal
political rights were granted to Catholics, and Mr. Gladstone,
though unable to give the Irish Home Rule, secured for them
some beneficial legislation, e.g. Land Acts, etc.

Wales. The refuge of the harassed ancient Britons, who
maintained their independence until 1282, when Edward I.

defeated Llewellyn and created his own son Edward, Prince
of Wales. Under Henry VIII. Wales secured Parliamentary
representation. The patron saint is St. David (died March
ist, 601). The chief feature of Welsh character is love of

their literature and music, evidence of which is furnished in

the annual festival known as the Eisteddfod.
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TABLE OF ENGLISH MONARCHS.
Chief Kings of Saxon Period.

Ethelred II. ... 978-1016
Canute (Danish") 1017-1035
Edward (the Confessor) 1042-1066
Harold II. ... 1066

Egbert 827-S36
Alfred 871 901
Athelstan 924 941
Edgar 959-975

The Norman Period (1066-1154).

William I. 1066-1087
|

Henry I. 1100-1135
William II. 1087-1100

|

Stephen 1135-1154

The Plantagenet Period (1154-1399).

Henry II. I154-I189 Henry III.

Richard I. 1 189 11 99 Edward I.

John 1199-1216 Edward II.

Houses of
Lancaster.

Henry IV. 1399- 1413
Henry V. 1413-1422
Henry VI. 1422-1461

The
Henry VII. 1485- 1509
Henry VIII. 1509-1547

1216-1272

1272-1307
1307-1327

Lancaster and

Edward III.

Richard II.

1327-1377

1377 1.399

James I.

Charles I.

The Commonwealth.
Charles II.

Tudor

I

Edward VI.

I

Mary I.

The Stuart
1603-1625

1625-1649
I 649- I 660
I 660- I685

York.
York.

Edward IV. 146 1- 1483
Edward V. 1483
Richard HI. 1483-1485

Period.

Elizabeth1547-1553
1553-1558

I

Period.

James II. ...

William III. and Mary II.

William HI.
Anne

1558-1603

1 685- 1 688
1689 1694
1 694- 1 702
1702-1714

The Hanoverian Period.
George I. 1714-1727 I George HI. 1760-1820 I William IV. 1830-1837
George II. 1727-1760 |

George IV. 1820-1830
|
Victoria ... 1837-1901

The Saxe-Coburg Period.
Edward VII. 1901-1910. | George V. 1910.

A CHRONOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
IMPORTANT EVENTS.

Roman Period
(55 B.C.-410 A.D.).

B.C.

55 and 54 Roman Invasions under

Julius Ccesar

A.D.

43-78 Roman Invasions under various

generals including Julius

Agricola(78j.

410 Withdrawal of Roman forces

from Britain.

Anglo-Saxon Period
(A.D. 449-1066).

449 Arrival of the English from the

lower basin of the Elbe.

597 Introduction of Christianity.

787 First Danish Invasion.

827 Egbert became Overlord of

Britain.

871-901 Reign of Alfred the Great.

925-988 Dunstan.
1002 Massacre of the Danes.
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1013-1042 England ruled by Danish
kings.

1066 Battles of Stamford Bridge and
• Hastings.

1086 Domesday Survey completed.

1 164 Constitutions of Clarendon
passed.

1 1
70 Murder of Thomas a Becket.

1
1
72 Conquest of Ireland.

1208 England under the Pope's

Interdict.

1215 Magna Carta passed.

1265 First representative Parliament.

1282 Conquest of Wales.

1295 The Model Parliament.

1304 Conquest of Scotland.

1 3 14 Battle of Bannockbiirn. In-

dependence of Scotland

recognised in 1328.

1338 Beginning of '

' Hundred Years'

"

War with PVance ; ended 1453.

1349 The Black Death ; Statute of

Labourers passed.

1381 Wat Tyler's Insurrection.

1450 Jack Cade's rebellion.

1453 Loss of all French possessions

with exception of Calais.

1455-1485 Wars of the Roses,

1476 Printing introduced by Caxton.

i486 Cape of Good Flope discovered.

1492 Columbus discovered America

;

Parkin Warbeck's insurrection.

15 1
3 Battle of Flodden.

1532 Reformation began in England.

1534 Papal Supremacy abolished in

England.

1536-39 Suppression of the Monas-
teries.

1553 Catholic religion restored.

1558 Loss of Calais ; accession of

Elizabeth and establishment
of the Protestant religion.

1587 Mary, Queen of Scots, executed.

1588 Defeat of the Spanish Armada.
1602 Conquest of Ireland completed.

1604 Hampton Court Conference.

1605 Gunpowder Plot.

1620 Emigration of the " Pilgrim
Fathers " to America.

1628 Petition of Right passed.

1642 The Civil War began.

1649 Execution of Charles I.

1649- 1660 The Commonwealth.

1657 Navigation Act passed.

1665 The Great Plague of London.
1666 The Great Fire of London.

1679 Habeas Corpus Act
passed.

1688 The English Revolution
1689 The Declaration of Right by

William HI. ; afterwards en-

larged into Bill of Rights.
1692 Foundation of National Debt.

1 701 Act of Settlement passed.

1707 Act of Union -with
Scotland.

17 1 5 Old Pretender's rebellion.

17 16 Septennial Act passed.

1720 The South Sea Bubble.

1745 Young Pretender's rebellion.

1757 English victory at /'/a55£/(India).

1759 Capture of Quebec and conquest

of Canada completed.

1763 Peace of Paris concluding Seven
Years' War with France.

1775 American War began.

1776 Declaration of American Inde-

pendence; acknowledgedin 1782.

1789 French Revolution.

1801 Act of Union with Ire-
land.

1808-14 The Peninsular War.
1815 The Battle of "Waterloo.
1832 First Reform Bill passed.

1833 Abolition of Slavery,

1846 Repeal of the Corn Laws.
1854-56 The Crimean War.

1857 The Indian Mutiny.
1867-8 Second Reform Bill.

1870 Elementary Education Act.

1872 Ballot Act passed.

1884 Third Reform Bill.

1889 Establishment of County Coun-
cils ; Parish Councils in 1894.

1899 The Boer War commenced.
1901 Accession of Edward VII.

Australian Commonwealth.
1902 Peace Treaty with Boers.

1907 Dominion of New Zealand.

Territorial Army formed.

1909 South African Union.
1910 Accession of George V.

Old Age Pensions Act.

191 2 Amundsen reaches S. Pole.

1914 Outbreak of European War.
1 91 9 European Peace Treaty.
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Allegory-

annals
barrow
beams
bravoes

beech-masts
Circuit
civet
Collop-Monday

compurgation

convey
Curia Regis
divers
dooms
Eisteddfod

epic
farers
feoffment

fuller

gallants
gild

hanse
heraldry
hundred-moot

lyric

masque

mead
Merchants of
the Staple

Morris-dancing
mummery

\

mumming
\

oratoria
pageant
Psalter
rogrues

GLOSSARY.
A fable or representation in which fictitious characters and

incidents are introduced with the intention of conveying a
truth with greater force and effect ; e g. Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress.

A relation of events in chronological order (Lat. annus, a year).

A large mound of earth raised over graves (Old English).

The part of a stag's head which bears the antlers.

Hired assassins ; in bygone days a bravo was a sort of bully or

adventurer, living by his wits with the help of his sword or dagger
The fruit of the beech tree ; beech-nuts.

The periodical journey of a judge to hold assizes.

A perfume obtained from the civet-cat.

The day preceding Shrove Tuesday. A collop is a piece of

flesh, and on that day, in the north of England, fried slices

were formerly eaten. Shrove Tuesday was appointed for

confession of Catholics to their priests, followed by merri-

ment and feasting, the chief dish being pancakes or fritters.

The swearing by a certain number of persons of their belief in

the innocence or veracity of an accused man. This system
was the origin of trial by jury.

To transfer property (legal).

The court of the king, i.e. the King's Great Council.

Different, various ; c.f. diverse.

Codes ; a code is an arranged collection of laws.

(Pronounced i-sleth-vod), an annual gathering of the Welsh
people for the encouragement of native poetry and music.

A poem narrating certain historical events.

Travellers, way-farers.

The conveyance or gift of an estate or land by the actual

delivery of some part, such as a twig or a turf, such delivery

being called livery of seisin.

One who fulls cloth, i.e. thickens it by pressure in a mill.

Fashionable men who were devoted to the society of ladies.

Or guild, an association formed to protect and foster a certain

trade.

A company of merchants ; hence, Hanseatic league.

The science of armorial bearings.

A meeting of the hundred. A hundred was originally a division

of a county containing one hundred families or freemen.

Compare toivn-moot and shire-moot.

A poem in which the poet's individual emotions are expressed,

as distinguished from the epic, which deals with actual or

fictitious events.

An entertainment in which the company wore masks; or, a
festive entertainment.

A fermented mixture of honey and malt.

A trading corporation who exported the staple commodities
(i.e. wool, skins and leather) to Flanders.

A dance borrowed from the Moors, and practised in springtime.

Diversion or sport sought under disguise or masks.

Sacred musical compositions.
A show or spectacle (Lat. pagina, a stage).

The book of Psalms in separate form.

A class of persons liable to special pena,lties (legal) ; also

termed, vagabonds or vagrants.
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ruff A large linen collar, plaited, crimped or fluted, formerly worn
by both sexes (Elizabethan).

sagas Old heroic Scandinavian tales.

sanctuary A sacred place giving shelter or protection.

sarsenet A fine, thin silk for lining (Saracen).

sheriff The shire-reeve, or President of the shire-moot (see hundred-

moot).

Stipendiary A paid magistrate (Lat. stips, a coin, and pendo, I pay).

stockade A line of posts ; a fence for protection.

tabor (tabour) A small drum beaten by the fingers or a stick. The pipe and

tabor were used in the morris-dance.

thegn (thane) An Anglo-Saxon title of dignity held by landed proprietors.

treason Any attempt to betray the government or sovereign of one's

country.

verdict From Lat. vere, truly, and dictum, said ; a true saying
;
the

answer of a jury after hearing evidence.

villain Or villein, a member of the lowest class of unfree persons under

the feudal system.

wattle Woven twigs.

wherries shallow, light boats built sharp at both ends for fast sailing

(chiefly on rivers).

Witenagemot From Anglo-Saxon ivitan-, to know (witena, wise men), and

gemot, a meeting or moot. The Witenagemot (or Witan) cor-

responded to our present Parliament.

WOOlfells Skins (or fells) from which the wool has not been removed.

QUESTIONS.
1. Describe the manners, customs, dress, and amusements of the English

people before the Commonwealth.
2. Give a brief description of the Witan and its powers, with examples. Show

how Parliament first became a representative assembly, and note the various

occasions of its increase of power. Name the great measures which helped to

secure the liberty of the subject.

3.
" Trade follows the flag." Illustrate this expression.

4. Show the benefits arising out of the Norman-French occupation of England.

5. Describe the Puritan movement, and indicate its effects upon society and

religion.
. ^ ,.u

6. Describe the introduction of Christianity into Britam, and enumerate the

varioHS persons who furthered the cause.

7. Give a brief account of the Reformation, and trace the growth of the chief

Dissenting bodies.
, , , i. ^ ^u

8. Describe the ancient methods of trial and explain the development ot the

present trial by jury. .... ,

9. Trace the progress of Parliamentary reform from the Chartist agitation, and

mention any beneficial Acts passed in the interests of the working classes.

10. Trace the progress of English literature to the time of Wycliffe. To what

extent does the original language of Britain survive ?

11. Enumerate the various legislative measures passed to control and regulate

trade. State any other causes that have contributed to commercial prosperity

in the Hanoverian period.

12. Classify the various colonies, indicating in particular the operations con-

nected with those secured by conquest.

13. Briefly trace the various conflicts with {a) France, {b) Spain, and (c) the Dutch

14! Show how Scotland, Ireland and Wales respectively became incorporated

geographically and politically with England.

15. Explain the following : Merchants of Staple ; Treason ;
Curia regis ;

Assizes;

Feudal system; Eisteddfod; the Great In; ercourse ; the Anglo-Saxon casket;

Cape to Cairo railway ; the Renaissance.
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